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ALC Ball Denice-Montenegro win election

draws
hundreds

UGBC Presidential
Election Results:
Total Votes Cast:

3,895

Students camp out
to obtain tickets for
dance at Copley hotel
By

Candidates Chris
Denice and Alejandro
Montenegro received
2,018 votes (51.8
percent of total votes)

Julia Toepfer
Staff

Heights

On Saturday night, 800 students
trudged across campus braving the
blustery weather and donning formal
wear covered by heavy jackets. A parent
attending the hockey game might have
wondered what had gotten into these
crazy college kids, but students know
that it is all in the name of the AHANA
Leadership Council (ALC) Ball. Though
the weather was uncooperative, reminiscent oflast year, students know the
ALC Ball is not an event to miss - rain,
shine, or

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Chris Deniceand Alejandro Montenegro presented and argued their platform at thefinal debate of the 2008 UGBC presidential election.

Dumontet

snow.

Every year the ball brings together
around 800 students. "We want to create a safe, comfortablespace for all students," said Erin Dea, executive director
of programming in ALC and A&S '08.
ALC sponsors, among many smaller
events, three big events each year: the

boat cruise, showdown, and ball. They
usually take place in that order,but things
were switchedaround abit this year. The
showdown had to be moved to April 10,
meaning it would have come very soon
after the ball, which is typically scheduled in mid to late March. To space out
the events, Dea decided to move the ball
to February. The change of date raised
concerns about the weather. Earlier in
the day on Saturday, there was talk of
suspending the ball. A further scheduling conflict arose because there was also
a hockey game on Saturday, the same
night as theball.Buses transporting stu-

challenges
EC's 'inaction'
By Alexi

Chi

News Editor
Chris Denice, CSOM '09, and AlejandroMontenegro,A&S '09, took2,0f8
of the 3,895 votes cast on Thursday and
Friday to win the UndergraduateGovernment of Boston College (UGBC) presi-

dentialelection. Denice and Montenegro
received51.8 percent ofthe totalvotes in
an election, whichmarked an increase in
votes of over 59 percent from the 2,337
votes cast in last year's election.
Kyle Greenleaf, director ofBC Votes
and LSOE TO, was thrilled with the
increased voter turnout, in which over
42 percent of the student body voted.
"BC Votes had some effect, but all the
teams, the candidates themselves, did a
phenomenal job doing dorm walks, get-

ting the word out to vote. I really think
the Elections Committee decision to

let the candidates use Facebook was a
big factor," Greenleafsaid. "I think the
campaigns did a better job of pulling
freshmen in this year."
Denice and Montenegro too were
thrilled with the results of the election,
and are already formulating plans for
their tenure as president and vice president ofthe UGBC, positions they will take
over in May.

The team'sfirst step will be to continalreadyunderway.
"Oneof the projects I'm already working on is to reassess what the budget pays
for, making sure the events we've been
funding as a tradition is being spent for
the greater good of the student body.
For example, the UGBC has been paying for the Breaking the Barriers Ball for
over 18 years. The UGBC has a constant
ue work on projects

See Election, A4

City questions Master Plan Classes
move into

BRA has doubts about
housing planned for
Brighton Campus

residences

By Patrick Fouhy

Heights Editor

See ALC Ball, A4

unite
By Julia Toepfer
Heights Staff

During the annual AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) retreat at the beginning of this year, one issue rang clear for
many participants: Somethinghad to be
done about the lack of cohesion among
the student clubs celebratingpeoples of
African descent. This problem has been
discussed many times in the past few
years, yet not until now has action been
taken to implement a solution.
Jodi-Ann Burey, director of AHANA
Caucus and A&S '08, spearheaded the
effort to bring together the African and
African-Americanculture clubs. "There
was no umbrellagroup for the clubs that
representedAfrican Diaspora," she said,
"so I took it upon myself to establish a
group like Asian Caucus for clubs that
represented African Diaspora." Burey
said that after she and some other students went to a few Asian Caucus meetings, they realized just how effective this
sort of organization wouldbe for their
clubs.
Burey said that several years ago an
umbrellagroupfor clubsrepresenting the
African Diaspora, called United Front,
existed at Boston College. She is not
sure when and why it disappeared, but
she wanted to resurrect it. Burey said
she decidedto "revamp and revitalize
[United Front] and make it something
that's useful and efficient for our clubs."
And so United Front exists once again
atBC.
United Front consists of six student
clubs: CapeVerdean Student Association

for Boston College's Master Plan on
Thursday,calling into questionthe merits
of constructing housing on the Brighton
Campus and Shea Field.
By Meghan Michael
"The scoping determinationby the
Assoc. News Editor
BRA is a normal stage of the Master
Plan process in which colleges and uniIcy downpours,slipperypathways, and
versities are asked to provide additional
theneed to donfour layersof clothing to
information on their proposals, often in
keep warm whilebraving Boston winters
the formofstudies on issuesranging from
are allfactors that might deter students
traffic impact to parking," said University
from attendingtheir9 a.m. classes. Some
Spokesman JackDunn.
students,however, may no longerneed to
"We anticipated these requests and
find their umbrellas and snow boots to
are happy torespond to theBRA through
get to class - they might not even have
the submittal of our final Institutional
to change out of their slippers.
Master Plan sometime this spring,"
COURTESY OF ANDERSON ILLUSTRATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
This semester, Boston College is
Dunn said.
A rendering of thefuture BC campus depicts theschool's plan to house 500 students on Brighton. beginning a new initiative that brings
The mayor's office stood by the BRA
classes to theresidence halls. Currently,
inechoingthe neighbor's concerns about the surrounding neighborhoods. BC ofcampus," Dunn said.
seven classes are being conducted in
building more residence halls on the ficials feel thatthe plan toconstruct more
On a percent basis, BC is currently study lounges in the connectors of some
BrightonCampus.
residencehalls on Brighton Campus is in the leader in housing students on camoftheresidence halls on Upper Campus.
"I say to them, why can't they build line with the mayor's policy.
pus with 85 percent of students housed Ifthisfirst trialrun proves to be successthe new dorms on the campus they
"Our proposal to house 500 stuwithin the University'sChestnut Hilland ful, this number will likely continue to
already have?" said Mayor Thomas M. dents on the Brighton Campus is conNewton campuses. The proposal to add increase in future years.
Menino in a Boston Globe article.
sistent withrequests from the mayor of 610 beds in theMaster Plan - 500 on the
Theseclasses arepart of an attempt by
Meninohas calledon Boston's colleges Boston, elected officials, and Allston- Brighton Campus - will increase the total
and universities to house more of their Brighton residents for colleges and
students in an effort to ease pressure on universities to house more students on
See Master Plan, A5
See Dorms, A5

Senior thesis hits shelves nationwide

See United Front, A4

By

MatthewDeLuca

she wanted to write something different
than the run- of- the-mill undergraduate
honors thesis.
Though most senior theses are quickly
She said thatshe approachedDerber
one day after class and asked him if he
forgotten, Katherine Adam, BC '07, followed a different path. With the help of wouldbe interested in advisingher. "He
Charles Derber, professor in the sociolis knownamongstudents as being an adogy deparment, what started as research vocate," Adam said. "I knew that before
for a typical senior endeavor evolved I knew him."
during her senior year and last summer
Last spring, Derber andAdam worked
into something much more. The resulton crafting her final thesis. At this time,
ing book, The New Feminized Majority:
there was no speculation thattheproject
HowDemocrats Can ChangeAmerica with might result in a book. For Adam, the
Women's Values, is already on bookstore subject matter itselfwas a strong motivashelves across the country.
tor. "Write aboutwhat youknow," Adam
When Adam came to him in the fall said abouther choice oftopic. At Boston
of 2007, Derber said she was in the very College, Adam was involved in the BC
early stages of her honors sociology Democratsandinternedfor Senator John
thesis. At this point, Adam said she had Kerry as a sophomore.
only a vague idea of how she wanted to
Adam said that her activities on
approach the work, but she knew that campus contributedto herthesisfrom its

Asst. News Editor

COURTESY OF KATHERINE ADAM

t

BC begins to hold
classes in study lounges
on Upper Campus

TheBoston RedevelopmentAuthority
(BRA) issued its scoping determination

Diaspora
groups

Sports

Features

Wildcats sweep Eagles in homeland-home series, clinching the
regular-season Hockey East title c (

INSIDE

Candidates Phil
Dumontet and
Michael Sokolowski
received 1,877 votes
(48.2 percent of total
votes)
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The progression from
vinyls to Internet
downloading and
its effect
bi

inception. "I wanted to examine gender
andpolitics and how theyplay out in the
progressive party," Adam said.

Derber sharedthisenthusiasmfor the
project. "I think people would be interestedto see thatthereis a wayof looking
at values that isn't just religiouslybased,
but also looks at gender and class," he

said. "The discussion about values has
been distorted by the view of Christian
voters as the values voters."
Derber is a noted social critic. He
has published 12 of his own books, and
his articles appear frequently in various
periodicals. He said that he writes his
books with the average reader in mind,
but not at the expense of scholarship. "I
think of myself as a public intellectual,"
he said.

See Thesis, A5

Arts & Review
Theater dept. presents Ashley's
k Purpose:' a collaboration
questioning the media
Dl
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Violence continues in
independent Kosovo

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

KOSOVSKA MITROVICA (AP) - Violent
protests rocked Serb-dominated northern
Kosovo on Friday, as mobschanting "Kosovo
is ours!" hurled stones, bottles, and firecrackers at U.N. police guarding a bridge
that divides Serbs from ethnic Albanians.
The scenes evoked memories ofthe carnage
unleashed by former Serb autocrat Slobodan Milosevic the last time Kosovo tried
to break away from Serbia, which considers
the territory its ancestral homeland. There
were disturbing signs the riots in Belgrade,
Serbia, and in Mitrovica have the blessing
ofnationalists in the Serbian government.
The government hopes somehow to undo
the loss of the belovedprovince, the site of
an epic battle betweenSerbs and Turks in
1389. Prime Minister Vojislav Kostunica's
authoritieshaverepeatedlyvowedtoreclaim
the land, despite U.S. and other Western
recognition ofKosovo's statehood.

JIM ROSS / AP PHOTO

ON CAMPUS

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

BC police auction to benefit
children with special needs
The Boston College Police Department will be
holding an auction of unclaimed property on Saturday, March 29. It will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the
Function Room in Walsh Hall with a 30-minute
preview of the items. Bidding will begin at 9 a.m.
and continue until all items are sold. All sales are
cash only and all proceeds from the auction will be
donated to the Medford Early Education Program
for Special Needs Children. The program has greatly
benefited Detective Kevin Christopher's son, Ryan
G. Christopher, who has been diagnosedwith Down
syndrome.

Local Double Eagle from 1930
celebrates his 100th birthday
For Thomas Donald Robinson, who celebrated his
100th birthday last month,keeping active is the key to
staying young. Robinson graduatedfrom Boston College
in 1930 and thenreturned to get his masters before becoming a high schoolteacher.Retired now, he keeps a full
schedule, driving around Boston in his tan Oldsmobileto
meet friends for coffee, visit his sweetheart inWellesley,
go to church, shop, or havelunch with his sons. Robinson
toldreporters that althoughtimes were simpler when he
was younger, he is enjoying his twilight years. "You get
more out oflife now than when I was a boy. This time of
life is exciting and challenging. It's more interesting to
be alive. It's better now."
NATIONAL

Thursday
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Connolly

Theater
Amateur comedians
can sign up and perform a three-minute
set in the first round
of a competition sponsored by Rooftopcomedy.com.

Friday
Time: 6:30 a.m.
Location: Flynn RecreComplex
ation
House
Four ambassadors
and top international Fulbright Scholar Jim- ROTC cadets will be
diplomats will present my O'Brien Moran will guiding a one-hour,
boot- camp-style physipresent a lecture on
a panel discussion
of the advances of
Seamus Ennis's Gaelic cal fitness class open
women in the field of song translations,fol- to all who want to parlowed by a concert of ticipate in an intense,
diplomacy and their
early morning workout.
own experiences.
Irish songs.

or mail a detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
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Ralph Nader announces
he will run for president

Top5

Thursday
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: Devlin 008

Classifieds and Collections
(617) 552-0364

e-mail, fax,

things to do this week on campus

Tuesday
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Robsham

Advertising(617) 552-2220
Business and Circulation
(617) 552-0547

bcheights.com. For future events,

Penningnew lyrics to an American country song, dozens
ofpig farmers belted "Standby YourHam" in an attempt to
raise awareness aboutBritain's decliningporkindustry. The
song, a new take on Tammy Wynette's 1968 hit "Stand by
Your Man," addresses the rising feed prices, whichfarmers
say have been pushing them out of the market. The song
encourages consumers to lookfor theQualityStandard Mark
on porkproducts, which supports farmers who produce to
higher standardsofwelfare."It's a lightheartedway of drawing attention to a very serious issue," Yorkshire pig farmer
RichardLongthorp toldreporters. The song is availablefor
downloadonline at www.pigsareworthit.com.

3. 'Gaelic Roots' per- 4. Boot Camp
formance and lecture fitness class

Business and Operations
General Manager (617) 552-0169

Have a news tip or a good idea for a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

London pig farmers present
their musical debut online

1. National College
Women in
Comedy Competition Diplomacy

General(617) 552-2221
Managing Editor (617) 552-4286
News Desk (617) 552-0172
Sports Desk (617) 552-0189
MarketplaceDesk (617) 552-3548
Features Desk (617) 552-3548
Arts Desk (617) 552-0515
Photo (617)552-1022
Fax (617) 552-4823

News Tips

UNIVERSITIES

For some college students, a low GPAisn't just a resumekiller - it can actually get themkicked out ofhousing. Some universities require a minimum GPA to live in
university residence halls, such as the State University of
New Yorkat Old Westbury. Since 1994students at Westburyhavebeen requiredto maintain a GPAof at least 2.0
to be eligibleto live in on-campus student housing, but
this year the policy is being enforced for the first time.
Other colleges have similar policies, such as Seton Hall
University in New Jersey, whose students must maintain a
minimum GPA of 1.8 to live in unversity residence halls.

Editorial

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

UNDER REPORTED

Students must maintain GPA
to stay in university housing

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

5. BC's Men's
basketball vs. UNC
Saturday

Time: 3:30 p.m.
Location: Conte
Forum
For students still on
campus during spring
break, the men's basketball team will be
playing North Carolina
in one of theirfinal
home league games.

J

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Joseph Neese,Arts andReviewEditor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,

Yesterday, Ralph Nader said he will run
as a third-party candidate in the presidential electionsin an announcement on NBC's

e-mail, fax,

"Meet the Press." This is Nader's third bid
for the presidency. In 2000, he ran as a
Green Party candidate and won 2.7 percent
of the vote, which was enough to cause many
Democratsto blame him for Al Gore'sloss. In
the 2004 presidential election, he won only
one third of a percent of the popular vote.
Naderhad told reporters in June that he was
consideringrunning in the 2008 election, but
waiteduntil yesterday to publicly commit to
the race. He saidthat none of the presidential
contenders are addressing ways to promote
labor rights and limit corporate crime and
waste in the Pentagon.

Clarifications / Corrections

or mail a detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards

and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl
"What are are your plans for spring break?"

"Appalachia."
?Ashley Griswold,
A&S '11

The Police Blotter will return in the next issue.
"Home - not working."
?Frances Early,
LSOE 'It

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

In the article "Respect life in all its
forms," a sentence was improperly

edited. It shouldhavesaid: "I am

"Sleeping and pampering
myselfat home."

BriannaKinkart,
A&S '11
?

not here to takea stand on the abortion debate, nor necessarilytrying
to focus our attention on actual
inconsistencies in anti-abortion
rights rhetoric."
In the article "GJP protests warfare
co." University Spokesman Jack
Dunn was improperly quoted. The
quote shouldhave said: "Students
may discernfor themselvesifthe
JWAC is a company for which they
wouldbeinterested in working."
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New menus to add vegetarian options Transfers
By Molly

left out in

Whiteman

For The Heights

the cold

Vegetarians, rejoice. A new menu is scheduled to
begin cycling through Boston College's dining halls
starting March 9, featuring brand new vegetarian
entrees and sides. BC Dining's production managers
and unit chefs recently traveled to Boston's own Costa

Produce, a privately owned company that supplies
fresh produce to many restaurants and school dining
establishmentsaroundNew England, to come up with
and test out some new recipes for the spring and next
fall's menu rotations.
The managers and chefs from all threeBC dining
halls worked in Costa's test kitchen, cooking up over
30 recipes. At the end of the day, they walked away
from Costa with 12 new vegetarian recipes, including
a spinach-hazelnut lasagna, whole wheat spaghetti
with summer squash, chayoterelleno(a kind ofstuffed
Mexican squash, rich in ammo acids and vitamin C),
and a tofu black bean enchilada.
The initiative by BC Dining Services to provide
fresh and interesting twists comes just in the nick of
time, as students become tired of the monotonous
consumption of the same old foods. Michael Kann,
associatedirectoroffoodand beveragesaid, "You need
to infuse menus with excitement. People who eat here
eat 500 times a year with us. You don't eat at home
thatmany times. So you need it to be exciting and you
need it to be fun. It can't just be the same tired old
things time and again."
Kann thought that CostaProduce was thebest place
tostart becauseoftheclose relationship betweenCosta
and BC Dining, and because of the need for a fresh
vegetarian menu. Costa supplies most of the produce
thatwe consume in the dining halls and provided the
test kitchen in which the new recipes were tried out.
"Our vegetarian lines are the oldest and most tired
that we have. Every recipe we have on the vegetarian
line really is three years old," Kann said.
And vegetarians have noticed. When asked about
these new dishes andthe approachesBC Dining takes
to local and sustainable foods, Gabrielle Groth, A&S
TO said, "Ithink it'sreally important thatthey addnew
things to the menu, vegetarian or otherwise, to give
the students more options. But I think it's especially
exciting that they're adding more vegetarian options
especiallybecause some of the vegetarianoptions they
have are not that appealingor appear very often."

Allison Johnson

PHOTO COURTESYOF FLICKR.COM

BC Dining Services has been working on revised options and menus that will hit campus dining halls on March 9.
Costa was alsoresponsible for the produce students
could purchase at the Farmer's Markets that took
place at Corcoran Commons in the fall, and that will
be back in the spring. But the Farmer's Market was
the brainchild ofHelen Wechsler, director of Dining
Services, and Kann in an attempt to get fresh local
produce, high-end breads, and pies to students. This
initiative, which embracesthe local and sustainable,
was a noveltyto some BC students but not to Wechsler
and Kann, veterans ofthe culinarybusiness. Wechsler
said, "Foranybody who is in the foodbusiness who is
either a chef or has been highlyinvolvedin foodfor the
number ofyears thatwe have, it's the naturalthing to
do. It tastes better, it's the right thing to do."
The Farmer's Market was also an important addition to the Dining Service's repertoire because it
brought local, sustainable diningto the conscientious
students. "Ithink the Farmer's Market was an important addition to dining service because it made their
use of local products and produce more recognized
because, whetherthey use it or not in the dining halls,
students aren't aware of it," Groth said.
Wechsler said there is a need for students to think
about where their food and food containers come
from. "Where we come from as people in the culinary
profession, it really isn't a hard decisionfor us. The
difficulty is to get our students and customers aware

ofwhat we're doing and why it's important. Ithink at
BC, the customers' awareness that what they choose

to eat really makes a difference - as much as it makes
a difference to go on a service trip. And what you eat
it on and how you take it out and why you take it out
and why you eat fruit that's out of season," Wechsler

said.
As they did with Costa Produce and the revamping of the vegetarian menus, the BC Dining staff will
soon travel to North Coast Seafood, which provides
most of BC's fish, to revamp the seafood dishes on
the menus. Akin to the initiatives they take with local
and sustainable vegetables, the dining staff looks to
provide students with the best quality food at prices
fit for a student'sbudget. "Swordfishis really reasonably priced right now. But we'veput a moratoriumon
selling it becausethe only ones you're getting are the
little ones now and it's really been over-fished.What
we're hoping to get from that is good fish entrees that
are still reasonablypriced," Kann said.
BC Dining is trying to keep things fresh anddifferent, and it seems that by generating a new vegetarian
menu, they are doing exactly that. "I think people
wouldbe surprised at how many people are vegetarian or eat vegetarian on campus, so Ithink it's really
great how they're giving thought to the needs ofthose
people," Groth said. \u25a0

Film and panel address religion, sexuality
By Kelly McCartney

of the Bible known as the Holiness Code, I never thought about that beforebecause I had never
which also forbids the eating ofshrimp, the wearing of talked to anybody who was gay before,'" Bowers said.
clothing made of two kinds of fabric, or the planting
While the panelists came from a variety ofbackof two different kinds of seeds in one field. Many of grounds, they all agreed that the opinions of those
the panelists noted that the condemnationsofsexual who argue against homosexuality were unfairly repintercourse in the Bible are largelycultural, and appear resented in the film. Vanderhooft, after citing his lack
in passages that forbid other activities, such as the of expertiseas a film critic, notedthat whenever those
eating of shrimp, which are not consideredpunishable who argued for greater acceptance of homosexuality
sins by Christians.
within the church were portrayed, religious choral
In consideringthe New Testament, Darr said that music was played in the background, while those who
the onlypassage that specificallyreferences same-sex were against more inclusion of homosexualitygenerally
intercourse is Romans 1:26,where thebehavioris called spoke against a background of country music.
"vile affections."
"There are scholars working with Scripture for
"Religions are inherently human attempts to order whom the straight literalist, fundamentalist view is
the world so that it hasform and structure," Darr said. not theplacethey're arguing from," Luti said. "They're
"Part ofreligious orderingalwaysinvolves a separation more sophisticated in the way they're dealingwith the
of things into categories ofclean and unclean. An entire same texts. They come out in the same place; they
worldview thus emerges."
still believe that homosexualityis not the will of God,
As such, Darr said, like Vanderhooft, that whatwere but they aren't just waving the Bible in your face and
termed"vile affections" in the context of the NewTesquoting two or three passages."
tament world reflected many culture-specific beliefs.
The panel discussion offered anew outlookfor the
"As our understandings of nature and the human many students and members of the community who
beings change, thenourreligious worldviewcomes into attended.
conflict with that," Darr said.
"I'dactuallyalreadyseen the movie. Therealreason
But the Bible is not the onlything that people take I came was for the discussion," said Leah Soumerai,
into considerationwhen they look at homosexuality. A&S '11. "When I saw the movie thefirst time,I wanted
Panelist Mary Luti, senior minister at First Church so badly to discuss with somebody who knew about
in Cambridgeand BC '88, suggested that experience the Bible. I want to understand the other perspective
also plays a part in how religion and understandings betterbecause I feel thatis the only way I can come to
of homosexualitymix.
my own opinion about it."
"Most goodChristian folk change theirminds about
Others thought the event was particularly pertinent
this subject not only because of learning new ways of for a campus like BC's.
reading Scripture, they're also having new kinds of
"Religionwas a centralfactor in [the film], andit's
experiences,"Luti said. "Gay peoplewho live good holy very relevantbecause it tries toreconcile gayrights with
lives are themselves a text we need to read."
religion, and that's certainly something we try to do
Bob Bowers, consultantfor outreachandreconcilihere on campus," said Matt Hollis-Lima, A&S '09.
ation at the Paulist Center in Cambridgeand BC '82,
On top of the many undergraduatesin attendance,
had a similarexperience.Part of Bowers'job is to foster therewas also a large group of community membersand
conversation between alienated and disenfranchised a number of faculty members, making the crowd more
Catholics andthe archdiocese.Bowers rememberedone diverse than those typical at many other BC events.
instance in which a memberof the archdiocesehad a
"I think, over time, we're building a consistent atnew experiencewhen he sat down to have a conversatendance at these events over time and we're getting
tion with a group ofgay and lesbian men and women.
these conversations going which are so important,"
"He had said to membersof my community, 'Wow, Perez said. \u25a0
a section

Heights Staff
"If a man lies with a male as one lies with a woman,
both of them have committed an abomination; they
shall be put to death; theirbloodis upon them."
This Biblical line, from Leviticus 20:13, is often
cited as the scriptural basis for the classification of
homosexual intercourse as a sin. The role the Bible
plays in the religious disputeoverhomosexualitycame
under scrutiny at Boston College'sGLBTQLeadership
Council's (GLC) screening andpanel discussionof the
film For theBible Tells Me So.
The film was directed and written by Daniel G.
Karslake and was released at the Sundance Film
Festival in 2007, where it was met with great critical
acclaim.For the Bible Tells Me Sofollows five Christian
Americanfamilies who come from a variety of faiths,
circumstances, and locations as they struggle to balance theirlovefor theirfamilies andtheircommitment
to theirfaith.
"The movie is, in essence, abouttheseparent-children relationships and about how the Bible, religion,
and sexuality come into play in these relationships,"
said Celso Perez, GLC president and A&S '09.
Thefilm servedas a starting point for discussion by
a panel comprised of scholars specializing in the Bible
andreligious studies who hadworked with homosexuality within theirfaiths.
David Vanderhooft and John Darr, two biblical
scholars in the theologydepartment, specialize in the
Old andNew Testament, respectively. Theyanalyzedin
greater detailthe precedents on homosexualitywithin
the Bible verses. The movie noted thosethat are largely
unknown and even more widelymisunderstood.
"There are only two Bible verses in the Hebrew
Scriptures that specificallyaddresssexualactivity between males," Vanderhooftsaid. "Theyaren't oriented
towardswhat we would today call definedsexual orientation,but rather more to occasional acts ofsexual
intercourse betweenmen."
Vanderhooftalsonotedthat little attention is paid
to the context in which the passages are taken. For
example, the passage abovefrom Leviticus comes from

UGBC Senate Election Results
Class of 2009

Class of 2010

Class of 2011

Boston Collegeadmits roughly
100 transfer students each year. Of
these fOO transfers, about 20 of them
are juniors. Anyone who thinks that
BC welcomesthese students into the
campus community shouldrethink
their assumptions, particularly when
it comes to senior housing.
It is hard enough being a transfer
student, but being a, junior transfer
student makes the transition that
much more difficult - you might as

well stamp a big "T" on our foreheads.
BC students who came as freshmen have pretty much already made
their friends and, although not
impossible, it is difficult to slide
into one of those groups. I was lucky
enough to be placed in a suite with
seven other girls who welcomed me
and treated me as one of their own.
The difficult part for transfers
comes in the middleof their second
semester at school. The dreaded
word strikes a chord with them, like
fingernails on a chalkboard - housing. We are only guaranteed one year
on campus, and after that, it's every
man for himself. For the sophomore
transfers, this isn't as much of a
concern.
They were placed with other
transfer students on College Road,
making it easy to find people who
will be needingroommates for offcampus housing the following year.
Junior transfers are another story.
We are placed with juniors who got
four years of housing. This becomes
a significant problemwhen searching
for people to live with off campus the
following year. It is not as if we were
placed with other transfer students
who are in the same situation. Now,
we are left scrambling to find other
seniors who will be living off campus
next year.
Perhaps the worst part of the

dealis that almostall seniors live
on campus. So, what about the
bonds the junior transfers have made
throughout this year with their new
friends? Well, you can kiss those
connections goodbye.
The juniors you just spent an
entire year with will be moving on
to bigger andbetter things, namely,
the Mods. And you, well, you'll be
living off campus in perhaps a single
apartment, or in a house with people
you don't know.

Junior transfer Nick Courtney,
A&S '09, said, "We have serious
concerns, and they just generalize
our problems as if our problems are
the exact same. It's really frustrating, and Steve Prue [director of
housing] ends up ignoring our problems. I think it's absurd."
It's difficult enoughbeing placed
in a situation where you don'tknow
anyone, but most transfers accept
that this is going to happen their
first year. What they don't plan on is
having to do it again, after they have
already made strong bonds with the
students they lived with.
Not only is it painful for the
transfer student but also for the
people he or she lived with. My
roommates still aren't sure whether
to include me in the lottery for the
Mods because ResLife can't give me
a straight answer as to what my fate
is for next year.
Perhaps BC ResLife doesn't
understand why transfer students
decide to change schools in the first
place. The first school was not a
good fit, so we decide to spend hours
doing the college applicationprocess
completely over(as if it wasn't painful enough our senior year in high
school).

James Ng, A&S

Scott Jelinek, A&S

Patricia Lopez, CSOM

Chris Poulos, A&S

Al Dea, CSOM

Nick Buffin, A&S

Ryan McCaffrey, A&S

Katie Girskis, CSOM

Sarah Onori, A&S

Maria Jaen-Centeno, A&S

Bridget Ronan, A&S

Harvey Simmons, A&S

Andrew Doyle, A&S

Peter Tang, CSOM

Arup Das, A&S

We do this in the hope of finding a group of people with whom we
belong, a group that we hope to form
lasting bonds with.
Once the student transfers, it is
more than likely that he will form
the strongest bonds with his roommates. If the studentfeels he fits in
with this group, he has achieved his
goal as a transfer; he has found those
bonds.
So, ResLife, please answer me
this: Why would we transfer in the
first place if these friendships are
going to be ripped apart anyway?
Most of us could have saved several grandby just staying at our old
school.
Allison Johnson is a columnistfor The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
news@bcheights.com
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Despite controversy, election decided Six clubs
Election, from Al
budget, while students expect
a bigger event every year. The
budget has to benefit everyone,"
Denice said.
Of his personal endeavors,
Montenegro said, "In my deptartment [in the UGBC], we're
working on getting the e-syllabus
system up and running and on
a creative way to get the PEPS
system up-to-date."
Denice and Montenegro have
both held positions in the UGBC
prior to the election.Denice most
recently heldtheposition ofchief
ofstaff, while Montenegro worked
as assistant directorofUniversity
Affairs.Denice believes the duo's
experiencewill help them hit the
ground running when they take
office in the spring. He cited
"knowing who we have to meet,
knowing theprocess, and getting
to see a lot ofwhat Jenn andDan
did" as advantages provided by
his UGBC involvement. "This
will not be my first time attending budget meetings and planning
events,"Denice said. "It willbe a
great way to start off."
Deniceand Montenegrointend
to remain in Boston through the
summer, when they hope to put
their plans into motion.
"We'll be working [over the
summer] to reevaluate the UGBC'srole in campus activities. We
want students to have more of a
say in the implementationof the
Master Plan, and we'llbe getting
started on a lot of our long term
projects," Denice said. "By the
endof this semester, our goalis to
put out a pilot for the flat screen
notification system. We want to
have one or two on campus by the
time we leavefor the summer."
Denice cited the relationship between students living off
campus andthe Allston-Brighton
community as the biggest challenge he will face in the upcom-

to promote diversity among the

students, staff, andthe administration.We're going to reevaluate
the cultural diversity core so that
it addresseswhat it's supposed to
be addressing."
The victory was proceeded
by some rather unusual events

during campaigning activities on
Thursday. Former presidential
candidates Rhick Bose, A&S
'09, andAnand Savani, A&S '09,
were observed posting and distributing fliers in the Quad and
in and aroundcomputer stations,
which, during voting days, are
consideredplaces of polling. The
fliers consistedof the pre-edited
letter to the editorsubmitted to
The Heights and was titled, "Read
what The Heights won't tellyou."
"I distributed it in a lot of
places, but I'm not really sure
what constitutes apollingplace,"
Bose said. "I know O'Neill is a
technicallypollingplace, but I'm
not sure how many kids actually
go there to vote. We didn't distribute just there, we distributed
everywhere."
In their letter, Bose, Savani,
and the other signatories - all
former candidates themselves
- attributedcomments to Denice
and Montenegro. According to
the letter, Denice and Montenegro said that Editor-in-Chief
Pilar Landon failed to control
The Heights endorsement meeting, "while the former editor-inchief shouted at the duo over an
unimportant distinction."Denice
and Montenegro were the only
non-board members present at
the endorsementmeeting.
Immediatelyafter the letter's
distribution, Denice sent out a
Facebookmessage to his supporters asserting while he was aware
ofBose's intent to distribute the
letter, he had no involvement in
it, was unaware of its contents,
and had specifically asked that
his and Montenegro's names not
ing year.
be used. He saidthat in no way did
"We wantto appointa position the views expressed in the letter
as off campus liaison. They will reflect the views ofhis campaign
attend all the Allston-Brighton and asked voters to ignore the
letter when making their voting
community meetings and act as
choice.
a face for the student body to
go back to," Denice said. "We
Bose and Savani, though, dishope that in September when played their support of Denice
sophomores move in, they'll have and Montenegro's campaign in
a working understanding ofwhat
a Facebook message sent to the
it meansto live off-campus, what members of the Rhick Bose and
Anand Savani - UGBC 0908
their rights are, et cetera."
Montenegro also recognized group. The messageread, "[Rhick
the challenges he and his runand Anand] support the camning mate will face in the coming paign ofChris Denice& Alejandro
Montenegro. Their huge banner
year.
"It's a challenge every year to on the Comm Aye. garage is ours,
incorporate as much student voice turned over, and painted with
as possible. With some initiatives,
their names on it - a sign ofsoliit's always going to be an uphill daritywith their campaign." The
battle, but we've developed the duo concluded the message with
relationships we need to succeed," a parting request: "Let's keep the
dreamalive and feel free to get a
Montenegrosaid.
Despite any challenges they holdof me or Chris, Alej, or Alex
may face, Deniceand Montenegro Hirs, their campaign manager,
haveplenty ofplans waiting to be with any questions." A comment
put into action. Oneoftheseplans on the wall of the same group
includes some reorganization of made by Denice 10 minutes later
the UGBC structure. Denice said said only, "solidarity."
he intends to move the finance
Denicehas consistently denied
positions, currently under the any involvement in or knowledge
ofBose and Savani's actions.
jurisdictionofthe operations de"Rhick and Anand notified
partment, under the umbrella of
the executive department. Denice both teams that they were creating a document that they would
also hopes to form a new Superfan committee that will publicize submit to The Heights," Denice
events and generate enthusiasm said. "Both teams acknowledged
that was fine, both decided not to
for BC athletics.
Other future ventures include get involved. The letter was their
the creation of a women's issue own opinion, not Alejandro's or
mine. They have chosen to do
council that will increase communication between women's that, and it was their own prerogative."
groups on campus and improveFurthermore, Denice said he
ment ofthe current diversitycore
asked Bose and Savani to disrequirement.
With regard to changes that continue distributionof the flier.
need to be made to diversity is"We askedthem to not be around
sues at BC, Montenegro said, "f
us when they distributedthe letfigure it's more cultural diversity ter, because they were doing it
in general [than just the cultural when we were campaigning in the
diversitycore]. We're going to be quad," Denice said.
Members of Phil Dumontet,
working with the Dr. Anderson
Franklin, the Nelson chair at BC, CSOM '09, and Michael So-

there was no alcohol at the ball
because it was held off campus.
dents to the ball generally load
Dea also said that the code
at Conte Forum, but because of of conduct contract that stuthe game, boarding would have dents in attendance must sign
to take place elsewhere.Despite before purchasing their tickets
the complaintsby students living was also revised. An extra segon Lower, the bus loading was
ment was added stating that
moved to McElroy.
students will be responsible for
In addition, Dea said that all financial damage they cause.
because "alcohol-related probEach year, the ALC has to foot
lems are increasing an issue," an outrageousbill to cover damthey had to takefurther precauages such as broken windows,
tions to ensure that things ran broken candlesticks, and carpet
smoothly. "We are foflowing the cleaning. Dea decided that the
Senior Week protocol, so bags ALC should not have to pay for
are subject to search this year these damages and that it was
and breathalyzers are available, necessary to hold students acalthoughhopefullywe won'thave countable.
to use them," Dea said prior Lo
The damages are particuthe event. Per University policy, larly costly because the event

solidarity

College of Arts & Sciences

Total votes cast: 2,596
Chris Denice/ Alejandro Montenegro: 54.3 percent of votes
Phil Dumontet/ MikeSokolowski: 45.7 percent of votes

United Front, from Al
(CVSA), Haitian Association
(HA), Caribbean Culture Club
(CCC), Black Student Forum,

Carroll School of Management

Total votes cast: 832
Phil Dumontet/ MikeSokolowski: 54.1 percent of votes
Chris Denice/Alejandro Montenegro: 45.9 percent of votes

African Student Association,
and NAACP. Burey explained
that because NAACP is a club
for all people of color, it is only
a pseudo-member of United
Lynch School of Education
Front.
In its mission statement,
Total votes cast: 312
United
Front strives to achieve
Phil Dumontet/ Mike Sokolowski: 51.3 percent of votes
community, increased comChris Denice/Alejandro Montenegro: 48.7 percent of votes
munication, and heightened
consciousness. Burey said, "We
Connell School of Nursing
wrote the [mission statement]
in a way that would encompass
Total votes cast: 155
much more than just getting
clubs together." United Front
Phil Dumontet/ MikeSokolowski: 52.3 percent of votes
is about "black students with
Alejandro
Montenegro:
Chris Denice /
47.7 percent of votes
a black consciousness," Burey
said. One example she gave of
raising consciousness is discusskolowski's, CSOM '09, campaign said,because "the Elections Code
Denice said he didn't think ing influentialblackleaderswho
argued thatDenice's statements, was not designed to withstand Bose and Savani's letter had any may not be as well known as
however, do not exonerate him egregious third-party interference impact on theresults of the elecMartinLuther King, Jr.
from violations of the Elections on voting days.... In this case, the tion.
One of United Front's funcCode. Theypointedto Article 111, code fell short of being able to
"It's being presented an anti- tions, Burey said, is to "express
Section 1, a. 1 ofthe ElectionCode rectify the damage done."
Phil-and-Soko kind of thing some kind ofblackness in a very
which states that "the candidate
It is unclear whether Darr's - f don't think it's anti-anything, diverse way." She said this inshall be held responsible for all letterrepresentedmerelythis peronly pro-integrity; but if it were cludes "being more globalabout
work undertaken on his/her besonal opinion or the opinionofthe anti-anything, it wouldhave to be black consciousness and underhalf including but not limited to entire Elections Committee.
anti-Heights," Bose said.
standing what that can meanon
his/her campaign staff, anyone
"There were almost 3,900 different levels." United Front
The ODSD proceeded to remand judgment on claims relatvotes cast, as compared to 2,500 has the potential to not only
wearing his/her campaign Tshirt, any campaign e-mails sent, ing to the election back to the last year," Denice said. "There raise consciousness within the
with or without the candidates Elections Committee. "Basically, was overall dedication by both organization but also throughout
the Elections Committee sought campaigns. We knocked on every the BC community as a whole.
knowledge, etc."
A document of complaint atguidancefrom the ODSD," said door on campus, even the Mods,
Michelle Andrade, president
Rubenstein, and Edmond's. We of CVSA and CSOM '08, said
tempting to link Bose and Savani Paul Chebator, fnterim Dean for
to Denice and Alejandro was Student Development. "We took didn't stop with the freshman she believes United Front to be a
all the information, sat down class. We made sure people were greatadvancementfor clubs repbrought to the Elections Committee by Dumontet's campaign. with Dean Voder [associate dean well-educated. Facebook helped resenting the African Diaspora.
This document discussed not for student development], Dean too. People were able to find out "It brings us closer together,"
about the elections passively."
only the purported connection Miceli [assistant dean for stushe said. Andrade said United
betweenBoseand Savani with the dent development], and Jessica
Though Denice maintained Front can provide a community
Denice and Montenegro campaign Kenerson [Elections Committee that Bose and Savani's letter had of support for all clubsinvolved.
but also therebuttals to Denice's advisor andLGSOE '08]. Ourfirst no impact on the outcome of the In addition, she said, "It gives us
conclusionwas thatthere were two election, Dumontet disagreed the opportunity to combine our
replies to the challenges, six Elections Code violations Dumontet issues: The first were the allegaand said that his supporters events." UnitedFront allows the
saidDenice and/orBose committions of defamation against The have urged him to challenge the
clubsinvolved to share ideas and
ted, andclaims ofvote tampering Heights by letter. It was clearthat outcome of the election. With a members, Andrade said. Also,
by illicit campaigning and libel the Elections Committee had no 1.8 percent margin - 141 votes sharing funds and publicizing
jurisdictionover these allegations. - decidingthe election,Dumontet events is much simpler under an
against theDumontet campaign.
The Elections Committee Other allegationswere against one said he couldn't help but wonder umbrella group.
deemed itself unfit to handle the ofthe candidates.Thatbecame an whether the letter's distribution
One specific conflictAndrade
claims made by the document, EC issue. We asked the Elections was a factor in swaying voters.
believesUnited Front can alleviand requested that the Office for Committee to separate the two
"When a member of the Elecate is that of acquiring space on
theDean ofStudentDevelopment issues out and look at the ones tions Committee declares that campus. She expressed the dif(ODSD) to pass judgment on the
that would impact the electoral the 'integrity of the election has ficulty of getting the permission
code."
been compromised' as a result of to use aroom through the roomalleged violations.
A letteraddressed to the deans
A letter signed by Kenerson a massive smear campaign that request process. "Roomrequests
and signed by Joshua Darr, cothat addressed the complaints took place on a voting day, and are affecting clubs," she said,
chair of the Elections Committee remanded back to the Elections nothing is done to address it, we "and this process will be easier
and A&S '09, questioned the Committee said, "After talking have no choice but to reevaluate when we all collaborate."
possible connection between with the two current teams as well the legitimacy of such a narrow
Andrade discussed another
Bose, Savani, andthe campaign of as Rhick Bose, Anand Savani,and win," Dumontet said.
example specifically pertaining
Denice and Montenegro. "Though Katherine Buck, it was decided
"If I am sanctioned for a mito her club for ways that United
Mr. Bose and Mr. Savani have ofin a meeting on Thursday, Feb.
nor infraction, such as a friend in
Front can be useful. CVSA used
ficially endorsed Mr. Dumontet's 21, 2008 that the letter in quesEgypt, halfway around the world, to sponsor a service trip to Cape
competitors, Christopher Denice tion didnot violate the Elections sending out Facebook messages Verde for its members, but now
and Alejandro Montenegro, they Code."
asking for support without my it cannot get the approval of the
were not expresslyadvocatingfor
The EC formed its decision knowledge,I don'tunderstandhow administrationbecause of the
that campaign or wearing their based on the fact that the letter the Elections Committeecan fail high cost. Andrade said, "The
T-shirts."
did not attackor address theplatto holdChris and Alej accountable CVSA service trip is an example
But connected or not, Darr forms of either team, but rather for the unethical, egregious violaofwhat United Front can do."
also addressedthe setbacks Bose questionedthe endorsementmade tions of two of their most visible
"It can make possible someand Savani's actions may have by The Heights. Furthermore, supporters on campus," Dumontet thing that a lot ofstudents want
createdforDumontet's campaign. the EC pointed to the fact that said. "Despite the rules clearly but can't lobby for alone," Burey
"The distribution of slanderous Dumontet and Denice told the stating that 'the candidate shall said.
and unapproved literature in the authors of the letter that they did be held responsible for all work
United Front, as it existscurQuad yesterday was an egregious not want to have any association undertaken on his/her behalf
rently, is comprised of 12 membreak of the public trust," he with its publication and were unwith or without the candidates' bers: a member ofthe executive
wrote. In the letter's conclusion, aware of its content.
knowledge,' these defamatory board and a freshman repreDarr said, "We believe that the
The EC said that the fact that actions, intended to damage my sentative from each club. Once
integrity ofthis electionhas been supporters of both teams had campaign and boost Chris and Burey, Andrade, and other key
compromised, and that Mr. Bose signed off on the letter made it Alej's, went unpunished."
playersin United Front graduate,
and Mr. Savani should be held hard to conclude that the letDumontet said among his thefreshman representativesare
accountablefor their actions and ter was negatively directed at objectives in bringing the issue responsible for continuing the
their effect on this election."
Dumontet. To address other to light was making sure that the legacy. Ideally, United Front will
Darr goes on to say that deElections Committee develops eventually have its own budget
complaintsallegedby theDumonspite "clear evidenceon Facebook tet campaign, the EC found no mechanisms to better equip it and a full-functioning executive
that Mr. Savani was supporting slanderousor libelous statements for dealing with incidents like board. "I'm excitedfor nextyear
against either team in the letter, Thursday's.
Mr. Denice and Mr. Monteneor the year after that. United
gro," the Elections Committee and said that Bose could not be
TheElections Committeehad Front can be much, much more
cannot regulate personal pages. considered a supporter since he no comment regarding the electhan it is now," Burey said.
The complaints were put forth for was wearing a greenshirt under tionresults or the challengesmade
"BC can be very isolating for
considerationby the deans, Darr his own campaign shirt.
by Dumontet's campaign. \u25a0
a person of color. United Front,
in addition to AHANA student
programs, could be a student
center community that can do
things for the community," Burey
said. "I want it to be reallypolitical too. I feel like the University
traditionally takes place at the freshmen do have three more
table, and dancedthe night away is going in a really conservative
in theelaborateballroom. "It was direction, and some of the needs
Fairmont Copley Hotel. Dea years to come," Dea said.
Considering tickets for the a very nice place, and the event
said that ALC has established
that AHANA students willwant
a relationship with the hotel ball consistently sell out, they as a whole was wellput together," are going to be the second or
management and that, despite are hard to come by without said Justin Byrne, CSOM '08.
third agenda item," Burey said
incurred damages each year, BC some sacrifices. Dea said that
Dea and her planning comand suggested thatUnited Front
is always welcomedback for the when she walked into Robsham mittee of ten, including the ascan turn more attention to the
ALC Ball. "It gets harder and Theater on the morning of the sistant directorof programming, needs ofstudents of color.
Burey said that she hopes
harder though because we run last day of ticket sales, there were pleased with the result of
into more problems every year," were students sleeping on the their hard work.
United Front can attract the
"Although we had afew minor attention that the TRUTH
Dea said.
ground in sleeping bags. "[The
Ticket sales for the ball are students] said they had come at incidents, overail the event at the movement did. She believes
also a chaotic ordeal every year. 4:30 a.m. to be the first in line, hotel went very smoothly, and that if United Front becomes
Dea saidthat in the past she has and the doors were closed. But we actually didn'thave as many established and well known
received complaints from juniors they came back as soon as [the problems as in the past. People it can accomplish the previand seniors who were unable to doors] opened,"Dea said.
looked beautiful, the food was ously mentionedgoals." [United
The overall consensus was great, the music was good, and Front] is just a little experiment
get tickets. This year, the first
day of ticket safes was reserved that the event was aremarkable everyone seemed to be having a right now, but I feel like it really
for juniors and seniors only. "We success. Students commented great time so overailI'd say the has great potential to fill the
wanted to target the complaints aboutthe deliciousfood, gawked event was a huge success," Dea vacuum that exists currently,"
Burey said. \u25a0
about not getting tickets, and at the efaborate dessert fondue said. \u25a0

Students dance the night away at ALC Ball
ALC Ball, from Al
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Classes integrate academics with student life
Dorms, from Al

The program woufd aim to

cre-

ate a more intimate environment

the University to increase interacthat woufd help foster discussions
tion between faculty and students
that would hopefully be carried
and improve the intellectual enfrom the make-shift study-founge
vironment on campus by further classrooms into the hallways and
integrating academicswith the rest residence hall rooms.
ofstudent life.
"How nice would it be if the
About fOO students are curstudents of the First Year [Writrently participating in this initial ing] Seminar have classes in the
experiment with more informal, residence halls so the peoplethey
residence-based classes, each wouldbe taking classes with would
of which is limited to roughly 15 also be the people they were talkstudents. While students from all ing with at breakfast and dinner?"
years are currently participating in
Hafnersaid.
these seminar classes, the majorAll of the classes that are beity of the students are freshmen ing held in theresidence halls are
who are taking First
smaller in size, inYear Writing Semiwe dicating that there
what
"Ideally,
nar. Donald Hafner,
is also a practical
would do is have issue driving the
Vice Provost of Uninitiative: BC simdergraduateAffairs,
students take
said that he hopes
ply doesn't have
classes on Upper a sufficient numto expandthe number of these types
ber of spaces that
[Campus] who
of classes next year
would be suitable
live on Upper,
and revive courses
for seminar-type
classes. "What we
taught at Newton and likewise
Campus.
desperately need
Campus.
Newton
are places to hold
"Ideally, what
we would do is have
those classes that
studentstakeclasses
Donald Hafner,
are much more apon Upper [Campus]
propriate," Hafner
Vice Provost of
so
who live on Upper,
Affairs said. "It happens
and likewise for Undergraduate
that the residence
Newton Campus,"
halls actually have
quite a number of spaces about
Hafner said.
Hafner said that conductthat size."
ing classes in the residence halls
This willlikely come into play
offers important advantages to in deciding how buildings will be
both students and faculty alike. constructed and utilized as the

...for

?

...

Master Plan comes to fruition.
Hafner said that he hoped the
new residence halls would include
meeting-room spaces for classes,
lectures, and academic events, as
well as spaces for cultural events
and performancesby bothstudents
and faculty. To further facilitate
relations between faculty and
students, some faculty members
would serve as heads of the residence halls. Although it wouldbe
highly unlikely that the faculty
wouldbe living in the buildings
with students, Hafner said, they
wouldbe working on programming
and serve as a liasonand sounding
boardfor student ideas.
"Ifyou had to make an appointment to talkto one of your friends
down the hallway, it wouldn't be
muchof a friendship," Hafnersaid.
"Youcanthink ofyourrelationship
with faculty in the same way."
These new steps that may be
undertaken are not meant to be
intrusive or disruptiveHafner said,
but should only enhance student
experienceswhile at BC.
"If we people have the image
thatwe're going to wanderaround
the dorms, knocking down doors
andforcingstudents to taikto faculty - no, we won'tbe doingthat,"
Hafnersaid. "I wouldthink of it not
as trying toruin everyone's fun, but
insteadthink of it as offering a little
bit more to students."
Hafner said students have responded positiveiy to the initial
stepby administrationto strength-

relations and
increase the level of intellectual
discussion, and the classes in the
residence halls have been wellreceivedby both the students participating andthefaculty members
whovolunteered to conduct these
classes.
"The report I have from students is that they are wildly enthusiasticabout this," Hafner said.
"One comment I've heard is that
it's a lot easier for them to get to
class first thing in the morning."
Professors who are currently
conducting theseresidence-based
classes saidthat afternoonclasses
can benefit as well. "I think the
students reallylike it," saidprofessor Maria Dc Rosa, who teaches
First Year Writing Seminar in the
connector lounge of CLFX "The
classis from 3 to 4 on Tuesdayand
Thursday, and for most students
it's the end of the day - they can
go up therefor class and then they
are done."
Dc Rosa said she is enjoying
teaching the class, and that the
residence hall created a more intimate atmosphere that made the
students more comfortable and
facilitatedclass discussions. It was
also nice to see students outsideof
the traditionalclassroom setting,
Dc Rosa said.
"I kind of get to see a different
side of students - not that they're
acting that differently,but I see
other students in the dorms. I've
honestly never wanderedup to the
en faculty-student

dorms before, and I guess I'veliked think it would do anything to help
that as well," Dc Rosa said.
integrate studentlifeand academic
Professor Ricco Siasoco of the life."
Other students admitted that
Englishdepartment, whoconducts
FirstYear Writing Seminar and an while the classes might be more
introductionto ereconvenient, they
ative writing class
still would prefer
terms
"In
the
in the lounges that
to have class in a
environment, I
connect Fitzpatrick
traditional setting.
and Gonzaga Halls,
think it would
"I lived on Newton
also said that the
last year, and maybe too relaxed.
new environment
be [having classes
I don't think it
on Newton] would
changed the tone of
his classes.
have been easier
would improve
"I think in one
so I wouldn't have
the academic
had to take the bus,
way it actually
makes the students atmosphere, and I but I still feel like
focus more because
classes should be
it's such a foreign don't think it would separated from our
environment for do anything to help living area," said
them to have class
Kara DeMichele,
integrate student A&S TO. "Yeah,
in. They're not as
much on autopilot
and academic peoplestudy in the
as they would be
lounges, but I feel
in a classroom. It
like the dorms are
really just sort of
your place to get
awayfrom classes."
changes the entire
Kuchar,
Matt
environment," SiaWhether stuA&S'll
soco said.
dents agree or
Some students
disagree with the
have saidthat they wouldnotwant educational benefits of conductto take classes in residence halls ing classes in residence halls,
because they felt they would be these classes do have certain
too informal, or were worriedthat benefits that students might find
it would encroach upon the nonattractive.
"Yeah, I would like to have a
academic aspects of their lives.
"In terms of the environment, class that is two minutes away,"
I think it would be too relaxed," said Ben Rawling, A&S '11. "If
said Matt Kuchar, A&S '11. "I it was my first ciass, it would be
don't think it would improve the sweet - just wake up and walk
academic atmosphere,and I don't down the hall." \u25a0
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Graduate takes alternative route, publishes results of thesis
Thesis, from Al
As work on the thesis progressed, the relationship between Derber and Adam grew.
Adam said that they would
spend two or three hours a week
discussing the ongoing research.
"We would just spend several
intense intellectual hours," Derber said. "It was herbasic frame
andideaand she was veryopen
to some concerns I had."
"He was a really good listener," Adam said, "but then
also would critique my work
very well. There is incredible
resistance to undergraduates

getting too much of an ego
about their own work."
Nevertheless,as they became
increasingly serious about the
research, Derber toldher not to
doubtherselfand offeredwords
of advice: "I know it is really
rare [that an undergraduate be
published], but your work is
really good, regardless of your
age."
Derbersaidthat his previous
experiencepublishing his work
led him to consider the possibility of Adam's thesis being
published. It was a long shot.
Undergraduate research rarely
receives any particular acclaim

and is almost never granted a
publication deal.
"It just sort of evolved into
this draft of a book," Derber
said. "I could see ways in which
this thesis could evolve and
turned into a book."
Adam said that even with
the possibility of publication,
it was her enthusiasm for the
work that continued to motivate her.
"It was such an intense and
exciting project
it was wonderful," she said. She said that
she remembered thinking, "It
wouldbe great if this were published, but even ifit's not, it's a

...

great writing workshop."

The combination of Adam's
enthusiasm and hard work and
Derber's insight and experience
began to bear fruit over the
summer - book-shaped fruit.
She said that she spent most
of the summer continuing her
research and writing six days a
week. Adam said that the support Derber provided during
this time was very important.
"He never let me doubt the importanceof the work," she said.
"My age didn't diminishwhat I
was talking about."
The book has hit shelves
just in time for election season.

nitely voting with Democrats,"
he said. Thefeminizedmajority,
however, is not bound by party
feminized values," Derber said. lines, he said.
These values are characterized
Adam is currently conductby a "much more collaborative, ing research at Drexel Universicooperativeview of the world," ty. She saidthat the experience
he said. These values, which of havingher work published so
research data and statistics early in her career hasbeen very
show have been historically exciting. "[lt's] an amazing new
carried by women, havebecome experience for me," she said.
a majority perspective because
"This is my first book, and I'm
of men who have begun to carry so young." She described the
them as well.
experience as, "fantastic and
"If you look at gender-gap a little overwhelming." Adam
research, there are significant plans to make an appearance
value differences," Derber said. on campus promoting her book
"The feminizedmajority is defisometime in the near future. \u25a0
"What makes the new feminized

majority is that a growing number of men are sharing these

BC advised to re-

think new dorms
Master Plan, from Al
students housed to 92 percent. Approximately 1,200 students
live off campus each year at BC. The additionalbeds would
reduce that number to 600.
BRA Spokeswoman Jessica Shumaker told the Globe that
theirrecommendationis a "very clear signal thatwe haveheard
the message from the neighbors about the concerns they have.
"We feel, at a minimum, BC needs to addresswhy they can't
meet their housing goals on their current campus, and [we]
expect a good-faitheffort from BC to show us other options,"
she said.
The BRA has askedBC to consider alternate,non-residential
uses for Shea Field, where the University currentlyproposes to
add additionalresidence halls overlooking the Chestnut Hill
Reservoir.
If BC is forced to construct more residence halls on main
campus, it could also affect the placement of the new recreation complex, which is currently slated to be built on the site
ofEdmond's Hall.
"Given the density of our Chestnut Hill Campus, ifwe could
not build 500 beds in the 65 acres of our Brighton Campus,
it would mean that an additional 500 students would remain
in the neighborhood,which would be to the benefit of no one
except the most ardent obstructionists," Dunn said.
Neighbors were relieved after hearing the Mayor's position
on housing on Brighton Campus.
"Taking that misbehavior and putting it right beside the
neighbors doesn'taddress the issue," Alex Selvig toldtheGlobe.
Selvig unsuccessfully ran for a city council seat last fall in an
effort to combatBC's plans for expansion.
University officials purport that increasing the number of
students housed on campus, even on Brighton Campus, will
positively affectbehavior issues that many neighborscomplain
about, as resident assistants and the BC Police Department
patrol on-campus residences.
In addition to concerns aboutthe placement ofhousing on
the future campus, the BRA asked BC to consider alternative
layouts and designs to the proposedbaseballstadium and alternativesto realigning St.Thomas More Road andthe relocation
of the MBTA station. The BRA would also like BC to hold at
least one meeting for discussions on the Master Plan's sustainability,potential future sustainabilityprograms and plans, green
building, water use, storm=water=retention systems, and ways
to reduce solidwaste.
BC will take all the scoping questions into considerationand
will file the final Master Plan once it has had time to examine
the issues raised by the BRA. The approval ofthe Master Plan
is requisite before construction can begin on any of the proposed projects on BC's Lower Campus and Brighton Campus.
Middle and Upper Campus are in Newton, which is not under
the purview of the BRA. Due to differentplanning requirements
in Newton, the first construction project will likely be Stokes
Commons, an interim student center, on Middle Campus.
"We hope that after we respond to their request, the city of
Boston will see the benefits of our proposal both for BC and
the community of which we have been a part for the past 95
years," Dunn said. \u25a0
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For details, call CPT Brett Tashiro at 617-552-3230 or email tashirbr@bc.edu
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Dealing with third-party

"With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as
God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in."

THE ISSUE: Election possibly affected by outside parties
WHAT WE THINK: EC and ODSD must address the issue
We at The Heights congratulate Chris
Denice and Alejandro Montenegro on
their election victory this weekend. The
highturnout bespoke increased interest
in student government, and the close
results testified to the strength of both
candidates. In the end,Denice andMontenegroculleda majority ofthe votes and
claimed the title of the next president
and vice president of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College. We
lookforward to workingwith themin the
coming year.

We were disturbed, however, by
Election Committee (EC) and the Office of Student Development's (ODSD)
response to the bizarreand controversial
turns in the campaign in final days ofthe
election. On Thursday morning, a third
party distributedunauthorizedmaterials
that named candidate Phil Dumontet
in the context of attacking The Heights'
endorsement. Claiming a lingering bias
fromDumontet's past service on thepaper, the leaflet spoke of an "incestuous"
relationship between the two.
Thursday's events provided the EC
with an unforeseendilemma.Shouldthe
distributorsbeheld accountableas active
campaigners even though they were no
longer a part ofthe electoralprocess? Did
this third-party attackcount as defamation against Dumontet's campaign?
These issues were neverproperly addressed. The EC and ODSD met with
regard to the incidents of Thursday, but
stopped shortofoffering dueprocess for
the candidates. Given the nature of the
complaints and the seriousness of the
situation, we feel thatDumontet and his
running mate Mike Sokolowski were not
afforded the proper consideration and
review due to them.
We think thatthe EC and ODSD have
set a dangerousprecedentin dealingwith
this type of activity. The EC, as the impartialbody charged with ensuring that
a fair electionis conducted,iswellwithin
its power to consider this issue, even if
no rules specificallyaddress it. The EC,
however, chose to defer the issue to the
ODSD, claiming that "the integrity of
this electionhas been compromised."
The ODSD holds authority as the

advising body of the EC. As important
as it is for students to be at the forefront
of decidingstudent issues, therecomes a
time when guidancefrom the appropriate
authority figure is needed. In this case,
not onlywas guidance needed, but it was
explicitlysought out. The EC came to the
deans with concerns on how to address
this "gray area," urging consideration
of this "matter of urgent importance"
- but the deans refrained from passing
judgment. They sent it back to the EC,
recommendingthey look at it according
to the Election Code, even though the
EC said there was nothing in the code to
follow in this situation.
The EC's decision to bring the matter to the ODSD was the fairest thing
it could have done. It conceded that
its mechanisms were not far-reaching
enough to addressthe situation at hand,
a wise and cautious call on its part. In
instances of extenuating circumstance,
more opinions and more advice cannever
be undervalued.And yet the deans withheld this advice, instead remanding the
case back to the EC.
We are disappointed that the deans
did not give their guidance when it was
specificallyrequestedby membersof the
EC, and frustrated that the precedent
for dealingwiththird-party interference
seems to be no action at all.
We strongly recommend that the EC
address third-party activity in its Elections Code for next year. We urge the
deans to be willing to contribute to the
EC's concerns and deliberationswhen
requested. We hope thatfuture elections
will never be surrounded by any cloud of
question or controversy whatsoever.
That said, the events of Thursday and
Friday are in thepast. Theelectionis over
and the votes have been tallied. Denice
and Montenegrowill take thereins of the
UGBC, and we wish them luck in implementing the elements of their platform.
We hopetheywill start byreconsidering
the election so recently over - refining
the Elections Code, challenging the
precedent of inaction on third-party interference, and ensuring that all of next
year's candidates get a fair shake in the
electoralprocess.

Mayor has second
thoughts on dorms
THE ISSUE: BC asked to rethink its plan to build on Brighton
WHAT WE THINK: As is, plan puts student formation first
lated apartments and homes. With more
residence halls come more students, but
with them also come resident directors,
resident assistants, andpeer ministers, all
acting underthe OfficeofResidentialLife.
In the end, theseinstitutionalcontrols will
serveto limit theheadachesfor neighbors
byplacing students inliving environments
where they are held accountablefor their
daytime and nighttime activities.
We also encourage the BRA and
Menino to reconsider their suggestion
to redraw BC's plans. BC is one of the
finest institutions of higher learning in
this country, and its effort to increase
housing for students sets an examplefor
other Boston universities. By forcing the
BC administrationto horse-trade on this
issue, the city is damagingan expansion
plan that will only bring more prestige
to the school and the surrounding area.
While it is encouraging to see that the
BRA is listening to the suggestions of
individualresidents, it is unfortunatethat
BC's housing solution is being mistaken
for a problem.
Redrawingplans at this stage of development wouldhinder the forwardprogress
gest.
ofthis campus expansionand potentially
We urge our Allston-Brighton neighpresent many unwanted problems during
bors to reevaluate their position regardtheactual construction process. We want
ing residence halls on Brighton Campus. what is bestfor our school, and we believe
that the Master Plan has adequately
Although therewouldbe over 500 undertaken the suggestions and complaints of
graduatestudents moving into the neighborhood, it wouldbefar more centralized all parties into consideration. City ofand containedthan the current situation ficials must alsorealize that the vision of
in which approximately 50 percent of administrators is all-inclusive, and the
the junior class floods the area, living Universityshould not beforced to sacrifice
next door to families in virtually unreguthe quality of this plan.
Students want to live on campus;
administrators want students to live on
campus; Allston-Brightonneighbors also
want students to live on campus - as long
as thatcampus doesnot extend into their
living space. At least, thisis the complaint
being weighed by Boston Mayor Thomas
M. Menino and the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA), the group that
must review and approve all building
projects in the city. On Wednesday, the
BRA suggested that Boston College reconsider its plan to build residence halls
on BrightonCampus.
The mayor and the BRA suggest that
BC move the proposed residence halls
onto the existing Main Campus so student
living areas will be more centralized and
farther from disgruntledneighbors. Such
a drastic revision in the Master Planwould
compromise the carefullybalanced design
that both the University administration
and Sasaki Associates have tirelessly
worked to cultivatefor many months. The
priority placedon student formationand
maintenanceofa suburbancampus would
be jeopardized if BC were to construct
high-risebuildings as the neighbors sug-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Endorsement attackers are 'sore losers' Letter distribution
The manner and style in which bias, which were sufficiently elaborated tasteless and unfair
the former candidates attacked The upon for almost a fourth ofthe original
Heights endorsement of Phil and Soko
by accusing The Heights of "sacrificing
journalistic integrity for the sake of
maintaining a personalfriendshipwith
Phil Dumontet" is tactless and seems
to represent feelings ofbitterness after
their defeats. Justbecause Phil Dumontet was a former editorfor The Heights,
that should not prohibit The Heights
from choosing to endorse his platform
if they truly feel thatit is the one that
best benefits both Boston College and
its students.
In fact, f commend The Heights for
being so forthright and upfront about
the actions they took to eliminate any

articleandhadthe supportof Chris and
Alejandro, f am neither a supporter of
Phil and Soko nor Chris and Alejandro,
and I am not defending TheHeights, as I
feel theircoverage couldhavebeen more
balanced, but I am disappointedto see
former candidatesresort to ranting and
essentiallyacting like sore losers.
These candidates feel that The
Heights has lost its integrity, but I
feel it is these candidates' integrity
and professionalism that need to be
questioned.
Ralph Liberatoscioli

CSOM '10

a

How best to pick UGBC president
In light of the riveting UGBC elections, I wantedto interject my objective,
transfer-student analysis.I didn'tknow
any of the candidates, so I was forced
to make judgmentson other things like
the T-shirts all over campus. Basically,
it looks like whoeverhad the greatest
T-shirt representationwere thebiggest
contenders. Ipersonallylikedthe yellow
candidatesbecause they lookedlike Superfan T-shirts, and being a Superfan
makes my heart tingle.

Unfortunately, the yellows were
ousted by the blues and greens. The
blues andgreens upset me because they
thought it necessary to wear their Tshirts to basketball games - when there
aren't enoughyellows as it is. Idigress.
May the best color have won and
hopefully not bring Hellogoodbyeback
next fall.

Tim Somerville
CSOM '09

appalled andvictimizedby Thursday's
activities in the Quad. An unauthorized letter containing false and defamatory accusations against us was
distributedby Rhick Bose and Anand
Savani with the intent to discredit us
and injure our reputations. We are
deeplyhurt by these unwarrantedpersonalattacks and are surprised that BC
students would conduct themselves in
such a disrespectful manner.
While Bose told us thathe planned
to "post the letter on his own," we assumed he meant on a Web page where
it wouldbe confined to cyberspace. You
can imagine our shock when we found it
hung in the iibrary,in the computer stations, stuffed into copies ofThe Heights,
and hand-distributed to the extent
that it was. We demand a public apology from Bose, Savani, the rest of the
undersigned, and all students involved
in passing out the materials.When they
find the decency to make amends, they
knowwhere to find us.
PilarLandon
A&S '09
Patrick Fouhy
CSOM '09

Election results tainted by actions offormer candidates
First and foremost, I would like to
congratulate Chris Denice and Alejandro Montenegrofor their victory this
weekend. It was a closeandhard-fought
efection, with the margin of victory
under 3 percent. Both teams should
be proud ofall the work they did over
the past three weeks. As a member of
the Phil-Soko campaign, however, I
would hardly call the finaf efectionfair.
What transpired towardthe end oflast
week has absolutely no place in college
politics.
The handing out ofborderline slanderous material by former candidate
Rhick Bose both in the Quad and outside of the computer fab on Thursday
was illegal. There should be no debate

regarding this. The elections committee has set an incredibly dangerous

precedent with its lack of action on
this issue. There is nothing to stop
dirty campaigning from peoplewith no
supposed connection to campaigns in
the future.
It is clear that upon losing the primary election, Rhick and Anand put
theirsupportbehind Chris and Alejandro. There is nothing wrong with this.
I am not debating the qualifications of
the winners of the election. However,
under these circumstances, handing
out the unedited letter to the editor
of The Heights with the edited text in
bold should be considered campaigning. Anyone who doesn't believe that

handout hurt the Phil-Soko campaign
is incredibly naive. Hundreds of copies
weredistributedto students in the Quad
on Thursday.
I applaud The Heights for taking
all the steps they did to attempt to
eliminate bias, including asking both
Chris and Alejandro ifthey wouldhave
a problem were thepaper to pursue an
endorsement given theirpast affiliation
withPhil (to which they answered no).
I only wish the former candidates
would have understood this before
taking drasticand illegal action to unnecessarily harm another campaign.
Ryan Hurton

A&S'O9

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrant online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
Responding to "UGBC hopefuls face off in primary
debate"by JenniferRoach
Mike says: I can't believe this is the "biased" coverage
that a bizarre and hostile [letter publishedby defeatedUGBC
candidates] decries.
"Dumontet and Sokolowskiendorsed the recommendations made last week by theUGBC Senate."
My God, how could the writer not stress that someone
else paid hollow lip service to the Senate's ideas before

them? There is little bias to be found in this article, and
themiraculousfewwho voted on"the issues" and not their
ownpersonalallegianceswouldhave gone to the debateand
not justreadthis article.TheUGBC election is a popularity
contest, andpeople votefor theirfriends and acquaintances,
not for "ideas."
The candidates may have survived the primary process
"with their integrity intact." Can't say the same about this
post-primary period.

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Thumbs
Up
Vagina Monologues

- This

impressive production
of a risque piece tested

the audience's comfort
zone withregard to some
serious issues. The acting
was superb - from frank
talkabout sexual abuse to
orgasmic moans, the cast
gavea new meaning to the
term "ladyballs."

AcademyAwards - Oscar
turned80 this year, and
the show didn't disappoint
with its glitz and glamour.
Katherine Heigl, Cameron
Diaz, and Jennifer Garner
topped TU's best dressed
list.
Testing emergency system
- Trial runs of text message
system at University of
Floridareveal some snags in
the system. Running some
drills is a must-do to ensure
effectiveness.
Running of the brides
- Filene's Basement
tradition got moved to Hynes
Convention Center, but the
hilarityensued as always.
Womenlined up as early as
3 a.m. to jockeyfor the best
designer gowns, starting at
$249. Never get between a
bride and a bargain.
Prisoner-designedfashion
- A new clothing store opens
in Berlin featuring clothing
designedby inmates.
Percentages of theproceeds
will go to prison charities.
Watch out Giorgio Armani.
Cubans - Raul gets
confirmed president, even
thoughmany had hoped
Fidel's leaving would bring
the end of communism. Well,
in case no one's noticed, he's
pretty old too so just...
hang in there.

...

Ronald Reagan's
Star Wars Legacy
intercept and destroy strategic ballistic

missilesbefore they reached our own soil
or that of our allies?"
Many liberals were afraid the program
would jump start anew arms race - Senator TedKennedy calledthe program "reckless."The Soviets,too, were nervous. They
knew that they could not compete with
Kevin Boland
American technology;Reagan was keenly
aware of this and exploitedit to America's
On the night ofFeb. 20, a sateilite advantage. When Reagan met with Gorthat was re-entering theearth's atmobachev in boththe Geneva andReykjavik
sphere at L 7,000 mph was shotdownby summits, the Soviet leaderoffered masa missile fired from the American Aesive concessions with the caveat that the
gis-class cruiser LakeErie. The satellite United States abandon the SDf. Former
- a $60 million mishap - was broken President Nixon, as well as many others,
and leaking a toxic fuel, hydrazine, urgedReaganto use the SDI as a bargainwhichwould haveposed a considerable ing chip - but Reagan wouldn't have any
healthrisk had it fallen on apopulated of it. He sincerely believed that the SDf
area. The fact that it didn't, and that was a moral obligationworth pursuing in
a missile fired from a U.S. Navy ship order to protect Americafrom the threat
was able to destroya satellite153miles
ofnuclear holocaust.
above the earth, demonstrates the
Since the end ofthe Cold War, America
technologicalability of the American has continued to developa sophisticated
military andthe necessity of pursuing series of interceptors - pursuing everya missile shield.
thing from ground, space, sea, and air.
In 1983,President
Not every test has been
successful, not everyidea
Ronald Reagan addressed the nation He sincerelybelieved has becomereality. Then
andproposedto alter
again, that is the nathat the SDI was a ture
the American Cold
of military testing
moral obligation
War strategy of "mu- to pursue all options
and find out which ones
tually assured deworth pursuing in or- work.
struction" with a defensive missile shield der to protect Amerf n an era where rogue
states have acquired
capable of protecting
America and its allies ica from the threat of long-rangeballistic misfrom incoming Soviet
siles and are seeking to
nuclear holocaust.
acquire nuclear weapballistic nuclear misons, the United States
siles. Reagan stated
that, "The defense policyof the United cannot afford to expose itself to the
States is based on a simple premise: threat of a nuclear attack. The strategic
TheUnited Statesdoes not startfights. situation has changed since the ColdWar
US NAVY / AP PHOTO
We will never be an aggressor. We - we no longerface an enemy armedwith
maintain our strength in order to deter thousands of nuclear warheads - but the A single modified tactical Standard Missile-3 launches from AEGIS cruiser USS Lake Erie.
anddefend against aggression - to prethreat ofnuclear weapons remains. Deterserve freedom and peace." The Reagan
rence doesn't work against regimes that
Russia and China should not be alarmed; this capability works has been settled."
administrationcalledthemissileshield are potentiallysuicidal.
after all, America has invited both naSince 1983, the United Stateshas spent aptions to participate in the missile shield proximately$100 billionon missile defense
SDI, or Strategic Defense Initiative.
The United States is currently workThe press coined it "Star Wars."
ing with its allies - at last count, over 30 program.
- and on Feb. 20, we found out that when
We can be thankful today that Reagan the chips were down, it worked.
Reagan asked, "What iffree people nations - to developand deploya missile
couldlive secure in the knowledge that shield capable of protecting free people pressed his resolve. Defense Secretary
their security did not rest upon the everywhere from the threat of incoming Robert Gates declared that, with the sucKeven Bolandis a Heightsstajfcolumnist. He
threat of instant U.S. retaliation to ballistic missiles. The United States does cessful destruction of the satellite last welcomes comments at kboland@bcheights.
deter a Soviet attack, that we could not seek to engage in a new arms race. week, "I think the question over whether com.

...

Wind power - Long
established in California,
Texas is now jumping on the
bandwagon,with investors
dropping lots of money on
buildingwind turbinefarms.

Thumbs
Down
Lettergate - A paradox,
perhaps: Slanderous letter
calls into question the
integrity of The Heights. Oh,
and theblood spatter font
was a classy touch.
MasterPlan - Mayor says
he likes the idea ofbuilding
new residence halls. Mayor
changes his mind. We won't
name names, but
flipflopper, anyone?

...

Solar Shade Control Act California "right to sunlight"
law says that a couple must
chop down trees that block
their neighbor's solar panels.
Now, we'reall for alternative
energy production, but the
last time we checked, trees
did some good things for the
environment too.

Powerof expectation
- Stanford study shows
people's neuralpleasure
centers respond more when
they think they're drinking
expensivewine, even though
only one type of wine was
used. We say, holdyour Solo
cup high anddrink your
Franzia proudly.
Mole rats - Despite alltheir
very cool adaptationsto live
in harsh climatesand use
their teeth to dig without
swallowing dirt, it doesn't
help that they might just be
the ugliest animals ever.
Child porn - Computergeneratedsmut is lawfully
protected, but technology
makes it harderto separate
thereal from the fake.

Turn passion into action
Chris Denice and
Alejandro Montenegro
Thank you, Boston College. After
knocking on almostevery dooron campus, handing out Jell-0 in the Quad
between classes, and wearing the same
T-shirt every day, the campus was well
informed of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College elections
thesepast few weeks. Voting increased
by almost 20 percent; the visibility of
the campaigns was impressive, andthe
UGBC will be better off next year as a
result ofthe heightenedawareness. We
wouldlike to use ideas presentedby all
of the candidates to consolidate and
improve all the work that the UGBC
currently does, whiletransforming new
ideas into tangibleresults.
We wouldalso like to thank all the
candidates for helping to inform and
motivate the campus to vote. All of
the teams who decided to run did an
excellentjob to getpeople involvedand
interestedover thepast fewweeks. The
enthusiasm, camaraderie,andprofes-

sionalism displayed by all of the teams ing the distribution of an unpublished the bettermentofBC. We expect to work
who ran elevated this year's campaign version.
with themand all the other candidates,the
season into one ofgreat accomplishment.
It is important to note that some of Elections Committee, members from the
school newspapers, andtheUGBC Senate
We hope that all the candidates, their the undersigned formally chose to supcampaign staff members, and everyone port Phil and Soko, while others decided to addressthe detailsofthe Election Code
who took interest in the election turn the to support us - their writing and sharing andhow to improve the campaign process
passion they displayed over the past few of the letter was not designed to influence in an objective fashion.
weeks into action next year. One of our votes.
We cannot wait to officially start our
As we stated in our official meetterm in May, but we will continue to work
major goals is to make the UGBC more
inclusive, but we need
ing with The Heights, hard under the current administration.
your help to do so.
we had hoped that they Many of our initiatives require thoughtIhe enthusiasm, caWe would also like
wouldbe able to make a ful planning, and we will not waste any
maraderie, and proto publicly clarify that
balanced and unbiased time getting started.We have many ideas
and goals, but would still appreciate any
our campaign was not fessionalism displayed decision in this deliinvolved in the letter to
cate matter. Although input from membersofthe BC community
by all of the teams disappointed with the on how UGBC could improve next year
the editor in the Feb. 21
we maintain that
- pleasecontact us directly to do so.
edition of The Heights.
who ran elevated this result,
it is their prerogative as
Thanks again for all the support and
Writtenby thefour teams
thatdidnot advancepast year's campaign seastudents to voice their excitement over the past month. Be on
the primary, we were nothe lookoutfor more informationregardopinion.
tifiedofits existence and son into one of great
We are confident ing the UGBC application process after
distributionbefore subthat the student body spring break on UGBC.org and through
accomplishment.
The Heights.
mission, just as Phil and
was able to make an inSoko and The Heights
formed vote and thank
Chris Denice is the 2008-2009 UGBC
were. Though both campaigns spoke with the 3,895 students who did so. We apthe authorsbeforehand, we alsobothmade plaud Phil and Soko's effort to promote president-elect and CSOM '09. Alejandro
the decisionto avoid involvementin it out a stronger dialogue on campus and urge Montenegro is the 2008-2009 UGBC vice
of respect for the electionprocess, includ- them to join us in striving for unity and president-elect and A&S '09.

Reconciling 'pro-life,' anti-war
Andrzej Jawie
I read Jon Sege's opinion piece in
Thursday's Heights ("RespectingLife in
All Forms" Feb. 21) with much frustration. It seems to me that Sege does not
understand why the pro-life movement
believes in a right to life from conception
to natural death.
As someone who has dedicated significant time to the pro-life cause, I was
deeply saddenedthat our message has
been so misunderstood.
Sege asks, "Why aren'tpro-lifers antiwar?" While this should have no bearing
on what I am about to say, I want to make
it known that I did not support the U.S.
invasion of Iraq.
Certain people on this campus support pacifism and try to take their personal belief on this matter and force it
upon all Christians. C.S. Lewis wrote a
brilliant essay titled, "Why I am not a
Pacifist," which I highly recommend all
peopleread.
Just wars have specific criteria, and
whether a given situation meets that
criteria is a prudential judgment.This
is why in the universal Catechism of the
Catholic Church that Pope JohnPaul the

Great put together says that the decision
of whether a war is just lies not with the
church but with the state (paragraphs
2307-2317).

Therefore, a Catholic can argue that
the Iraq war is just in good conscience,
even though JPII disagreed; although
they are probablywrong, those who think
this are not outside the Church.
That same section says that the
government can regulate theproduction
of arms for self-defense. Because arms
production is not intrinsically evil (unlike abortion), Boston College should
permit arms manufacturers to come to
campus.
If weapons are misused, the fauft lies
not with the manufacturers, but with the
government. These firms andthe miiitary
who use the weapons need more people
formed in a tradition of justice to enter
andworkfor them, not less.
On the issue of abortion, Sege writes,
"For the anti-abortion crowd, a fetus is
valuablebecause it will someday develop
into a being that has all the attributesof
life as we understand it." This is not the

pro-life position.
The pro-life position argues that the
fetus already is human life. In the same
way that, even though a toddler or teen-

is still growing, they are human life
and not a potential human, the fetus is
not potentiai human fife but actuaf human fife.
Finally, Sege claims that if a woman
has an abortion, she is seenas a murderer
by the pro-lifemovement. While abortion
is always the unjust taking of a human
life, the pro-life movement recognizes
the institutionalized pressures and difficult circumstances that lead women
into abortion.
Women are victims when society
imposes an unfair choice upon them in
pregnancy: "your child or your career
- pick one."
The earlyfeminists, including names
that we all would recognize like Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, saw abortion as a crime against
women.
We should all work to ensure that
young mothers have the resources and
assistance needed to continue their education and pursue their goals.
The pro-life movement is committed
to helpingwomen andchildren every step
of the way.
ager

Andrzej Jawie is a graduate of the College of

Arts andSciences in the class of2006.

Online Poll

What is your favorite
type of Girl Scout
cookie?
O Thin Mints
O Shortbread
O Peanut Butter Patties
O Caramel DeLites
O Thanks-A-Lot
O Lemonades
O Cinna-spins

Submit Vote
@bcheights.com
Got an Opinion worthpublishing?
Send Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
by logging on to beheights.com.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!

Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant Z days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

You're not Alone.

CBr

Baby Safe Haven

www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-8 1 4-SAFE(7233)
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Register Online:
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By Zak Jason

For The Heights
The year 1979 forever changed the
way people experience the world. Prior
to this time, people walked, ate, read,
and went about their daily business without music. But the release of the Sony
Walkman morphed the way people did
things. Instead oflistening to the drones
of the real world, people plugged their
ears with fuzzy buds and began to live
life with an inner soundtrack. Thanks to
the Walkman, we havethe means to turn
off thereal world, or at least muffle the
distractions.
The year 1999forever changed the way
people experience music. Prior to this
time, people would have to trek to a recordstore and lighten theirwallets to buy
an album, an eight-track, a cassette, or a
CD. For the most part, peoplepurchased
music that they heard on popular radio

stations or read about in magazines. But

the release of Napster transformed the
music scene. Instead of driving to shell
out $15 for a CD, people could sit at their
computer and listen to unlimited songs
for free - a global array of music discovered through millions of sites on the
Internet.Thanks to Northeasternstudent
Shawn Fanning (who created Napster to
solve his roommate's problem with accessing MP3s), theworldbegan listening
to thousands of artists and dozens of
genres they had never heardof before, all
at their computer, and allfor free.
While the Walkman receded into a
retro classic and Napster went to court,
people listen to more music and more
often than ever before. More pervasive
on campus than North Faces or Uggs,
littlewhitebuds can be seen in the ears of
countlessstudents each day. Also, thanks
to online music librarieslike Ruckus and
Last.fm and file sharing through Instant

INSIDE FEATURES
THIS ISSUE

Messenger, people share full albums in and hit an all-time low last year when
seconds, in a free and legal manner. But sales were down 36 percent from their
the Internet music boom remains one peak. Fall Out Boy band manager Bob
of the most heated topics of the digital McLynn says, "2007 was the year it really
age. Countless other students continue
hit home that it's a complete free fall."
to downloadfiles illegally, andthe music Such a drop leads to layoffs from major
industry has plummeted as a result. For recordlabels includingWarner Brothers,
the artists a controversial contradiction EMI, Sony BMG, Columbia, and Geffen,
exists: They gain popularity in places
adding to the tallyof over 5,000 musicthey couldn't imagine, but theircashflow industry layoffs since 2000.
dwindlesbecause ofit. But since thetide
With the free fall of sales, former Def
ofInternetmusic dominancecontinues to Jam agent Rob Stevenson says, "Everysurge, the questionremains: Is this way body is constantly looking over their
better?And can the buyers and the music shoulders. They're scared to death."
industry adapt?
John Glynn, A&S '11, recognizes the
For one, the red figures of the record duality of the use of Internet music
industry reveal the danger of its coltechnology: "It's progression because it
lapse. Album sales peaked in 2000, the allowsus to do more with our time, but it
year when Napster first gained promiwhittles down our productivity and gets
nence and competitors like Kazaa and rid of jobs."
LimeWire stormedthe Internet, andthe
Yet as jobs and sales drop, the conyear before the first iPod was released. sumers continue to listen to more music.
Since then albumsales have plummeted Last year digital music sales grew 45

SANet
The Sexual Assault Network, sponsoredby the ODSD andthe WRC, offers advice to victims. B4

percent, pushing just under 900 million
units, whilethe record industry sold 500

million CDs. Just in the first month of
2008, people purchased over 20 million
iPods, now with over 140 million sold
since theyhit the shelves in 2001. Beyond
purchasing music, people listen to more
free music online, with subscriptions
increasing in libraries from Ruckus to
YouTube. So why are we listening to more
music than ever and simultaneouslykilling the music business?
As Ryan Cain, A&S 'If, realized, online downloading is "faster and easier."
He says, "If someone tells me about an
artist I haven'theard of, I can just click on
YouTube." Also,with Instant Messanger,
students can share music at the speedof
light. Like thousands ofstudents across
campus, Cain can go online and ask his
friend, "Can you burn me that entire

See Music, B3
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Music to my
ears

"I was written up last weekend. It seems harmless enough, but my
parents have no idea I drink. You see, I'm Muslim and technically
drinking alcohol is against my beliefs (and my parents' beliefs). I
know they are going to find out when they get the letter home, but
how do I explain to them what happened?"
Write Up Religious Fiasco
?

Ryan Responds:

Lisa Says:

Being from a different background than the prevailing Catholic culture at
Boston College can be pretty tricky at times. Being from a differentreligion can
be especially difficult. Many of the problems facing Muslim students may appear
so unique that it's easy to feel isofated. For example, I imagine it's tough for you
to fast during Ramadan when your friends are chowing down on sandwiches at
Hitlside.
many rules.
This particular situation, however, is something
Try to get to thembefore the letter.You could
even write your own letter andrush it home if
all
students can relate to regardless of theirback"Try to get to them before the letter. You could
you don'tthink you can master just the right
ground.Drinking may not be against other students'
even write your own letter and rush it home if you religions, but it is illegalfor many students at BC.
apologetic tone in a telephone call. You don't
don't think you can master just the right apologetic When they get written up, theymay not be breaking
have to include all the details - you want them
friends,
school,
to continue to like your
and tone in a telephone call. You don't have to include all their religious beliefs, but they are breaking the law.
your
your judgment. Make it soundlike this is not an
So, regardless ofwhether their child is breaking
the details - you want them to continue to like your
every weekend occurrence, that yes, you've tried
secular or religious rules, the parents aren't going
friends, your school, and your judgment."
alcohol a couple oftimes, but you are not one
to be pleased. Again, I am not trying to trivialize
?Lisa, on making the best out of a bad scenario the significance ofbreaking a religious befief; I am
of those girls who drinks so much that she gets
written up (well, actually, find a better way to
simply trying to point out that many students run
into the same kind of problems.
phrase that one).
You understand the values of your religion andthat yourparents are very deI would just tell my parents that you made a mistake and don't plan on doing it
anymore. Most people are lying, and they plan to drink again next Thursday. If you
voted to them; you, however, should have some say in how you live your life. It's the
necessary rebellion phase, after which you may realize why your parents feel the
really planon not drinking again, tell yourparents, reassure them, and move on.
Theyprobably won'tbe happy, but this is probably not the first time.
way they do and may even join them.Be respectfuf, be honest, and ask thatyour
However, if you potentiallywant to deviatefrom your religious beliefs, this
parents at leasthear you out. If it doesn't go well, rest assuredthat next weekend's
activities may help takeyour mind offthings.
could be a good opportunity to talk to your parents aboutit.
The modifiedtruth would workbest here. You couldlie and say that you were

just present at the party and were written up anywayin the confusion - but I'm
guessing that lying is against your parents' beliefs, as well.If you think your parents can handle the truth with any small degree of sympathy and understanding, I
suggest coming clean. I wish you luck; if you are under 21, you are breaking many,

I live off campus and I have a car that I share with my direct roommate. My roommates and I sharefood, so we have decided to alternate doing the food shopping. Lately, however, I have been stuck doing it alone every week. Getting money from them is even worse. I've
tried to explain to them that it would be nice ifI had some help, both monetarily and transportation-wise, but my nagging doesn't seem
to be working. How do I put my foot down without creating drama?"
?Fed Up With Food Shopping

Ryan Says:

Lisa Responds:

I happen to very much enjoy grocery shopping. I like being able to pick out
You are apushover and your roommates are taking advantage of you. I don't
exactly the right fruits and vegetables, see what's on sale, control the cereal and
know if you can't tellor you are unwillingto believe that your friends are abusing
ice cream choices but f would very much not like paying for five people's meals
you. Here's the thing about people like you. You are too nice. This can be a good
myself.
thingbecause everyone likes nice people. But it's a big problem when you are unYou've tried asking people to come with you? Planning in advancewhen someable to have confrontations.
one else wouldbe free?You could suggest that everyone buy their own food; when
It starts off with you fetting your roommates slide on pitching in for groceries,
you get looks ofhorror mention that someone else needs to chip in or else you are
and where does it end? Is it going to take a persistent guy you don't even like to
pulling
onto
in
commonroom
to
to
out of thisbuffet-style deal.
you
your
you
you
tackle
the couch
for
realize that
have
Try asking for the money up front, tacking an
stand up for yourself?
This may seemlike an extreme example
"Here's the thing about people like you. You are too envelopeto the wall under a poster board screaming
"Monday is grocery day - hand over your money!"
because noone wouldever let someone tackle nice. This can be a good thing because everyone likes
But Irealize shopping trips often exceedbudthem onto a couch andkiss them if they
nice people. But it's a big problem when you are ungets, andthen you wouldstill be stuck paying too
didn't want to, but at least you are able to see
able to have confrontations."
much.
the path you're heading down (and thepath I
Don't take any special requests, refuse to carry
feel you are headingtoward). I don't want you
?Ryan, on nice people like you
allthe bags in yourself, or just have a very loud
to be such a pushover that you end up doing
explosivediscussion with your roommates. They
something like that.
aren't understanding whatevermethod you are trying now. f'd suggest thatyou
But let's get back to what you should do. You have to be adamantaboutletting
threaten to take away car privileges from any deadbeatroommate's friends, but
your roommates know that they cannot continue to not pay for groceries. You
your roommate would probably just overruleyou. Note to you: Find a new direct
may even want to get pissed, but you have to make it clear that you are upset and
roommate next year.
uncomfortablewith the situation.
As a last-ditch attempt, sabotage them. Buy nothing but Brussels sprouts, tofu,
Pushovers always think they are telling people off, but they really aren't. Ifthey
and rice cakes (as well as some real-people food to stash under your bed). See how
still ignore your requests, it's simple: Buy groceries only for yourself. Taking away
long it takes them to go to the store themselves.
people's food is a good way to get them to listen to you.

...

Ryan Lopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr®

bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments
about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any
comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.
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Some helpful tipsfor a great spring break vacation
- if you jump off a balconywhile drunk,
enter a wet T-shirt contest, or make
out with some gross dude for a beer, it

Stacey Small

Ah, yes that time of year again. The
endof February, when there'sstill snow
on the ground andwind chillfactor is
in the negative teens, but universities
nationwideare putting the academic
life on hiatus for a little thingknown
as spring break. For some, this may
mean a chance to gobackhome and
visit friends and family or to venture to
a less fortunate area and perform community service. But, for many, spring
break is allabout dropping your morality level down a notch and surrounding yourself withbabes in bikinis and
booze.Before you get too excited to go
out and emulate the MTV flop TheReal
Cancun, check out these tips to make
sure you don'tbecome the laughing
legendof spring break:
"What happens on spring break
does not stay on spring break."
OK, so you've decided to really let
loosefor a glorious week ofabsolute
freedom.No problem. But remember

WfLL be recorded.Your friends, while
they care about your well-being,are
looking for any excuse to turn someone
besides themselves into "thatkid" from
spring break.
"Don't hesitate, vaccinate!"
With the recent alertfrom Health
Services, it has becomeevident that
malariahas been detectedin Punta
Cana, Dominican Republic from a
Canadianman who didnot take any
preventative medication. Now, that's
not to say that you're off the hook if
you planon venturing elsewhere.Do
your research (Travelers Vaccines.com
is a great Web site), and see if there are
any shots or pills you should take as
a precautionary before flying away to
paradise.
"Red will never be the new tan."
Iknow it's the deadof winter and
you're probably looking a littlepasty
and want to brag about your getaway
and show off your rosy glow. But
remember, UV rays are strongest in
tropical areas. So lather up and seek
shade whenever possible. Having not
listened to this advice a few years ago in
Jamaica,f becamethe proud recipient

of sun poisoning, couldn't wear pants
great shape, but be aware: ff you are in
for days, andhad my roommates cover
a teeny bikini, lots ofguys may wrongme in aloe whilepeeling the skin off my
fully assume you will be the next eager
oozing stomach. Not so hot.
participant for a Girls Gone Wild video
shoot, not to mention the vast array of
"She's justnot that into you ..."
The hottest spring breakerwalks
wardrobe malfunctions that comes with
by you and winks. Or maybe has some
wearing skimpy attire. Prepare yoursand in her contact lenses, whatever.
self by giving your suit a good test run
But you "know" she's totally eyeing you, before you head out to party.
"Keep Sex on the Beach in the cup."
so you might as wellwork your magic,
So let's say you choose to ignore
right? WRONG. Chances are she's too
wasted to distinguishyour goofy grin
my advice and sneakoff with a fellow
fromDavid Hasselhoff'sBaywatch days
spring breakerfor a little hankypanky.
and you are just asking for legal trouble. Keep in mind that just because you're
Ladies, same for you. ffa hunky homon break that doesn't mean certain
bre tries to spit some game and take
rules don't apply. Indecent exposure is
you back to his hotel, stick with your
a serious offense worthy of an arrest. So
friends instead.
if you want to avoid a night in the slam"H2O is the way to go (sometimes)."
mer with some huge dude whose name
Midterms are over, it's bright and
you can'tpronounce, keep it in your
bathing suit.
sunny, and everyone around you is in
swim attire. You're drinking, dancing,
That's it. f hope these few precausunbathing, and having a grand old
tionary words prompt you to take all
time. But this could be a disastrous
the necessarysteps to prepare for a
equationfor dehydration,so rememgreat time. And if you feel a littleunber to stay hydrated anddrink plenty
easy about what may lie ahead on your
ofwater. The ice cubes in your Long
tropical travels, there's always room on
fslandIced Tea do not count.
to sunny Montreal. Eh?
my bus
"The less clothing you wear, the
more 'you' you'll share."
Stacey Small is a staff columnistfor The
Listen up, ladies. Iknow you've
Heights. She welcomes comments at
smalls@bcheights.com
been working hard to get your bod into

...

Ryan Kagy

I've always felt that I had good
ideasfor songs, but "writing" them
and getting them "inkey" usually
scared me away. As such, I will offer
up my fantabulous ideas for songs to
anyone who wants them (and wants
to give me credit/ 75 percent ofall
profits).
"Baby, BabyPlease": I've discovered that most rock songs are at
least 50 percent dominatedby the
words "baby" and "please."All this
song needs is a talented drummer,
bass player, and guitar player. After
thatit writes itself.
"I Love You More ThanYou
Know": This song is a power ballad
thatstarts out all fuzzy and lovey.
Thenhe gets to thepart about loving
her "morethan she couldknow"and
instead of being sweet he's telling
her she's stupid. Didn't expect that,
did you?
"Power Ballad": This song is
called "PowerBallad" but it's actually a waltz. In comedy, this is what
we call "misdirection."
"SymphonyNo. 10": This is a nobrainerfor Beethoven, f'm not quite
sure why he stopped writing after
"SymphonyNo. 9" (death?) but for
once f'd really like to see a sequel. If
Police Academy made seven movies
I would like to think that a deafand
deceased composer could make 10
symphonies, even without Michael
Winslow making allthose hysterical
sound effects.
"Jah RockBomba Cloud": This is
presumablya Reggae song but I'm
still waiting for someone to translate
these wordsfor me.
"Dead Puppies AuschwitzPain":
This is an ideafor a deathmetal
song- they seem to be fixated on
negative things, ft should begin with
an intense guitar solo followedby
screeching lyrics about deathand
destruction. Suburban teens will relate and thenrealize that they drive
BMWs and have never suffered. At
this point they will renounce Satan
and applyto college(BU).
"Parrot House Vestibule":This
song idea is for a "jam band" or
I don't know, Dave Matthews;
someone who does drugs. It doesn't
make sense because it doesn'thave
to. The song should feature "trippy"
electronic music under incomprehensiblelyrics. The audience will
then smokepot and pretend to
imderstand it.
"Ashudiwqudhwq": This is an idea
for a foreign language song, f'm not
sure which foreign language;and
that's what makes it so easy to write.
"You's a Bitch": You'd think
this is a rap song but it's actually a
children's song aboutfemale dogs.
That's why the grammar is so sloppy.
"Patricide": This song is anobrainerfor an emo band, ft's all
about hating your father for driving
you to a life ofblack T-shirts, tight
jeans, and eyeliner.
"Shoshanas Yaakov":To be performed by a Klezmer band. This is a
traditionalsong for Purim; although
I am aware that you have no idea
what "Klezmer" or "Purim" means,
because you go to Boston College.
"I See You in my Dreams":
This is an ideafor a techno song.
It should start with a pounding
bass line and feature lots ofweird
electronic trumpet sounds. Once it
builds to a "chorus" there should
be a lone woman'svoice repeating
"I can see you in my dreams." This
formula doesn'tmake sense to me
either, but I've seen it workbefore.
(Ryan Kagy, New Jersey, Cascada).
In the end f think the biggest
similaritybetweencomediansand

...

...

musicians is our writing process.
Whether a joker or a musician, at
any moment one might get that

brilliantflash of inspiration thatbecomes the work that ends up as their
legacy. TheBeatles had "I Wanna
Hold Your Hand," Led Zeppelinhad
"Good Times, Bad Times" and now
RyanKagy has "This Article."
Let's hope the tradition continues.

...

Ryan Kagy is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at

kagyr@bcheights.com.
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BC fighting the winter blues

PHOTO COURTESY OF NAPSTER. COM

The progression of music affects both college students as well as artists.

Music progression
halls. But the toolextendsbeyond
music majors. Across the nation,
CD?" and add 20 songs to his many universities post lectures
library in 20 seconds.
regularly on iTunes, which gives
Band buzz grows not only students both a toolto studywith
through sharing with friends and is helpful if they miss a class.
but also through countless sites BC has joined in the phenompromoting music from the entire enon,posting dozenslectures and
speeches through the Front Row
spectrum, raising the underground music scene to a global Podcast with each episode availscale. "I've got into so many new able for free on iTunes.
artists from Web sitesandblogs,"
Beyond the instructive value
says Cain, who, alongwith other ofonline music, McGrann praises
hosts, shared the underground the Internet "for shifting creativmusic through WZBC. Through ity, for making creativity easily
the Internet, bands obtain nearly available."
endless free publicity. In Cain's
With a globalarray of outlets,
view, artists who look at fife sharstudentshave scores more sources
ing as a curse have it wrong. "With of inspiration than ever before,
the Internet, peoplecan download from listeningto a full opera from
so much more, and fan bases grow
1955 on YouTube(which McGrann
so much."
was delighted to discover), to
Overafl, students gravitate to sharing music composed on the
the online music worldto discover simple, all-inclusive studio pronew tastes, save money, and get gram, Garage Band.
music as fast as possible. "On the
So even if professors admire
Internet,music can flow so freely. the fnternet music explosion
(minus illegal sharing), the artists
There's no hassle," Cain says.
Brendan Fitzgibbons, A&S and industrywill likelynot beable
'11, says the Internet is great for to stop the wave, but it can try to
"cheap and disposable music." adapt and ride it.
The Internet breeds selectivity.
Radiohead has led the way,
Instead of buying an entire album infamously releasing its album
with only a few tracks they like, In Rainbows online in last Octopeople can select the few songs ber at a choose-your-own-price
they like at the time, and delete deal. While only 40 percent of
them as they get old. Overthreethe consumers actuallypaid, befourths of music purchased on cause theband releasedthe album
iTunes is not albums, but $0.99 itself (not through their label), it
songs. Today it seems college
garnered over $3 million - much
students only purchase classic more than it wouldhave through
albums, as Fitzgibbons says, the label.
"albums that stand the test of
A handful of bands, including
time."Most peopleagree with this Nine fnch Nails and Oasis, plan
assessment.
torelease theirnext albumsin the
Professors have followed this samemanner. While self-productrend as well, using the Internet tion doesn'twork for every artist
to explore and instruct. Jeremiah (probably not for Miley Cyrus or
McGrann, assistant chair of the The Jonas Brothers), if the music
music department at Boston industry wants to rebound, the
College, says online music is an wave shows that it must strayfrom
"incredible tool." He says sharequity deals with artists andlean
ing music is "incredibly useful towardself-distribution, particufor teaching." Professors can find larlyonline distribution.
and play any piece from any peToride the fnternet boom, the
riod in a matter of seconds, and industrywill likely have to beat it
students can listen to otherworks andrelease albums onlinebefore
by composers fromtheirresidence they leak. \u25a0

Music, from Bl
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Seasonal Affective Disorder hits close to home in New England, specifically to Boston College students who thave to trekthrough the snow in the Dustbowl.
By

"Around Christmastime, the

JaNeeAllen

For The Heights
New England is known for a
lot of things, but one of the most
famous is the ever-changing
weather. The most treacherous
season of the year in New Englandis most definitely the winter,
which at times seems like it will
last forever. While some people
love the cool winds and powdery
snow for skiing, there is another
segment of the population that
finds the winter unbearable. It is
not surprising that a condition
has beenidentifiedrelating to the
winter blues.
USA Today reports that Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
is a condition distinguished by
depression, social withdrawal,
overeating, and weight gain, and
it affects an estimated 15 million
people in America. What makes
SAD different from other forms
of depressionis that it is triggered
by the change in weather from
the long days of summer to the
shorter, darker days ofwinter.
"Because SAD is a disorder
that has only been officially recognized for the past 15 years or
so, it's something that is difficult
to diagnose," says Nancy Baker,
associate director of administration and Nursing Health Services
at Boston College. "Most times,
Seasonal Affective Disorder is
diagnosed after a lot ofresearch
on the part ofthe patient's therapist."
Most people experience some
sort of winter lull, and students
at BC are no exception. After the
winter holidays,the gray skiesand
snowy sidewalks can become a
source for contempt and no longer

winter weather sets the tone for

the season,but when it's February
and you're getting the third snow
storm of winter, it gets to be a bit
much," says Sarah Smith, CSON
'09. For people who were born in
warmerclimates, the differencein
weatherpatterns canbe extremely
difncuft to get used to.
Da Hye Kirn, A&S '09, from
Muscat, Oman, says how different her winter experiences have
been since her time in theUnited
States. "I'm from in the Middle
East where I basically live in a
desert, so it's incredibly different
from here. The most depressing
thing about the winter is that the
trees are dead, and the skies are
gray. It's all so bleak sometimes,"
she says.
Because people tend to favor
the summer months over the
winter, it wouldbe easy to jump
to the conclusion that if someone
"doesn't feel like going out" in
the snow, they are suffering from
SAD. The only way to know for
sure if someone is suffering from
SAD is to seek professionalhelp,
however, there are some signs
to look for, according to www.
sada.org:
?Sieep problems: Usually desire to oversleep and difficulty
staying awake but, in some cases,
disturbedsleep and earlymorning

wakening.
?Lethargy: Feeling of fatigue
and inabiiity to carry out normal
routine.

?Overeating: Craving for

car-

bohydrates and sweet foods.
?Depression: Feelings of misery, guilt, andloss ofself-esteem:
sometimes hopelessness and despair, sometimes apathy.

inspires warm, fuzzy feelings.

?Social problems: Irritability

South Africa, and I grew up in
Singapore where it's 30 degrees
Celsius [86 degrees Fahrenheit]
all year round. It'sbeen extremely
interest in physical contact.
hard getting used to winter; it's
?Mood changes: In some sufunnatural really. The thing that
ferers, extremes of mood and depressesme the most is the ice,
short periods of hypomania falling is awful," says Meghan
(over activity) in spring and auKirkland, A&S '09.
tumn.
This fear offafling or the disIf you find that these signs like of walkingthrough the snow
don't apply to you, but you still and ice are common deterrents
are wishingfor summer days, you
for students.
There are ways to still pursue
might be suffering from a more
common affliction, "cabin fever."
proper nutrition and exercise even
Cabin fever can cause irritability, from the comfort of your room or
restlessness, and afeeling ofbeing apartment. Ifyou don'twantto go
trapped. Fortunately, there are out in the snow to go to the gym,
simple things that one can do to try using an exercise tape.
alleviatethese affects.
Having a regular exercise
The most common symptom routine will drastically increase
energy and alertness throughout
that most BC students can identify with is iethargy. "I definitely the day and help with sleeping
notice that there are times in the difficulties. Ifyou do not feeling
winter that I am so tired that it like trekking to the dining hall
almosthurts. It can be so hard to in the snow, and feef the need to
dragyourself out ofbed andgoto resort to take-out, keep in mind
class," says Christine Rodrigue, that there are healthier options
CSOM '09. Althoughlethargy is available. Try ordering from a
restaurant that offers bafanced
only one of the symptoms associated with SAD, it can be highly mealoptions rather than sticking
with Chinese food or pizza.
disruptive in one's everyday life.
A contributing factor toward
The lackof sun can beanother
the increasedfeelings of lethargy of the more difficult aspects of
is an overall lack of exercise and
winter. For treatment of SAD,
doctors recommend the use of
an increasingly poor diet. Students are put off by the sfushy light therapy, which involves sitsnow andcold weatherandbegin ting under fluorescent lighting.
to exercise less andorder take-out Even if you do not suffer from
SAD, purchasing a lamp with a
more. Together, it's not surprising
that people are finding their enfluorescent bulb can still help
ergy zapped. In order to combat give you a taste of the sunlight
thesefeelings of lethargy, proper you miss and can make it easier
nutrition and exercise are a must.
to make it through the longwinter
Frequently, however,students find months.
Winter can be a difficult time
it difficult to motivate themselves
to go out to the gym or the dinof the year for many people, but
ing hall.
soon enough, springtime will be
"I was born in Cape Town, here again. \u25a0
and avoiding social contact.
?Anxiety: Tension andinability to tolerate stress.
?Loss of libido: Decreased

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Marshall hits buzzer beater to sink FSU
Williams, the Eagles put together a defensivefront thatwas
just good enough to send the
Seminoles packing.
Published in The Heights on
While the win was instruThursday, Jan. 25, 2007
mental in putting BC back on
Florida State University's Al the map as a legitimate threat
Thornton was having one of the in the ACC, Skinner was farfrom
best games of his season. With satisfied with a frontcourt that
nine seconds left on the clock, sorely misses Williams.
he had22 points, eight rebounds,
"Our communication has got
andthe Player oftheGame in the to get better," Skinner said. "On
bag - until Scan Marshall sank a that floor, with [FSU's] starters,
they have five ball-handlersand
three at the buzzer to give Boston College an 85-82 walk-off scorers, so for us to give that
kind of effort, I was very happy.
win over Atlantic Coast ConferBut we cannot allow teams to
ence rival Florida State.
Suddenly, Thornton was Jan shoot 50 percent against us and
Brady and it was all about Marexpect to win. We have to be
better defensively."
shall, Marshall, Marshall.
"I looked at the defender,
In the onset of the game,
and he was going, like, 'Come the Seminoles scored the first
on, come at me,' so I decided five points before letting the
to do that," said Marshall, who Eagles crawlback with a jumper
by freshman forward Shamari
finished with f9 points, fO rebounds, and one No.f-ranked Spears and a trey by senior coshot on SportsCenter's Top Ten. captain JaredDudley.
FSU capitalizedon Marshall's
"I tookthe shot, andwhen it left
early exit from the first half due
my hands, it felt pretty good."
The Eagles began the game to a couple of cheap fouls and
remained a few steps ahead of
playing catch-up and by halftime, they had the score tied. the Eagles.
Rice cut the Seminoles'lead
The two teams traded baskets
for most of the second half, with to 15-14 with a 3-pointer nine
FSU eventuallyextendinga lead minutesin, but a subsequentfoul
of as many as five points, until on Thornton allowedFSU to get
BC finally came roaring back back ahead, 17-14.
On the next possession, a
with a 3-pointer by Tyrese Rice,
which sat on the back rim for an three-secondviolation on junior
eternity before finally falling in center Tyrelle Blair resulted in
at the 1:11mark.
yet another Eagles turnover,
"It got caught in the crevice and shortly thereafter, Spears
there," said Eagles head coach got slapped with his second
Al Skinner. "He's got a soft foul, forcing Marshall back into
the rotation at the nine-minute
touch."
In BC's first win post-Scan mark.
By

Jessica Isner

Assoc. Sports Editor

Deep beyond the arc and with
his face, Rice sunk
another three to give the Eagles
their first lead of the game, 21-20, at 7:30.
The two teams tradedbaskets
and leads until, with four minutes left until halftime, Dudley
put BC up by four with an oldfashioned 3-pointplay.
After Haynes missed a three,
FSU quicklycaught back up with
two consecutive three-pointers
by sophomore Toney Douglas
and junior Isaiah Swarm.
FSU then went ahead by two,
but Haynes was fouled with 0.9
seconds remaining and sunk
both shots to even up the score,
41-41, at the intermission.
The Eagles surged ahead in
the second half with a jumper
by Marshall and a 3-pointer
by Rice, but yet again, the two
teams tradedbaskets until FSU
caught back up.
Things seemed to spiral
downward for BC when Marshall got his fourth foul at 14:27.
The Seminoles capitalized and
opened up a lead that got as
large as seven.
The Eagles managed to keep
the game within their grasp
until Marshall came back in at
the 5:39 mark. Together, the
three stars refused to succumb
to Thornton's inability to miss
a shot and slowly whittleddown
a four-pointFSU leaduntil they
went up, 79-78, on Rice's trey
at 1:11.
After Thorntonput the Seminoles back ahead with a pair of
free throws, Rice regained the
leadwith an Iverson-esqueruna defender in

ning jumper. Then, on the next
possession, Dudley made a huge
defensive stop on Thornton.

"In the summer, we were
always matched up against each
other at Nike camp and Jordan
camp," Dudley said. "He's an
animal, a 69" freak athlete. He
got me on the drop-step fade
away, and he jumped over me
once, so I just tried to put a
hand up."
After grabbing the rebound
of Dudley's deflection, Marshall
was immediately fouled and
missed the front end of a pair of
free throws.
Obviously,he more than made
up for it.
"I was kind of upset at myself
because I went to the free-throw
line and missed my first one,"
Marshall said. "I got kind of
down on myself, just because
I'm a senior and it's my last year,
and I shouldn'tbe missing shots
like that. So when I got the ball,
I really had it in my head just to
shoot it. I was trying to win the
game."
The Eagles have little time to
celebrate the victory with a trip
to Durham, N.C., loomingon the
horizon this weekend. But as of
right now, they have done their
job: BC is still on the map.
"I just think it shows the
rest of the league that we're
still a good team without Scan
Williams and Akida," Marshall
said.
"We're going to keep playing
hard, andwe'restill a tough team
to beat. We're not gonna feel
sorry for ourselves; we're gonna
keep coming at you." \u25a0
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SANet is 'unknown' BC resource
BC's Sexual Assault
Network offers advice,
help to its callers
Lauren Viola
For The Heights
By

Against your will is against the law, even
you
if went to theassailant'sroom; you were
drunk; you werefriends; youcan'tremember
exactly what happened.
These are the words posted on the
front page of the Web site for the SANet,
Boston College'sSexualAssault Network.
Run through the Office of the Dean for
Student Development (ODSD), this
program provides a way for students to
share their experiences and get help in
times ofneed.
BC's SANet program is a call-in
service for students who have survived
a sexual assault. The 24-hour helpline,
which is listedboth on theirWeb site and
on the back of every Eagle One card, is
a confidential service to help victims at
any point after an assault.
Robert Regan, A&S '09, was able to
explain the network and exactly what
it does. "I'm a sexual assault network
advocate," Regan says, discussing the
intense training and screening process
that all advocates,or volunteers,have to
go through to prepare them to deal with
situationsthat SANet is designedto help
people through.
"Every weekthere are two advocates
on call," Regan says, "one faculty advocate and one student advocate." The
advocates are equippedwith a pager for
the weekthat they are on call to answer
calls coming in 24 hours a day.
When someone dialsthe helpline, the
call first goes to Student Health Services,
Regan says, to make sure that theperson
calling is physically safe. From there,
the caller has the choice to speakwith a
student or faculty advocate, depending
on theirpersonalpreference.
"If you pick up the phone and you
realize, 'oh my God I know this person,'
you can speak to someone else," Regan
says, explaining that there's a chain of
people who canhelp at all times, andwho
can beutilizedfor anyreason. Ifthecaller
is uncomfortable with the gender of the
person on the line even, they can ask to
speakwith someone else.
Victims, however, are not the only
ones who can utilize SANet. Family or
friends who are concernedare welcometo
call for information or advice, as well.
"A lot of the phone calls that we get
are from roommates that have noticed
something wrong," Regan says. Student
survivors who were sexually assaulted
years before are welcome to utilize the

network as well.
The main purpose ofSANet is to provide victims with options and give them
the information they need to know after
an incident. Many people don't know
whatto do, and SANet allowstheir advocates to relay the options to the caller.
Advocates will suggest going to Health
Services, the BC Police Department, the
dean, or the hospital, dependingon the
comfortleveland preference of the caller.
They may even just encourage callers to
tell a friend offamily member.
SANet is designed to give victims
someone to talk to about their experience or their concerns. Regan says that
many people are afraid to share what
happenedbecause of the responses they
may receive, or are afraid to admit that
they were actuallyraped.
"A lot of times you just need someone
to talk to about it," Regan says, which is
the main goal of the SANet program.
The most important thing for a caller
toknow is that "youcan stop at any time,"
or an

anonymously written report is just as

welcome as someone who goes as far as
having their advocate accompany them
to the hospital or gets driven there in a
BCPD vehicle. "You can hang up at any
time," Regan reiterates.
To spread the word about the SANet
program and to educate students about
sexual assault, SANet representatives
host outreach programs in classes presenting facts aboutsexual assault, ways to
get help, andthe laws concerning sexual
assault in our area.
Some important facts Regan points
out may be startling to audiences, as
many people do not realize what sexual
assault entails. One in four women are
sexually assaulted during their time at
college.
"That means that if you live in an
eight-man, two of your roommates will
probably be sexually assaulted by the
timeyou graduate,"Regan says. Another
startling fact Regan points out is that 90
percent of college assaults are acquaintance assaults, meaning not just someone
you meet at a party, but a friend.
Additionally, the outreach programs
are designed to discuss the laws about
rape, in Massachusetts especially. "Massachusetts has veryforward-thinking and
far-reaching rape laws," Regan says.
Anything that means violence,whether threatofviolence or assumedthreatof
violence during sexual activity, is considered rape. Regan tells students in his
presentations to be smart participants in
their own lives and to help out friends if
they look like they're getting themselves
into trouble as well.
Regan also explainsthat many victims
will call the network after an incident

Chan's
'biggest'fan
Jason Ng

Regan says.

An anonymous phone call

ABROAD AT BC

because they're afraid of it happening to
someone else, and says that 86 percent
of sexual assaults are committedby serial assaulters. "Most sexual predators
victimize at least five women in their
lifetime," Regan says.
SANet will be giving many presentations this coming week, for Care Week in
classes across campus.
One of SANet's concerns is that not
enough people know about the program.
Regan believes that more phone calls
would come in if more people knew the
programexistedandunderstood exactly
how it works. The fear is that students
think they have to make an extensive
investigation ofeach case, have to give
their names, etc.
Conversely, SANet emphasizes that
the program is set up for the callers'
comfort, and that they wiil never force
callers to share more information than
they are comfortable sharing. Aiso, cafls
are streamed through the advocates cell
phones, so there is no official phone
record of callers to be traced to names
or identities.
BC's administration, is also commit-

PROFESSOR PROFILE

I have a confession to make, f hate
JackieChan.
Don't get me wrong, f've met the
man personally andhe's very warm and
humorous. I guess what peeves me is
the image of a HongKong person he
portraysin his Hollywoodmovies.
JackieChan is one of the biggest
celebrities in Hong Kong. People call
him the "big brother," as he is thefirst
Hong Kong actor to make a name for
himself in the United States after Bruce
Lee's acclaim.
However, whileBruce Lee's characters were often stoic, determined,
and composed, Jackie Chan's roles in
Hollywoodmovies were often silly, awkward, and graceless in nature. Whereas
Bruce Lee, in Game of Death, struck
downChuck Norris in one of the most
epic battles in cinematographyhistory
(Bruce wears black and Chuck white,
and thefight involves a cat and a lot of
chest hair), Jackie Chan's Hollywood
work leaves something to be desired.
Entertaining as watching him dive
ted to helping survivors in any way they under sliding laddersand dodgeflying
pool cues was, Jackie's stunt work in
can to makethe student feelcomfortable.
Regan explains that the administration his representation of my hometown was
believesstrongly in thisprogram and was less than flattering.
I remember watching Rush Hour 2
integral in putting it in place. He also
says that, in some cases, arrangements on TV with my roommates sophomore
to change classes havebeen made, at the year. While they laughed at Jackie's
request ofthe survivor, solelyfor comfort attempts to sing "War!" I cringed and
subconsciouslybegan to shrink deeper
reasons.
Regan's advice to students to avoid into the couch, trying to carve out a
hole to hide myself, between the pizza
any miscommunication or threat of
sexual assault is enthusiastic consent. crumbs and plastic forks wedged in the
"If you're going to have sex, every step cushions.
Though his accent wasn't fake,
of the way, enthusiastic consent." This
unlike
Martin Van's (from the '90s TV
way
person
a
type of consent is the only
can guaranteethatboth parties involved show Van Can Cook), I found Jackie's
were fully aware and agreeing to what's rendition sickening, fn comparison to
his work in HongKong, the image he
going on.
carriedhere in Hollywoodwas comRegan describes SANet as the "bestkept secret at BC," but it shouldn't be. pletely artificial, a synthesizedidentity
SANet is designedto help victims get the comprised of various stereotypes.
The use and depictionof foreign
support and help that they need.
cities in Hollywoodfilms seems to be
For more information on sexual assault, what actions can be taken, and aimed purely at introducing a sense of
where to turn for help, visit the SANet exoticisminto the movie.
The depictions ofhome in HollyWeb site at www.bc.edu/offices/odsd/services/sanet.htmlor calltheir 24 -hour help wood movies and in the mediaaren't
always accurate, at least to the internaline at 617-552-BCII (2211). \u25a0
tionalstudent.
I didn't think much of the matter
originally - it's a movie, it's not meant
to be real - until a drunk girl at a party
slurred, "I like you. You'reexotic."
I wasn't quite sure what to make of
it. Was it a compliment? - maybe she
was saying f was special. Or was it a
euphemismfor being curiously differsponsibility. She lists the requirements ent, like a trinket or a new gadget?
I guess it isn't as much that I hate
of her position as department chair
with apparent enthusiasm. What is the JackieChan as it is that I hate theroles
best part of her job?"The department he is given in Hollywoodmovies. If one
selects their own colleagues which is a were to look at the role ofAsian actors
in the media, they wouldrealize that
wonderful way of approaching professionallife. We're able to build a friendly Hollywoodhas stereotypedthe Asian
department that carries over into our male byrelegatinghim to enigmatic,
villainous, or foolish roles.
interactions with students. We've got a
They are rarely even allowed to kiss
goodthing going," she says.
the
female lead. Daniel Dae Kirn, for
Beyond her life on the Heights, Cuknever kissed another person
example,
Mass,
lanz resides in Arlington,
with
her partner and 7-year-old son. She on American TV until his role as Jin
is originally from Burlington, Vt., and in Lost, despitebeing in over 50 shows
professes that NewEngland willalways and films.
Is this what my roommates, people
be her home. Nowadays, she plays tenhere in theUnitesd States, thought of
nis for enjoyment and reveals that she
Hong Kong people, of me - an awkward
actually used to playfor Duke.
Asian guy with a wacky sense ofhumor?
science
computer
From exploring
and French to women's studies and An inscrutableeunuch whoknows only
communication, Cuklanz has done her how to communicate with his fists?
Sure they knew my name wasn't
fair share ofbranching out - she credits
this to finding herniche amongthe life's JackieChan or Bruce Lee, but what
kind of assumptions wouldthey have
myriad offerings.
To BC students she says, "Keep an about me or wheref was from after
open mind if you haven't found what watching Hollywoodmovies filmed in
Hong Kong?
you're interested in. Don't feel presIf one were to lookat films such as
sured to find that specific salary job
Black
Hawk Down, the issue ofthe poropinions,
and
right off the bat. Collect
take it from me; f once took a year off trayalof race and ethnicitycontinues to
be prevalent.
and worked as a secretary in a law ofThe implications are complex, but
words,
fice." fn other
look past this
week's stack of books and you too will one thing is sure: The lack ofregard for
Somali lives in contrast to the drawn"have a goodthing going." \u25a0
out, dramatic scenes for the deathsof
each G.I, and the rendering of the city
of Mogadishu from a Western ethnocentric perspective demonstratesthe
role ofAmerican media in forgingthe
localperspective offoreigners. The
same is true for the depictions of Iraqis
in the news.
While I found comfort in the fact
thatno one in the Boston College community would assume that f knew kung
fu or could do a 360 roundhouse kick,
the issue stillremained: How does the
portrayal of my home country in popularAmerican mediaaffect the way f am
seen here?
The question hangs over my mind
every day.

Professor urges students to keep open mind
By Kaitlyn Meehan

For The Heights

into accepting high-paying corporate
jobs to make ends meet. I didn't want
that," she says.
She sought out the help ofan advisor,

"Relax, rest, and give thought to
life." At a time when it's hard to afilm studiesprofessor, who sparked her
see past the midtermsthat stand in the
interest in the field of communication.
Fromthatmeeting, she went on to attain
way of spring break, these words are
just what Boston Collegestudents need her masters and doctoratein communito hear. Theycome from a woman who cation from the University of lowa. The
can relate to the uncertainty of being a rest was uphill.
In terms ofherresearch, Cuklanz has
young college student. She is Dr. Lisa
Cuklanz - chair of the communication always let her fascinations dictate her
department and professor of Gender focus. She recalled her women's studRoles and Communication - and she ies certificationfrom Duke and began
analyzing news coverage of rape trials.
has found success and happiness.
She wrote two books published by the
She completed her undergraduate study at Duke University where University of Pennsylvania Press. Her
she majored in computer science and most recent book, titledRape on Prime
French. Upon graduating,she felt drawn Time, "is about sexual assault, mascutoward a career in public interest law, linity, and detective dramas."Perhaps,
and looked forward to law school. She that background provides the natural
was accepted at such schools as Duke, segue into her current project, a book
Michigan, University of fowa, and the focused solelyon Lawand Order: Special
Victims Unit.
University of Pennsylvania.With grand"I have been working on SVU with
parents and extended family in lowa
and Minnesota, she decided to take a my co-author Sujata Moorti, chair of
deferralfrom lowa in order to have the women'sstudies at MiddleburyCollege,
time to settle some personal reservafor several years. We havepublished an
tions about the nextbig step in pursuit article on the show in Critical Studies in
Media Communication(October 2006).
of a career.
We originally started working on the
"I asked around and met many others who also went to lawschool intendshow because it is an entire primetime
ing to get involved with public interest drama series ostensibly devoted to
law. But, they had gotten channeled sexualviolence."
your

As she sits back in her chair, she
exudes the peaceful calm of someone
who is satisfied with what she has accomplished. Her easy smile says that
she is content with where she is in life.
Since arriving at BC in f991, she has
always had her hands full. She started
out teaching the rhetoric classes in
the communication department. With
a chuckle, she recalls when her "large
classes constituted of 50 kids, not
anythinglike it is now." She is referring
to, for example,Bonnie Jefferson'sRhetorical Tradition class that fills nearly
every seat ofDevlin 008.
Despite the changes, BC has had
one constant. "BC students are the
University's asset. They've always
been outgoing and bright, but as the
academic quality has improved and the
numbers climbed, the studentbody still
is still as outgoing and friendly, which
I appreciate."
Cuklanz heads what is currently the
largest-enrolledmajor in the college of
Arts and Sciences. She says, "Our highest growthperiod was between '96 and
'02, and we've leveled off right around
1,000each semester. It's reallypart of a
nationaltrend... [The growth] is dueto
developmentsin new media,importance
in dailylife, therealizationthat the media is more obviouslyimportant."
With more students comes more re-

Interested in writingfor Features? Join usfor our meetings at
5:45 p.m. in the Eagle's Nest The next meeting will be March 10.
For more information, e-mail Tula Batanchiev at features®

bcheights.com.

And have a happy and safe spring break!

JasonNg is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomescomments at ngj@
bcheights.com.
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Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk to campus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or viae-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Subletters needed for summer'o9.
276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Double room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
droppedoffat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.

NOAH WYtTE,

{

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.
Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

com for more information.
Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores at latores@bc.edu
for more information.

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.

"Before giving, I always look
for the Humane Seal."
\u25a0V

Group of 5 Seniors needed to
match with my group of7 in Mod and
6 man lottery. Combinations of 2 or 3.
Contact daniel.russell.2@bc.edu.

Friends Don't Let: Friends Drive Drunk.

Sfar ofNBC's hit show ER

The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving
medical research, but never animal experiments.

f\f
M
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Council on Humane Giving www.HumaneSeal.org

?

Washington, D.C. 202-686-2210, ext. 335
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PHYSICIANS COMMITTEEFOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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"Don't blink - you may have
just gotten swept up in the largest
public gathering in Egypt's history.
Don't mind the flares, firecrackers,
and crushing pressure ofthe crowd
pushing you through downtown
Cairo. Never mind Common Sense
101: Avoid all large gatherings and
riots in the Middle East."
I kept on repeating this justification between the frantic attempts
to dodge oncoming scooters, fly-

ing aerosol cans, and attempts
to hoist and carry one of the only

Americans
bold enough
to enter the
world of
Egyptian
fand o m .
After all,
Egypt had
just won the
Africa Cup
- when else

would one
take part
in Egypt's
culture
than with
-500,000 hooligans in the cramped
streets of Cairo following the
equivalent of the Red Sox winning
the World Series?
We had little choice. After aimlessly following Egyptians donning
the colors of their national soccer
team throughout Cairo in search
of a place to watch the game, we
ended up jostling with hundreds
of other Egyptians in a street
to see a piece of the action in a
nearby hookah bar. Ninety minutes

later - amid an onslaught of hugs, ing, we weren't about to let the
handshakes, and cries of"I love fun pass us by. With our Egyptian
America"the -the crowd coaxed us flags on our back, Chris Nunez, lan
Johnson, JimmyLindsay, and I ran
into participating.
The rest was a blur. Luckily, I with the crowd, chanting "Misr,"
had my video recording the entire embracing Egyptians, and dodging
ordeal. For lack of a better descrip- the occasional police officer doing
tion, here is a recorded transcript his best to keep some semblance of
of what ensued - and yes, the video order in the now chaotic streets.
is on Facebook:
It wasn't until 45 minutes and
An Egyptian, pointing to the four miles later that we found ourselves
of us with his camera immediately on the main highway crossing over
after the game - "America!? I love the Nile into the western part of
America, come, picture!" After Cairo, decidingfinally that perhaps
rambling some undistinguishable parading on the busiest road in
Arabic words, he somehow ends Egypt was not the smartest idea.
Shocked by the presence of four
up on our shoulders, and we proceeded to Americans among them, we were
carry him quickly baptized as full members
to the of Egyptian fandom and society
nearby as countless Egyptians stopped to
square.
take pictures, shake our hands, and
We said investigate our newly found Arabic
language.
our "Masalamas"
It wasn't until later, as we sat
to our new on the roof of the American UniEgyptian versity in Cairo and observed the
friend and riots into the early morning, that I
ran head remembered that I was in Egypt. A
first into Middle Eastern country. A country
a growwritten off by many as too unsafe,
ing crowd too volatile, and too radical to even
circled visit. Yet, amid all of the warnings
around a handful of Egyptians during orientation and reminders
dancing on a car with flares and from our parents to stay safe and
flaming aerosol cans.
away from these types of events,
At this point, the chanting and we had just taken part in the larghorn-blowing starts to drown out est Egyptian gathering in years and
of cheers. Someone among us, how- were welcomed as Egyptian.
ever, yells an unmistakable: "Oh
That night, there was no disGod! Expletive, expletive - Go, go, tinction between American and
go, run for the sidewalk!" as the Egyptian. No "us versus them." For
flames and growing crowd nearly one night, all worries in the world
trample us beginning their parade were forgotten; all fears and warnings given over the past couple of
to downtown Cairo.
After getting a taste of the riot- months were erased.

And the longer I live in Cairo
- the longer I drink tea, ride the 12-hour trains, and navigate the same
traffic as local Egyptians - the
more I realize that that feeling of
solidarity and celebration was not
isolated to that night. Itlies underneath the surface of every Egyptian, every day. Jaded by a general
mistrust for gawking tourists and
years of mishandled American
foreign policy, it takes some time
to unearth, but

it's there.
Egypt is in fact a very different society. Walk down the empty
streets of Cairo on a Friday afternoon and you'll know that Egyptians have a very different notion
of a religion and society. Try to
cross the street and hail a cab, and
you'll realize you're not in Manhattan. These differences are all too
phenomenal in the newspaper you
pick up on the way to class or the
CNN report you glanced at on your
way to Facebook - The New York
Times, for example, justran a story
titled "Stifled, Egypt's Young Turn
Towards Islamic Fervor."
But as that riot-filled night of
celebration revealed, stereotypes
are dangerous. It's not the big
issues put forth by The New York
Times article, for example, that
characterize Egyptian people.
Rather, it's the small things about
a culture - the way they embrace
you during celebrations, offer you
tea as you walk downthe street and
want to learn more about America
- that contribute to what the region is and who Egyptians really
are. It'scelebrations like these that
show that, politics aside, Egypt really is not that different.

"Try to cross the street and hail a cab, and you'll realize you're not in Manhattan"
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Hockey East dreams go south

Numbers to Know

11,10
Josh Southern's career high in
points and rebounds against
Florida State on Saturday.

3
by

baseball's Sam
Home runs
Shaughnessy in the Eagles' 14-7 win over Georgia Southern
on Saturday.

13

Records broken at last week's
ACC women's swimming
championship.

0-16

Men's hockey's power-play
goals against New Hampshire
this season.

Talk of the Heights

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The potent Eagles' offense was held to justone goal in thisweekend'sseries vs. New Hampshire. BC dropped to third in the Hockey East standings with four games remaining.

(The

power-play goal
New Hampshire
was a big turning
clinches Hockey East
point. It was just a
rocket from the point with win over BC
Jeffrey Weinstein
through a screen. It By
Heights Senior Staff
was hard to fault John
DURHAM, N.H. ?For the second
consecutive year, there is no question
for that goal."
which team is the class of the regular
?Jerry York, men's
hockey coach, on the

difference-maker in
Friday's game vs. New
Hampshire

season in Hockey East. With a 5-1 win
over Boston College, the University of

New Hampshire secured its seventh
regular-season title.
UNH forwardDannyDries netted two
of the Wildcats' four power-playgoals,
and Kevin Regan had 28 saves, as the
Wildcats built a 3-0 lead in the second
period and never looked back at Whittemore Center Arena.
"I'mjusttrying to stay out of the way,"
said UNH head coach Dick Umile. "Any

Blastfrom the pastorfrom the present

time you can beat Boston College like we
did this week, they're a very, very, very,
good team, but we played well."
For the Eagles, their first win over
UNH this season will have to wait for a
possible match-up in the Hockey East

championship.
The Eagles' offensive struggles against
the Wildcats continued,as they went 0-7
on the power play and could not find a
way to get thepuck past Regan, Hockey
East's best goaltender.

"Their team is very good," said BC
head coach Jerry York, "Good team
speed, terrific individual players, good
special teams, but they might just have
the player of the year in Hockey East in
the goaltender,andthat makes themthat
much stronger."
The tone was set early when on the
game's opening shift, BC's Pat Gannon
leveled two UNH players, the latter of

SeeßC-UNH,

C3

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

on theroad at Connecticut, at Provi-

ACC
Standings

Men's Basketball
As of Feb. 24
North Carolina
Duke
Clemson
Wake Forest
Maryland
Virginia Tech
Miami
Florida State
Georgia Tech
N.C. State
Boston College

Overall
10-2
10-2
7-5
6-5
7-6
7-6
6-6
5-8
4-7
4-8
4-8
2-9

Virginia

toGames atch
W
Men's Basketball

Boston
College

Virginia
Tech

Can the Eagles earn redemption for the
overtime loss they suffered at thehands
of the Hokies last month?
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

Jessica Isner
In my poetry class on Friday, we
talkedabout how nobody can truly
understand their own opinionuntil they
write about it.
Let's see about that.
Here is my quest to figure out what I
think about Al Skinner's 2007-08 Eagles.
Ever since my sophomore year in high
school, I'vebeen waiting for a repeat
experienceof that difficulttime in my
BostonCollege fan experience. It was one
of those years that tests you. It separates
the fans from the bandwagonjumpers.
That year was supposed to be a great
year for the Eagles. Troy Bell was a shooin for Big East Player of the Year, now
thatCaron Butler and Brandin Knight
were gone; Ryan Sidney was still at least
19 percentsane; Andrew Bryant was not
yet a complete mess of life; Uka Agbai's
neck was still intact; Craig Smith and
Louis Hinnant were the new kids on the
block; and Scan Marshall and JaredDudleywere still in high school. Most importantly, I was finally getting accustomed to
lifewithout Jon Beerbohm.
Expectations were high, and everything went downhill fromthere.
The Eagles lost the season opener to
Saint Joseph's, which seemedlike a big
deal at the timebecause it was before
peoplerealizedhowridiculous Jameer
Nelson and Delonte West were. A week
later, BC lost by one point to Holy Cross
- HOLY CROSS - and to top it all off,
Uka broke a bone in his neck. Gone for
the season.
The free fall truly picked up at the end
of December, when BC descendedinto
the oblivionof a four-game losing streak
to Kent State, Providence,Northeastern,
and Syracuse.
I remember sitting in the library at my
high school the day after the Syracuse
loss. It was pouring rain, and I was listening to my Emo Mix(no comment), and I
realizedthat there was no way in hell BC
was going to make the NCAA tournament
that year.
I was right, but theroad to the NIT
was a littlebit complicated.By the end of
January, BC snappedout of its funk and
went 9-2 down the stretch. They won big

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

dence, and at Villanova.
But Pittsburgh was the teamto beat,
and the Eagles couldn't do it in the conference tournament. They got bounced
in the second round, snubbed by the
Tournament Committee, and banished to
basketballpurgatory.
That was the first year I heard the
NIT referred to as the Nobody's Interested Tournament.But I was interested
- too interested, so that when the Eagles
lost in the second round to Temple and
Troy Bell's college career ended amid
overly antagonistic chantsof "OVERRATED," I was completelyheartbroken. I
couldn't imagine anything worse.
But wait - there's more.
In the ensuing months, Danny Ainge
drafted Troy Bell in the first round of
the NBA Draft - my dream come true
- but traded him away 20 minutes later.
Then, Ryan Sidney and Andrew Bryant
both left school after getting into some
really obscure altercationthat involved
somebody getting pistol-whipped. I was
pretty bummed.
But Septemberrolled around, Jared
Dudley and Scan Marshall showed up,
and since then, I haven't had to revisit
that miserableperiodof my life.
This year, the result might be similar.
There willbe no March Madness, possibly no NIT. But it's OK, because just
like 2002-03, this season has been a test.
I spent the week after Super Bowl XLII
convincing myselfthat losing is good
because it builds character, because it
shows you what it really means to love a
team, because nobody is perfect and it's
stupid to aspireto an impossible ideal.
It's time to practice what I preach.
This lackof March Madness won't
hurt as much as it didback when I was
in high school, partially because I have a
littlebit of a life now, but mostly because
the brighterdays are yet to come. If Tyrese Rice sticks aroundfor another year,
this team is going to be good. Anyone
who'sbeen watching Rakim, Biko, Corey,
and Southern this season knows that.
Sometimes, the talent just needs time to
percolate.

And if you hung around this year, then
thistime next year, when BC is cruising
through the ACC and dancing again in
March, you can appreciate it evenmore.
At least by my logic.
Jessica Isner is the sports editorof The
Heights. She can bereached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Men's Basketball
The Eagles fell to second-to-lastplace in the
ACC standings after losing to FSU. C 4

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

After a big win on Friday night, the Eagles skidded on Saturday at home against BU.

Eagles lose sight of
conference title
By

Charles Mangiardi

mated thembecause we played so well.
You have to give credit to BU; they came
out flying today. They had a great game
The Boston College Eagles dropped plan and theyreally executedit."
a pivotal Hockey East match-up 4-1 to
Whatever coachKatieKing saidto the
the Boston University Terriers on Saturteam at the first intermission seemed to
day night at Kelley Rink, allowingtheir have worked, as they came out on a misarchrivals to move past them into fourth sion in the second periodanddominated
place in the Hockey East standings and the frame, outshooting the Terriers 12-5
get in a position to make a run at the and keeping possession for minutes at a
conference title.
time.Yetthe Eagleswere unableto capiIn thefirst game of theweekendseries talize on several scoring chances before
on Friday night at BU, the Eagles domireigning Hockey East Player of the Year
natedenroute to a 4-0 win. The Terriers Kelli Stack took thepuck away from BU
came out looking to erase the game from
in the front ofthe net as they attempted
their memories and dominatedthe first to clear, faked out goalie Allyse Wilcox,
period ofplay, outshooting BC 13-7 and and sent a shot rocketing into the upscoring the first goal of the game, with per net to tic the game at one with 8:55
9:38 remaining, in a power play. BC remaining. Just as everything seemed
sophomoregoalieMolly Schaus admitted to be going BC's way, though, BU took
the Eagles were caught off-guard after advantage of yet another power play to
dominatingthe night before. "I think we take the lead for good and grab hold of
kind of came out a little flat after last
night. I think we may have underestiSee Women's Hockey, C3

Heights Staff

New Look NBA
Why has this NBA season been so different than the
past few? It'sbecause it's a new league. C8

ACC Roundup
Hockey East Roundup

C6
C7
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"Our team - there's something missing this
week, We are not the same team these last
two ball games. It's almost like someone has
come in and invaded their bodies"

Short

Duke Blue Devils Head Coach Mike
Krzyzewski's reactionfollowing his teams
96-95 loss to Miami on Wednesday. Theloss
was the No. 4 Blue Devils' second in arow.
?

in

Sports

Taking AIM
BCEaglesFans: Tough weekendfor Boston
College hockey andbasketball, not one victory?

BCEaglesFans: Baseball hit 23 homers allof
last season. They already have eight in their
first three games. Watch out for birdball!
BCEaglesFans: We cannot win a basketball
game,and yet Daye Kaba still isn't playing.
Why is this, Al Skinner?
BCEaglesFans: Spring footballgameis
right around the corner, save the date.
A
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BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
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GAME OF THE WEEK
College Basketball No. 7 Texas at No. 25
Kansas State
Where: Bramlidge Coliseum, Kansas
When: Monday, 9 p.m.
TV: ESPN
?

Tennessee topples No. 1 Memphis
In a battle of the nation's top two ranked teams, No. 2 Tennessee prevailed in a 66-62 upset of No. 1Memphis. With the
victory, the Volunteers were able to ruin the Tigers' bid for a
perfect season. Tennesseemost likelywillbecome the No. 1 team
in the country, the first time this has happened for Tennessee
in the school's history.
Memphis held a 35-34 lead going into the second half, and
the game remained this close till the end. Tennessee needed a
turnaroundjumper in the lane from TylerSmith with 28 seconds
left to put the Volunteers aheadfor good.
Tennessee prevaileddespite getting only seven points from
senior guard Chris Lofton, who is currently averaging 15.1 points
per game. The Volunteers got by with a strongperformance on
theboards. Tennessee out-reboundedMemphis 46 to 31.
Smith led the Volunteers with 16 points and six rebounds.
Wayne Chism and J.P. Prince also scored 13 points for Tennessee. Freshman Derrick Rose led the Tigers with 23 points and
five rebounds.

Two of the top three teams in the Big 12 face off
Mondaynight in a Big 12 conference showdown. The
18-8 andNo. 25 Kansas State Wildcats will play host
to the 23-4, No. 7 Texas Longhorns.
After two consecutiveconference losses, the Wildcats look toregain respect and acquire a strongergrasp
on their hopes for a high seed in the NCAA tournament. Kansas State will continue to lean on freshman
stars MichaelBeasley andBill Walker, both averaging
over 15 points per game.
The Longhorns, out to maintain their top ranking
in the Big 12 Conference, have soundly beaten their
opponents over thepast few games. They will look to
team leaders - sophomore D.J. Augustin and junior
A.J Abrams - to guide them to victory.

ALAN SPEARMEN / AP PHOTO

NATION

Sports Calendar
DAY

Boston College students will now be able to access ESPN
360 on their computers that have high speed internet access.
With ESPN 360, students will be able to view many live games
that are not available on TV, as well as replays from many past
games. There is no password, screenname, or paymentrequired
to use ESPN 360.
To use ESPN 360, students must go to ESPN36O.com.
From there, they will have to install the ESPN 360 program.
Once downloaded,students can access all thatESPN 360 has
to offer.
This is an excellentprogram to download.The access it gives
is not to be found anywhere else on theWeb or TV. ft also does
not give computer viruses or annoying pop-ups. With no side
effects, there is no reason that any sports fan shouldbe without
ESPN 360.

No. 6 Maryland cruises past UMass
The No. 6 ranked Maryland women'slacrosse team opened
up its season in winning fashion, defeatingUMass iB-7 on
ACC

Saturday.
Maryland was aheadfrom the beginning,with its first goal
coming 1:10 into the game.
UMass cold not get away from Maryland's relentless defense. Maryland forced29 UMass turnovers on the day. The
Terps also only allowedUMass to convert 10 of their i8 clear
opportunities. Maryland outshot the Minutewomen,40-15.
The Terrapins were led by senior Kelly Kasper, who scored
a career-high six goals. Sophomore Caitlyn McFadden also
helped the Terrapins, scoring a career-high four goals andfive
points. SeniorsLauren Cohen and Dana Dobbie also scored
three goals apiece.

Terrapins upset No. 4 Georgetown
Four freshmen helped to leadthe Terrapins to an upset victory Saturday, as No. 7 Marylandbeat No. 4 Georgetown 11-6.
This was the Terrapins' 15th straight season-opening victory.
The four freshmen combined to score nine goals. Freshman
Grant Catalino led all scorers with a game-highfour goals. He
began the Maryland attackwith an unassisted goal at 9:35.
On ofthe highlights of the day came from freshman Ryan
Young. Young scored hisfirst career goalbybeating All-America Georgetown defender JerryLambe aroundthe back ofthe
net and shooting into the upper left-hand corner of the net.

Fri., Feb. 29

2 p.m.

North Dakota St.

Fri., Feb. 29

4 p.m. SacramentoState

Sat., Mar. 1

10 a.m.
2 p.m.

Sat., Mar. 1

MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Mar. 1

7 p.m.

Drexel
Santa Clara
@ Providence

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sun., Mar. 2
BRODY SCHMIDT / AP PHOTO

Last-second free throw downs Kansas
OklahomaState made the most of this year's bracket-buster
weekend,holding on for an upset victory over the No. 5 Jayhawks,
61-60.
Coming into the second half, Oklahoma State held a 36-32
lead, and the game remained back-and-forth up untilthe final
seconds. Guard Bryon Eaton drove the lane only to be fouled by
Kansas' SashaKaun in the games closing seconds. Eaton's free
throwwith 12.6seconds left sealedthe victory for the Cowboys.
Kansas' Brandon Rush had a chance to win the game, but his
last second 3-pointer missed, andthe Cowboy fans stormedthe
court in celebration.
Eaton scored a career-high 26 points to lead Oklahoma
State. Darnell Jackson led the Jayhawks with 16 points and 10
rebounds.

National team prelim roster announced
The U.S. women's hockey NationalTeam announcedits preliminaryroster, and sophomoresKelli Stack and Molly Schaus
were part of it. The two were among 27 players named to the
roster. Once a training camp in Coloradofrom March 24 to March
31 is complete, the roster will be trimmeddown to 20 players.
Stack, a forward, leads theEagleswith 32 points this season,
including 17goals. Stack was the HockeyEast PlayerandRookie
of theYearlast season. Schaus is theEaglesstarting goaltender,
where sheholds thelowest goalsallowedper game in BC history
with a 2.06 goals against average.
The Team will play in the 2008 International Ice Hockey
Federation World Women's Championship in Hardin, China,
from April 4 to April 12.

EVENT

SOFTBALL

Students now have access to ESPN 360
BSC PORTS

TIME

NEWS

I

3 p.m.

©Miami

MEN'S TENNIS
Wed., Feb. 27
MEAT'S BASKETBALL
Tues., Feb. 26
Sat., Mar. 1

6 p.m.
7 p.m.

@ Dartmouth

©Virginia

Tech

3:30 p.m. North Carolina

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Feb. 29
Sat., Mar. 1

2 p.m.
1 p.m.

Providence
© Providence

MEN'S SWIMMING
Wed-Fri., Feb. 27-29

All Day ACC Championships

BASEBALL

Thurs., Feb. 28
Fri., Feb. 29

1:05 p.m.
7 p.m.

Boston Red Sox
Mount Saint Mary

Sampson resigns amid allegations

NCA

WADE PAYNE / AP PHOTO

Parker to leave Tennessee early

Indiana Hoosiers head coach Kelvin Sampson resigned
Fridayby accepting the university's $750,000buyout offer and
waiving his right to sue the university for wrongfultermination
in the future if the allegations against him prove false.
Dan Dakirch will be the interim coach of the Hoosiers for
theremainder of the season.
An NCAA report charges Sampson with five major rule
violations. This is not the first time Sampson has violated
rules. As coach of Oklahoma from 2000-2004, the NCAA
found that Sampson made 577 impermissible phone calls, fn
October, it was discoveredby the university that Sampson had
made similar violations, fndianafound these to be secondary,
until it was discoveredlastweekthat this was not the case. The
NCAA found that Sampsonprovided false informationabout
the accusations, making thesebecome serious violations.

Redshirt junior CandanceParkerannouncedon Wednesday
that she will forgo her senior season of eligibilityand graduate with the class she entered Tennessee with. Parker plans
to participate in the Summer Olympics and then pursue a
career in the WNBA.
Parker will be known as one of the best collegebasketball
players of all time. She is most known for her slam dunks,
whichshemade moreprominent in women'sbasketball.Parker
first won a dunk contest in 2004 high school competition
against three other males. Parker has dunked seven times in
her college career, including twice in one game. Parker led the
Volunteers to a nationaltitle last season and looks to do the
same this season. By skipping her senior season, Parker can
now enter the AprilWNBA draftwhere she will most likelybe
the No. 1pick of theLos AngelesSparks.
DARRON CUMMINGS / AP PHOTO
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BC on verge of elimination after loss to BU
From Women's Hockey, CI
the momentum for the rest of the game with
3:16 left in the period.
"We've got to stay out of the penalty box,
it's a common theme for us. Six penalties to
their two just doesn't bode well. It's tough
when you get penalties called against you, and
you're using kids on the penalty kills and they
get pretty tired doing it."
BC's last real chance to tic the game came
on a breakaway by Stack with 14:33 remaining
in the third period. Stack intercepted a sloppy

Terrier pass at center ice and took off toward
Wilcox and baited right before coming back
to the left side.
This time, though, Wilcoxread her perfectly
and batted the shot away.
BU scored a backbreaking goal on a freak
play with 6:42 remaining in the game. Schaus
was nearly at a loss for words when asked to
describe it, saying that she probably needed to
look at the tape to understandwhat happened.
With thepuck precariouslyclose to the net, she
attempted to poke check it away.
Instead, the puck ricocheted off Melissa

Anderson's stick and then her chest before
flying over Schaus and into the net to make
the score 3-1. As Schaus said, "It was a disappointing bounce that turned the game." It
was Anderson's third goal of the game; she
would add another point on an assist to Erin
Seman four minutes later to put the game out
of reach.
The loss put the Eagles on the verge of
eliminationfrom the postseason, but the team
is holding onto hope.
"Peopleare disappointed,but we're not giving up at all. We have another week, two more

games, and we're definitely going to make the
most of it. We're disappointedbut everyone's
heads are up and we're excited for the next

week," Schaus said.
"We've got to wait and see what happens
tomorrow with Providence [currently four
points ahead of the Eagles] and New Hampshire. That's a big game for us, and we need
help from UNH [who is currently ranked second
in the country]," King said. "And then we've
got to beat Providence twice and we're looking forward to doing that and sneaking into
the playoffs." \u25a0

Eagles denied in pursuit
of New Hampshire
By David Amstutz
Assoc. SportsEditor
Entering Friday night's contest against No. 3
New Hampshire down six points in the HockeyEast
standings with just six games remaining, Boston
College coach Jerry Yorkknew his Eagles needed
to come out flying if they were to remain in the

regular-season titlehunt with UNH.
They did not, and consequently dropped the
contest 2-0 to thered-hot Wildcats.
While New Hampshire came out of the locker
room with an extrastep, York's Eagleslooked sluggish in the opening period. "NewHampshirestarted
the game much crisper and sharper than we did,"
York said following the game. "I thought the first
20 minutes we were just holding on."
Despite the flat start, BC kept thegamescoreless
behind the efforts of goaltender John Muse, who
made several big saves early. Less than a minute
into the contest, New Hampshire's second line took
thepuck down the ice on a rush, andleft wing Jerry
Pollastrone skated in alonebefore Muse stoppedhis
shot from the slot with an outstanding glove save.
The Wildcats continued to threaten in the Eagles'
zone in the ensuing minutes, but could not best the
freshman goaltender in the first period.
"Johnny Muse played terrific to keep it at 0-0,"
York said. Muse finished the opening frame with
nine saves, a total evenmore impressive considering the quality of New Hampshire's scoring opportunities.

The second period witnessedan improvedeffort
fromBC. Nathan Gerbe,skating on a line with Benn
Ferriero and Dan Bertram, created several scoring chances with his creativity, but the junior left
wing could not put the puck past UNH goaltender
Kevin Regan.
"As the game went on, Ithought we got better
and played better as a team," York said. "Both
goalieswere very good," he added, commenting on
his team's inability to beat Regan.
Despite possessing the puck more in the second period, BC allowed a goal at 5:02 on a UNH
rush. The Wildcats scored on a beautiful shot by
right wing Bobby Butler. Pollastrone carried the

puck into the BC zone along the left board, and
pushed it downlow to center James vanßiemsdyk.

vanßiemsdyk, who held the puck behind the goal
untilhe foundButler skating in for a one-timer. "He
[vanßiemsdyk] made a great pass, and I looked up
before he made the pass and just let go," Butler said.
"It went off the left post and in."
Although Butler's goal provided a wake-up
call for BC, the Eagles failed to finish as the game
continued. Down 1-0 early in the third period, BC
missed on a great opportunity when center Matt
Lombardifound a sliding puck justto the right side
of Regan's crease. Lombardi made a perfect pass
to left wing Kyle Kucharski's stick for an apparent
wide-open net, but the junior could not even the
score. "I thought he had a great chance," York
said on Kucharski's opportunity. "I don't know if
Regan missed the save or ifhe just missed the net.
It lookedlike a wide-open net there."
WhileBC failed to capitalizein thethirdperiod,
UNH scored a second goalat the 13:24mark. With
his team on a power play, Wildcats' defenseman
Brad Flaishans scored his fifth goal of the season
on a slap shot.
"The power play goal was a big turning point,"
Yorksaid of the goal that gave UNH a 2-0 lead. "It
was just a rocket from the point through a screen.
It was hard to fault Johnfor that goal."
Down 2-0 with just minutes remaining, BC
continuedto pesterRegan, but couldnot overcome
the senior goaltender who won his 18th game ofthe
season. "We definitely did a great job of bottling
them up," said Regan, crediting New Hampshire's
play in front of him.
UNH coach Dick Umile agreed: "We did some
good,tight gapping, and didn't give them a whole
lotof space to create offense. Defensively, our team
playedverywell. Anytime you can shut out Boston
College - they're a very talentedteam."
The shutout was just the second all season for
BC, andfirst since mid-October. Despite generating opportunities, the Eagles were left frustrated
in their pursuit of the UNH net. As the final horn
sounded, the last BC shot hit the post just right
of Regan, perhaps indicative of the entire night.
Tantalizinglyclose - but not goodenough. \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

New Hampshire senior netminder Kevin Regan hoists the Hockey East Regular Season trophy after Saturday's win.

UNH clinches against struggling Eagles
By

Nick Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff
The University of New Hampshire captured its seventh Hockey East regular season
title, and second in a row, after a decisive
sweep of the No. 7 Boston College Eagles.
UNH won Friday night, 2-0, at Conte Forum, and then smackedBC the next night by
a 5-1 score, making a statement as to who is
the best team in Hockey East.
The two losses, coupled with BU's sweep
of Northeastern and Vermont's sweep of
UMass-Lowell, have dropped the Eagles to
fourth in the conference standings with a
tenuous hold on home ice for the conference

Regan got some help from his defense
corps that played exceptionally well over the
weekend and did not give the quick BC forwards any time or space to create offense.

third. "It was 1-0, and we're still battling. It
was just a rocket from the point.
"That's a real good team over there, and
they defended very well," said York, "andRegan is having a spectacular year for them."
UNH built a 1-0 at 5:02 of the middle
frame, when sophomore Bobby Butler onetimed freshman James vanßiemsdyk's pass
from behind the BC net. Butler placed the
shot low off the left-post, giving Muse no
chance to make a save.
"I just called for it and he [vanßiemsdyk]
made a great pass," Butler said. "I looked
where I wanted to put it, and luckily it went

The UNH defenders kept BC's Nathan
Gerbeunder wraps, holdingthe BC sparkplug
scoreless over the weekend. Senior defenseman Brad Flaishins was on the ice for most
of the night wheneverGerbe jumpedover the
boards, and Flaishins was able to make life
difficult for the Eagle's leading scorer.
"That's as well as we've played all year,"
said UNH head coach Dick Umile. "We didn't
give [Boston College] any space to create
offense, which they can do very well."
in."
Both teams had chances early in the game,
"They have a lot of speed and can create a
lot of opportunities, but we did an awesome but each goalie got some help from the posts
tournament.
and crossbar. At 12:20 ofthe opening period,
BC got outplayed the entire weekend, job one-on-one the whole game," said Reand UNH was able to play its game, scoring gan. "We kept them to the outside and didn't BC defenseman Tim Kunes blasted a low shot
that Regan deflected up and hit just under
give them a lot of chances from the slot."
clutch goals and getting spectacular goalFlaishins contributed on the offensive the crossbar, but didn't trickle in.
tending from senior Kevin Regan. Regan has
At the other end of the rink, UNH senior
excelled the past two seasons since taking end of the ice, blistering a one-timer past
the reins as the starter in net for the 'Cats.
BC netminder John Muse with 6:36 to play Mike Radja clanged a shot off the post with
The South Boston native made 54 saves in the third period. BC was trying to claw its 20 seconds remaining in the period.
The Wildcats were able to capitalize on
on 55 shots over the weekend and collected way back, trying to get the tying goalbefore
their chances throughout the weekend,buryhis third shutout of the season. Friday night, Flaishins put the game out of reach.
"The power-play goal was a big turning ing five goals on Saturday night.
Regan made every save asked of him, finishUNH came out fired up in front of their
ing the night with a spectacular glove-save point," said BC head coach Jerry York of the
from point-blank on BC's Benn Ferriero.
Flaishans goal with 6:36 remaining in the home-crowd and didn't disappoint. They

left no doubt as to who is the best team in
the East, and have established that they will
be the team to beat in the upcoming Hockey
East Tournament.
In Saturday night's contest, the Wildcats
defense was bolsteredby the return of junior
Jamie Fristch, who sat out Friday's game
after being suspended last week.
UNH continued to stifle the BC power
play, holding the Eagles to eight shots on
seven power plays and not yielding a powerplay goal all weekend.
And on the flip-side, the UNH power-play
unit was clicking on all cylinders, scoring
four power-play goals.
Freshman Danny Dries netted two powerplay goals, and vanßiemsdyk and senior
captain Matt Fornataro added power-play
tallies as well. Fornataro, Flaishins, and
Radja all had two assists as well.
"We have a great senior class that is
playing as well as they have in four years,"
Umile said. And his seniors proved it again
Saturday night too.
"We've been playing playoff-type hockey
for the past few weeks, and BC's going to be
there in the end, and these are the teams you
have to beat if you want to win championships," Regan said. \u25a0

Hockey falters in weekend series vs. UNH
From BC-UNH, CI

rebound off an initial shot by Paul Thompson
for a 2-0 lead at 3:28.
which was called for a hitting-from-behind
Then on the power play again, Dries capitalpenalty.
ized on BC's failure to clear the zone, scoring
It was on UNH's second power-play opportuon another rebound in front to make it 3-0 at
nity late in the period that the Wildcats would 4:43.
take the lead.
Toward the latter part of the period, the
As BC's Nick Petrecki sat in the penalty box Eagles finally started to pick up the pace.
for obstruction interference, Dries skated out
Theywere jumpstartedby Andrew Orpik, who
from behind the net to follow up a Mike Radja skated out of the penalty box to a breakaway op rebound and beat BC goaltender John Muse portunity. Orpik's low shot beat Regan between
high over the shoulder to give UNH a 1-0 lead the legs to cut the deficit to 3-1 at 15:26.
at 17:19.
The Eagles had chances to cut the lead even
The Wildcats went for the kill right out of further when UNH's Jerry Pollastroneand Kevin
the gate in the second period and got it in a Kapstad were called for consecutive penalties
span of 1:15. First, Phil DeSimone put in a loose early in the third period, giving BC 19 seconds

on a two-man advantage and nearly four minutes on the power play.
But the Eagles could not put the puck in
the net, and the sold-out crowd gave the home
team a standing ovation when Kapstad skated
out of the box.
"We're just not making good reads," York
said of the BC power play. "We're not moving
the puck to the correct person, and we're not
moving it quick enough."

UNH took full advantage of a similar opportunity five minutes later when Matt Greene
and Benn Ferriero were called for consecutive

penalties.
Rookie forward James vanßiemsdyk continued his impressive season, finishing a

' wfive-on-three passing display with a low shot

past Muse with just two seconds remaining on

Greene's penalty.
A dejected Ferriero would be sent back to
the BC bench 18 seconds later when Matt Fornataro scoredfrom the high slot to make it 5-1
at If :22.
With the home crowd rocking in anticipation
of a post-game celebration, York used a media
stoppage to address the team and perhaps vent
some of his own frustrations, for on this night
the gap between Hockey East's best team and
BC was clearly evident.
"We're just not at level that New Hampshire
is right now," York said. "We've got a ways to
go to catch them, that's for sure." \u25a0
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Eagles plummet further
with loss to Seminoles
Asst. Sports Editor

The Eagles then fouled Florida State's
Ralph Minis quickly following the Florida State

In both games against Florida State last
season, the Eagles received last-secondheroic
shots by Scan Marshall and Tyrelle Blair to
give them the victory. Unfortunately, the Eagles
did not get another one of these opportunities
on Saturday, as they fell to the Florida State
Seminoles, 66-63. With the loss being their
eighth in the past nine contests, the Eagles fall
to 13-f2 overalland 4-8 in the ACC. They now
stand a game behind Florida State, who sits at
5-8 following their win.
Cominginto the second half, the Eagles only
trailedthe Seminoles 31-27. Ahead 40-35 with
under 18 minutes to go, the Seminoles went
on a 9-0 run to blow open up a 14-point lead.
ForwardJulian Vaughn scored two baskets, and
Toney Douglas's third 3-pointer in the second
half spearheadedthe run. The Eagles were held
scorelessfor six and a half minutes.
The Eagles refused to go away quietly,
though. Biko Paris hit a 3-pointer at 4:33, followed shortly by a sweet pass across the lane
from Tyrese Rice to Corey Raji to shorten the
Seminoles lead to 56-49.
Following a steal by John Oates down at the
Florida State side of the court, Paris hit another
basket at 1:23 to cut the Seminoles leaddown to
60-55. The Seminoles committed a shot-clock
violation on the ensuing possession, which
forward Shamari Spears turnedinto two points
following a foul by Florida State on his way to
the basket. Spears hit two free throws to put the
Eagles within one possession.
Raji fouled Douglasimmediatelyonce he received theinbounds pass. Douglas proceeded to
hit both free throws on the f-1 to put the Seminoles back up by five. Rice then fed the ball to
Spears in the paint, where he hit the layup and
got the foul. Spears converted the three-point
play and the Eagles only trailed by two.

inbound, andMinis convertedboth free throws.
Rice was stripped by Uche Echefu on the followingplay, and Douglas's open-court layupput
the Seminoles up by six and sealed the victory
for Florida State.
Although they closed the first half only
trailing the Seminoles by four, the Eagles were
outplayed through most of the period. At 5:45
into the game, the Seminoles already had built
up a 12-2 lead before Oates nailed a 3-pointer
from the top of the key. Led by Rice's 14 points
onfour-for-eight shooting and Josh Southern's
eight points, theEagles were able to climbback
from their early deficit.
Rice led theEagles in scoring, finishing with
17 points and six assists. The Eagles' secondhalf run was done mostly without help from
Rice, however, as he did not have a secondhalffield goal and managed to only score three
points in the half.
Southern contributed a double-double to
Eagles effort, finishing with a career-high 11
points and 10 rebounds.
Findingan answer for Douglas was a struggle
for the Eagles all day. Douglasfinished with 20
points on four-for-five shooting from threepoint range, and six-for-13 shooting from the
field. Minis also added 14 points and six rebounds for Florida State.
The Eagles only have themselves to blame
in this game, as they committed 18 turnovers,
which Florida State turned into 21 points.
Rice was absent for the majority of the second
half, and Blair did not score his first points or
make a defensive impact until the second half,
leaving the team without two of their biggest
weapons. Had the Eagles found an answer for
the Seminoles on the defensive end, they may
have actually held a lead in this game andwould
not have had to attempt to make a 14-point
comeback. \u25a0

By

Ira Berman

Despite another spectacular performancefrom Tyrese Rice, the Eagles couldn't complete the comeback.

life of a BC
intramural referee

A day in the
Zach Wielgus

GREGORIO BORGIA / AP PHOTO

BC intramural soccer players may not be quite as intense as the professionals, but they're pretty close.

With the free agency period for the NFL to
begin on Feb. 29, f begin to shudder at the mere
thought of greedy professionals squeezing teams
for the highest salary - an amount of money
he knows he doesn't deserve.The annual cycle
offans griping about how professional athletes
lack integrity and onlyplay for a big payday is
sure to start again, yet no one really wins except
the player, anyway. The rich get richer.
But isn't avoidingthis mess supposed to be
what makes college sports great? All I was told
by my (supposedly) wiser superiors was that
nothing tops college athletics because "those
kids have nothing to play for but pride, so they
leave everything on that field." This is usually
followed by a teary-eyed, distant gaze as they
silently curse their age. In just a semester and a
half, however, f have seen and heard enough to
relegate these promises to the good old days.
Now, don't get me wrong, f am not saying
that all Boston College teams are plaguedwith
apathy, but I am saying that the play-everygame-as -if-it's -your -last mentality isn't present
in every contest, either.
That is, until I started to ref intramural
indoor soccer.
In just 10 matches, I have watchedgirls play
alongsideboys, freshmen play seniors, novices
play former club soccer players, and about
everything in between. Although these teams
really are just playing for pride (awards, media
attention, and pro scouts have no place in the
Bubble), not one team is a casualparticipant,
and not one team can be called out for not giving it their all.
It is expected to see both teams arrive at
least 20 minutes early to undergo a pre-game
walkthrough, participate in a team stretch, and
warm-up before the actual game begins. Also,
the most dedicatedteams have custom-made
jerseys with their team name on it; at the very
least, the majority of teams color coordinate to
avoid wearing the mesh pinnies made for middle
schoolers.

Then the real games begin. After attending
sporting events at the high school, college, and
professional level, it is hard to believe that an

intramuralindoor soccer game can rival - or
even surpass - the intensity; however, it does.
I have seen jerseystorn and an ensuing shoving
match, someone get intentionally elbowed in
the face, a girl knock a guy downand speed past
him with no glint ofremorse for his ego, and
- on multiple occasions - an opponent trip his
adversary ifbeaten downthe field.
I have been argued with in every game, usually because each team is convinced that it is
their ball every time it rolls out ofbounds. In
one instance, team members questioneda fellow
referee for 10 minutes after their game over an
intramuralrule that they felt he did not enforce
- and they won the game by two goals. Additionally, I have heard more variations of every
profanity in the English language than I thought
were possible, and due to proper censorship,
they cannot be printed. There are injuries in
nearly every game, leaving at least one player
limping off the field.
But when the final whistle sounds, handshakes are exchangedbetween exhausted enemies before they go their separate ways, forced
to start the paper due the next day. Each player
comes and goes as just another student, looking
for an escape into a world in which academics
take a back seat. If they have to bleed for it, so
be it.
And for all of this physical detriment,what is
really at stake? A chance to make the playoffs,
in which all aspects of this athletic savagery are
increased tenfold? Yes, but more importantly,
their pride is at stake. Falling back on a paycheck or a $50,000 scholarship isn't an option.
And that is what makes me realize that there is
still such a thing as pure, unimpeded, visceral
competition left in humanity. All of this, plus
$8.50 an hour.

Zach Weiglus is afreshman in the College of Arts &
Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

Seminoles prove troublesome for lady Eagles
By Zach Wielgus
Heights Editor

No matter what the Boston College women's basketball team does, it cannot seem
to keep up with the legitimate contenders
in the ACC.
After losing to Duke, Maryland, and N.C.
State in the last two weeks, BC fell to the
lady Seminoles, 71-65, on Thursday in Tallahassee, Fla., dropping to 6-6 in the conference, while FSU improved to 6-5.
Despite contending with foul trouble
to multiple starters, however, they did not
make this defeat an easy one for the lady
Seminoles.
BC took a quick 13-7 lead five minutes
into the game behind the steady freshman
duo of Carolyn Swords and Stefanie Murphy, who each scored four points in the
run. Murphy scored 24 points and grabbed

nine rebounds, falling just short of another

double-double; Swords had 13 points and
seven rebounds.
Midway through the first half, FSU tied
it at 20, and after exchanging the leadfor a
few possessions, the lady Seminoles began
to pull away following Alysha Harvin's layup
and free throw.
BC's offense became stagnant when junior
guard Brittanny Johnsonleft the game with
an injury, joining four starters on the bench
in foul trouble. FSU took advantage of the
depletedroster on the floor immediately.
Led by Tania Davis-Cain, who had 16
points at halftime, the lady Seminoles took
a 39-28 lead into halftime.
The second half was all about BC chipping
away at the 11-point lead, while still trying
to avoid further foul trouble.
Murphy took it upon herself to carry the
team with Johnson out and Swords stifled.

She added six quick points at the start of
the half to cut the lead to five, and with a
suddenly stout defense, BC kept the deficit
small for the remainder of the half.
With f2 minutes remaining, a 3-pointer
from freshman LaShaunda Pratt - her only
points of the game - put the lady Eagles
within three, 49-46.
Their effort to stillplay consistent offense
despitebeing downfinally paid offwith eight
minutes to go when sophomore Ayla Brown
tied the game at 51 with a jumper.
This marked a 23-12 run for the lady
Eagles since the second half began.
The Seminoles, however, were not going
to let the game slip away like their once
double-digit lead did.
They rattled offfive straight points to go
up 56-51, and although Murphy would score
four straight to pull the lady Eagles within
one, they would not take the lead back.

FSU started to force the Eagles to play
outside of their comfort zone, forcing them
to take low-percentage shots and closing
their passing lanes.
Also, Swords fouled out late in the game,
and Murphy was playingwith four fouls. FSU
was led by Davis-Cain with 20 points.
BC currently sits sixth in the ACC standings, sandwiched by teams that are only a
half game ahead or behind them.
A solid Virginia team (8-3 in the ACC)
comes to Conte Forum on Thursday for the
final home game of the season, and the 2-9 Miami Hurricanes is the regular season
finale.
With the ACC tournament looming, correcting their recent struggles for a strong
finish will speak loudly to both their opponents and the NCAA Selection Committee.
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Women's tennis off to hot start, thanks to juniors
By

Scan Logue

Heights Staff

The Boston College women's tennis team is 4-1 to

begin the spring season, thanks in large part to the
play ofjuniorsLana Krasnopolsky and Dasha Cherkasov. The two Russian natives are a combined 9-1
in singlesplay, and will lead an Eagles squad thatis
lookingto make aname for itself in the often-stifling
competition ofthe ACC.
Last year, despite strong individualperformances
from Krasnopolsky and Cherkasov, BC failedto register a win in the ACC, which currently features four
ofthenation's top 10 teams, and eightteams ranked
in the top 25. But with five juniors comprising the
core of the team and only one senior leaving at the
end ofthis year, the 2008 Eagles are in aposition to
succeed like no other team in BC history.
And that's exactly what Krasnopolsky and
Cherkasov had in mind when they chose to play
tennis here.
"We wanteda chance to reallyleave our mark on
the school," said Krasnopolsky, wholast seasonbecame the first BC player to earn All-ACC honors.
She and Cherkasov are the best recruits BC has

ever had, and at the time of their commitmentto
Boston College,ranked ninth and 20th, respectively,
among players 18 and under.
Cherkasov, a two-time high school state champion in New York, fell in love with the campus when
she visited and wanted to stay close to home. She
chose BC from more than 40 schools that were
recruiting her.
"As soon as Dasha agreed to come to Boston
College three years ago, all of a sudden there were
other top playerswho wereconsideringplaying here
as well," saidcoach NigelBentley, who is in his ninth
season with the Eagles.
One of those players was Krasnopolsky, who
knew ofCherkasovbecause of their sharedRussian
background and because both girlsplayed in the
Super National Tennis Championships.They weren't
formally introduced until their freshman year, but
have played against much of the same competition
since they were 12 years old.
As the No. 1 player in Southern California,
Lana was initially supposed to attend Pepperdine
University, but decided to come to BC for a change
in scenery and for the opportunity to play a role in
establishing the school's tennis program.

When the girls arrived in Chestnut Hillas freshmen, the courts at the Plex weren't even approved
for ACC matches. "We had to play at Weymouth
Country Club and Harvard because the surface [of
the Plex courts] was too fast," Cherkasov said.

to win."

Bentleyadded thattheir attitude hasbeen contagious, andhe praisedKrasnopolsky and Cherkasov
for the pridethey have taken in their sport.
"Theyapproach the game almost as if it's an art
form," he said. "Theyplay at an extremelyhigh level,

Now, as close friends in their third year playing
together, Krasnopolsky and Cherkasov feed off of and they both care a lot."
each other's intensity.
Both girls agree that time management is a skill
"We have intense practices wherewe canrally up that is crucial to success at the collegiate level. While
in high school they could dedicate most of their time
to 200 balls in a row," Cherkasov said.
to tennis, the academic rigor of BC demands that
Krasnopolsky added, "We - all of the girls - really want each other to succeed. We talk to each they use their time more carefully.
other after matches and point out the little things
"We're student-athletes,"Cherkasov said, "and
that each of us is doing wrong. We all coach each student comes first."
Still, they have had remarkably successful tenother."
Bentley describes Cherkasov as the "all-core nis careers in their time at BC and have helped to
player," someone who is capable of adapting her bring "national credibility to the tennis program."
playingstyle in whateverway willhelpher win, while Krasnopolsky went 20-13overall in singlesplay last
Krasnopolsky is more of a "tacticalbaseliner"who year, with four ofher six ACC wins coming against
uses "devastating, penetrating ground strokes" to
opponents ranked in the top 100 in the country,
her advantage.
whileCherkasov hasbeen a stabilizingforce for the
"They're very differentplayers, but I think what Eagles' doubles team and has yet to lose a doubles
distinguishes themfrom players ofsimilar skill sets matchthis season. Both are hopefulthat theirteam's
is their mental toughness," Bentley said. "They're recent success is a sign of even greater success to
both extremely toughmentally, and theyknow how come. \u25a0

Baseball powers its way
to wins down south
By

Scan Logue

Heights Staff

The Boston College baseball team began
the season with a bang on Saturday, blasting
10 home runs and 32 hits en route to a doubleheader sweep over Georgia Southern.
BC won the first game by a score of 11-7 with
junior Eric Campbell and freshmen Matt Hamlet, Marc Perdios, and Garrett Smith recording
threehits apiece. James McDonald pitched five
scoreless innings of relief while striking out
three to earn his first win of the season.
Perdios led off the game with a solo homer,
and an RBI double by Robert Anston in the
second inning made the score 2-0. Georgia
Southern then scored three runs in the bottom
half of the inning to move ahead 3-2, but BC
responded with three runs in the next frame.
GeorgiaSouthern recaptured the leadwith four
more runs in the fourth, and an RBI groundout
by Perdios in the sixth cut BC's deficit to one.
BC then used a five-run, two-out rally in
the seventh to move aheadfor good. After first
baseman Michael Belfiore walked, Hamlet hit

a two-run homer to center. Smith followed with
a single, and Anston and Perdios hit back-toback RBI doubles to add two more runs. An RBf
singleby Sam Shaughnessy capped the rally and
shut the door on BC's 11-7 victory.
Shaughnessy led the way in game two by going four-for-six with three home runs and four
RBfs. Five other players had two hits apiece,
while Barry Butera, Matt Hamlet, Garret Smith,
and Eric Campbell added home runs of their
own. JuniorDan Houston got the win, scattering
10 hits and five strikeouts over 5.f innings.
BC broke a scoreless tic in the second inning
with three two-run homers by Shaughnessy,
Smith, and Campbell.
In the fourth inning, Shaughnessy connected
with his second homer of the game. Hamlet
added a solo home run in the fifth and an RBf
single in the sixth, and Shaughnessy's third
homer of the game made it 10-4 through seven
innings.

BC scoredfour more in the ninth as Belfiore
drove in a run with a single and Butera connected on the Eagles' seventh home run of the
game, scoring three. \u25a0
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While the Eagles' bats were the big story this weekend, the pitching chipped in to help notch two early victories.

Softball finds success at Spring Break Inv.
By Joseph DeMaio
Heights Staff

The Boston College Softball team managed to escape the snow and the cold over the
weekend, accumulating a 2-0 record in the
first two days of the Spring Break fnvitational
in Florida.
After a split of the first day's games, the Eagles went on to sweep the second day's games,
improving their overall record to 5-4.
Saturday's action started well for the
Eagles, as BC beat South Dakota State 5-4 in
its first game of the day.
After jumping out to a 1-0 lead on an unearnedrun in the first inning, the Eagles found

themselves down 2-1 after South Dakota State
drove in two runs on a sacrifice fly and a triple
in the first and second innings, respectively.
BC then got hot at the plate in the top of the
third, scoring four runs in the inning, two of
which came on a bases-clearingdouble by Dani
Weir, to take a 5-2 lead.
South Dakota State then scored a pair of
runs in the fifth and sixth innings to bring the
final score to 5-4.
BC managed to carry its momentum into
the second game of the day, this time beating
Western Carolina 6-3.
Once again, BC jumped out to an early lead,
this time putting up two runs in the top of the
first inning. Western Carolina tied the game

at two in the fifth inning, taking advantage of
several passed balls by the Eagles.
It didn'ttake long for BC to answer, however,
as the Eagles took a 3-2 leadby scoring another
run in the bottom of the fifth inning. Western
Carolina was able to tic the game again, however, by posting a run in the top of the seventh
inning. With the game tied at three, the Eagles
hadback-to-back singles to start the bottomof
the seventh. Two pop ups later, Renee Ramos
came to the plate hit a three-run walk-offhome
run to give the Eagles a 6-3 victory.
Friday's action also started on a high note,
as pitcher Taylor Peyton led the Eagles to a 3-1
victory over St. Bonaventure.
The Eagles took the lead in the third inning,

Eagles struggle to find rhythm in
ACC championship meet
A vote of the 11 head coaches named Michelle Parkhurst ACC Most Valuable Swimmer.
Parkhurst, a senior from Vienna, Va., received
four NCAA "A" marks, set a newconference and
ACC mark in the 200-yard backstroke and set
new conference and ACC meet records in the
leadoffleg in the 800 freestyle relay.
She also swam the anchor in the winning
200-yard freestyle relay team that set a new
conference record.
Although Viola and Parkhurst were the only
competitors to win threeindividual events, five
other athletes wontwo individual titles.Florida
State's Terry Homer won men's 1-and3-meter
dive, North Carolina's Whitney Sprague won
the500-yard and 1650-yardfreestyle,Virginia's
Liz Shaw won the 200 individual medley and
200 butterfly, and Virginia Tech's Jessica
Botzum won 100 and 200 backstroke and Sara
Smith won the 50 and freestyle. A total of 13
records fell over-yard the course of the four-day

Heights Editor

top three. In the 500-yard freestyle, Whitney
Sprague and Katura Harvey came in first and

Boston College's women's swim team competed in the ACC championships this week.
In the tough swimming conference that is the
ACC. BC came in 11thof 11 teams. The University of Virginia dominated most of the meet,
winning its sixth ACC championship and first
since 2004.
The Cavaliers took at least one of the top
three spots in f4 out ofthe 18 swimming events,
taking first in six, and sweeping three.
In the 200-yard individual medley,Liz Shaw,
Claire Crippen, and Megan Evo took first, second, and third for UVA.
The Cavaliers also earned points for Mci
Christensen andKatherine McDonnell's fourthand eighth-place finishes in the event.
Virginia then had six swimmers in the top
16 in the 400-yard individual medley: Claire
Crippen, Liz Shaw, Katya Bachrouche, Amanda
Faulkner, Jen Narum, Anne Summer Myers won
first, second, third, fifth, eighth, and 11th.
Some of the same swimmers then took five
of the f6 point-earning places in the 200-yard
butterfly; Liz Shaw, Claire Crippen, Megan Evo,
Katya Bachrouche, and Kristen Wallace took
first, second, third, seventh, and f3th.
The University of North Carolina came in
second in the championships, with two firstplace wins and 10 swimmers with finishes in the

third, followed by Ashley Howard in eighth for
UNC.
The Eagles did not take any point-earning
places individually. They won their 52 points in
relays. BC started off the meet with 12 points
afterKatie Fritsch, Valeric Crisp, Tanya Suryoutomo, and Caroline Byron's llth-placefinish
in the 200-yard medleyrelay.
The next event, the 800-yard freestyle relay won BC another 14 points with Caroline
Byron, Caryn Switaj, Mari Wunschel, and
Kelly Leahey's 10thplace finish. Katie Fristch,
Valeric Crisp, Caitlin Doherty, and Caroline
Byron won another 14 points in the 400-yard
medleyrelay.
BC won another 12 points in the 400-yard
freestyle relay with Caroline Byron, Elizabeth
Snyder, Caryn Switaj, and Kelly Leahey's llthplace finish. This was the first meet of the
championship.
season in which Caroline Byron competed and
did not have a first-place finish.
BC may not have set any meet or conferMiami came in 10th, despite Brittany Viola's encerecords, but the 200 medleyrelay and the
dominationof diving. Viola is the first diver 400 freestyle relay times were better than any
performances at the all-time regular season
ever to sweep all three diving events, the 1-meter, 3-meter, and the platform diving.
dual meets.
She is also the first-ever winner of the platIn addition, many swimmers swam times
form diving, as it was competed for the first better than this year's regular season best
time ever in the ACC championships. Viola, a times and some better than the all-time dual
sophomorefrom Orlando, Fla., was named the meets. It was a strong finish for BC's women
swimmers. \u25a0
ACC Most Valuable Diver.

By Diana

C. Nearhos

when Blair Destito scored on a fielder's choice.
BC then scored again in the fourth when Amy
Tunstall was driven home on a double to centerfield by Renee Ramos to take a 2-0 lead.
The Eagles' final run was scored in the fifth,
when Peyton singled home Carley McNary
to extend the lead to 3-0. St. Bonaventure's
only run came in the sixth inning, disrupting
Peyton's bid for a shut out.
Allison Gage took the mound for the second
game of the day, this time against tournament
hosts, Florida Gulf Coast.
Unfortunately for BC, Gage was unable to
duplicate Peyton's success, giving up six hits
and two earned runs, one coming in the fifth
inning, the second in the sixth. \u25a0

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.
Meetings are at 5 p.m. on
Monday in the Eagle's Nest.
E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions orconcerns.
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ACC Roundup
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Blue Devils crush St.

Hokies rally past Ter-

John's

rapins

FiveDuke players scoredin doublefigNo. 4 Blue Devils cruise
past St. John's Saturday, 86-56. The victory brought the Blue Devils out of their
recent two game losing streak.
The BlueDevils tookover the game at
theend of thefirst halfwhen they went on
a 32-9 run, giving them a 49-27 halftime
advantage.
Kyle Singler led all Duke scorers with
16 points and two blocks. GeraldHenderson and Nolan Smith both chipped in 13
points each, as well.D.J. Kennedy ledthe
Red Storm with 16 points.

Despite facing a double-digit deficit
with less than 11 minutes left, Virginia
Tech managed to pull it together and
defeat Maryland 69-65 on Wednesday.
The Hokies trailed for most of the
contest. They trailed by as much as 14
in the first half and were down 47-37
with 11 minutes left. Jeff Allen, who had
a double-double with 14 points and 14
rebounds, ignited the come back.
A.D. Vassallo scored 19 points for
the Hokies. Maryland's Greivis Vasquez
scored 25 points and hadfive assists.

ures to help the

Hurricanes upset No. 4
Blue Devils

Hurricanes roll past
Terrapins
Coming off an upset win over Duke,
Miami was able to extend its win streak
to four games with a 78-63 victory over
Maryland on Saturday.
The game came down to the wire,
but guard Jack McClinton's 3-pointer
with 3:03 left ignited a 17-5 Miami run
to close out the game. Forward Anthony
King led the Hurricanes with 14 points
andfive blocks.
James Dews scored 13 points, and
four other Miami players scored 12 for
the Hurricanes.Eric Hayes had 14 points
for Maryland, while Miami held Greivis
Vasquez to only 13 points.

Hokies edge the Yellow Jackets

ALAN DIEZ / AP PHOTO

Miami sophomoreforward Dwayne Collins slams home two of his career-high 26 points in Miami's 96-95 upset win over Duke on Wednesday.

Best of the best
Player of the Week

- Dwayne Collins, Miami

Miami's win over Maryland on Saturday, Collins chipped
in 12 points and six rebounds. The sophomore forward is
currently averaging 9.6 points and 6.3 points per game
this season.

Collins helped lead the Hurricanes to a 96-95 upset victory over No. 4 Duke on Wednesday night. Collins scored
a career-high 26 points and grabbed sevenrebounds. In

Virginia Tech was able to hold off

Georgia Tech's second-half comeback
and escape with a 92-84 victory on
Saturday.
Georgia Tech never came closer to

the Hokies until the final minutes, but
they never relented in their hopes of a
comeback. Virginia Tech forward J.T.
Thompson was instrumental in keeping
theHokiesfrom fallingbehind. He scored
13 points, including his many key baskets
down the stretch.
A.D. Vassallo led all Hokies with 27
points. Guard Maurice Miller scored a
game-high 29 points for Georgia Tech.

Next Week

Standings
School
ACC Overall
School
ACC
1. North Carolina 10-2 25-2
7. Miami
6-6
1. Duke
10-2 23-3
8. Florida State
5-8
3. Clemson
7-5
19-7
9. Georgia Tech
4-7
4. Wake Forest
6-5
16-8
10. N.C. State
4-8
5. Maryland
7-6
17-11 10. Boston College 4-8
5. Virginia Tech
7-6
16-11 12. Virginia
2-9

Overall
19-7
16-12
11-14
15-11
13-12
12-12

Boston College at Virginia Tech,Tue., 7 p.m.
Florida State at N.C. State, Wed., 7 p.m.
Miami at Clemson, Wed., 7:30 p.m.
Georgia Tech at Duke, Wed., 9 p.m.
Maryland at Wake Forest, Thurs., 8 p.m.
Duke at N.C. State, Sat., 12 p.m.
Wake Forest at Georgia Tech, Sat., 2 p.m.
Virginia at Miami, Sat., 2 p.m.
North Carolina at BC, Sat., 3:30 p.m.
Clemson at Maryland, Sun., 7:30 p.m.

Duke hoped to avenge its first ACC
loss, but the Hurricanes were not abouL
to letthat happen, as they upset the Blue
Devils 96-95 at Miami on Wednesday.
This was Miami'sfirst win over Duke
in 45 years and its first victory over a
top-five opponent since 1999.
Miami led 41-36 at the half, and an
early 15-0 run in the second halfled the
Hurricanes to the eventual victory.
Dwayne Collins led all Hurricanes
with a career-high 26 points and seven
rebounds. Jack McClinton also had 22
points for the 'Canes. For theBlue Devils,
Jon Scheyer had a game-high27 points
and three steals.

Tar Heels get revenge
against N.C. State
No. 3 North Carolina didnot want
a repeat of last season's painful defeat
at the hands of the Wolfpack, and
proved this with an 84 -70 defeat on

Wednesday.
TheTar Heels led 34-31 at the half,
but their 31-7 run in the second half
helped put them past the Wolfpack.
Still without the services of Ty
Lawson, the Tar Heels were led by Tyler
Hansbrough.Hansbrough scored a
game-high 32 points, along with 12rebounds andfive steals. Wayne Ellington
also added 22 points for North Carolina. Senior forward Gavin Grant led the
Wolfpack with 17points.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Duke takes out Cavaliers

Yellow Jackets upend
Tigers

Led by Chante Black, Duke defeated

Georgia Tech evened itsACC record
at 6-6 with a 74-58 victory at Clemson

Virginia 78-70 in a battle ofACC title
contenders.Black scored 22 points,

on Sunday afternoon. TheYellowJackets,
who won their 20th game of the season,
were led by guard JillIngram's 20 points.
Ingram also added seven rebounds, six
assists, and five steals. Forward Janie
Mitchell contributed 18 points and 11
rebounds for Georgia Tech.
Clemson fell to 3-9 in ACC play
with the loss. Guard Christy Brown led
the Tigers with 17points, but her teammates struggled on the offensive side,
shooting a dismal 35 percent from the
field in the loss.

and added eight rebounds for the Blue
Devils. Point guard JasmineThomas
also scored 12 points and dished out
five assists in the win. TheBlue Devils
improvedto 11-3 in the ACC with the
win.
Virginia fell to 8-4 in the ACC with
the loss. Monica Wright had a gamehigh 23 points to lead the Cavaliers.

Aisha Mohammedadded 18, but their
combined production was not enough
on theroad against the Blue Devils.

Maryland wins in OT

Blue Devils win 20th
No. 11 Duke defeatedVirginia Tech

Despite an inspired effortfromFlorida
State, Maryland defeatedthe Seminoles

92-84 in overtime on Sunday afternoon.
Maryland, which improvedto 12-1 in the
ACC withthe victory, beatthe 'Noles with
a productive offense. The Terrapins shot
57 percent from thefield, as guardKristi
Toliver scored 24 points. Center Crystal
Langhorne added21 points, and grabbed
11rebounds for No. 4 Maryland.
Comingoff a hugewin against Boston
LUIS M. ALVAREZ / AP PHOTO
Collegeon Thursday, the Seminoles used
theirmomentum to hang with Maryland, The ladies of North Carolinacheer from the bench in the second half of their 79-61 victory over Miami Hurricanes, their eighth win in a row.
but could not pull off the upset. FSU
droppedto 6-6.

Best of the best

Demon Deacons topple the U
Facing struggling Miamiat home on
Sunday afternoon, winless Wake Forest
earnedits first ACC victory ofthe season,
defeating the Hurricanes 50-45. Guard
Alex Tchangoue played all 40 minutes
for Wake Forest, andled the team with 18
points. Forward Christine Groves added
12 points and 10 rebounds for Wake,
which improved to 1-11 in the ACC.
Maurita Reid scored 15 points to
leadthe 'Canes. Despite her best efforts,
the Hurricanes dropped their fourth
consecutive game, and ninth in their last
10 games.

Player of the Week - Chante Black, Duke
Black, a junior center, led Duke to two big wins this week.
On Friday night, the Blue Devils went to Virginia Tech and defeated the Hokies 72-60 behind Black's game-high 20 points,

Two days later, Black led Duke with 22 points and eight
rebounds in a 78-70 win over Virginia. The wins secured the
No. 3 seed in the ACC tournament for the Blue Devils.

Next Week

Standings
School
ACC Overall
1. North Carolina 12-0
25-2
2. Maryland
12-1
28-2
3. Duke
10-3
21-7
4. Virginia
8-4
20-8
5. Georgia Tech 6-6
20-7
5. Boston College 6-6
18-9

School
5. Florida State
8. N.C. State
9. Clemson
10. Miami
11. Wake Forest
12. Virginia Tech

ACC Overall
6-6
16-11
5-6
17-9
3-9
10-17
2-10
9-18
2-11
15-13
1-11
14-13

N.C. State at North Carolina, Mon., 7 p.m.
Virginia at Boston College, Thurs., 7 p.m.
N.C. State at Clemson, Thurs.,7p.m
Miami at Florida State, Thurs., 7 p.m
Virginia Tech at Georgia Tech, Fri., 7 p.m
Clemson at Florida State, Sat, 12 p.m
Maryland at N.C. State, Sun., 1 p.m
Georgia Tech atVirginia, Sun., 2 p.m
Wake Forest at Virginia Tech, Sun., 2 p.m

on Friday night in Blacksburg, Va.,
72-60. The Blue Devils were led by

Chante Black's game-high 20 points.
Black, a junior center, also grabbedfive
rebounds and had four steals. Carrem
Gay came off the bench to score 13
points, grab five rebounds, and make
five stealsfor Duke.
TheHokies were pacedby Lindsay
Biggs's and Utahya Drye's 14 points
each. Biggs came offthe bench to
leadTech. With the loss, the Hokies
dropped to 1-11 in ACC play. Duke improved to 10-3 in conference playwith
the victory, ft now has won 20 or more
games for 11 consecutive seasons.

Larkins leads Heels
past Hurricanes
Erlana Larkins, a native ofRiviera
Beach, Fla., scored 18 points to lead
No. 2 North Carolinapast Miami, 79-61. The senior forward also grabbed
six rebounds in her homecoming
effort. FellowforwardRashanda McCants scored 14 points and grabbed
10 rebounds for the Tar Heels. Jessica
Breland added 11, as UNC won its 25th
game ofthe season and improved to
12-0 in ACC play. Guard Maurita Reird
paced the Hurricanes with 18 points.
She added three assists in the losing
effort, but could steal victory Miami.
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NOTEBOOK
MEN'S HOCKEY

BU moves into second

Merrimack rolls

Entering the weekendtiedfor fourth
place in the Hockey East standings,
Boston Universityrighted its ship with a

Merrimack College swept No. 14
Providence in a two-game series this
weekend, f n game one, goaltendersAndrewBrathwaite ofMC and Tyler Sims of
PC matched one another shot-for-shot.
Brathwaite stopped 42 shots, including
15 in the third period. His counterpart
Sims made 21 saves, but alloweda goal
to Merrimack's Rob Ricci with just five
minutes remaining in the contest. Ricci's
ninth goal of the season was assisted by
Matt Jones and Eraser Allan. Ricci then
added an empty-net goal at 19:30of the
third to give the Warriors a 2-0 win. A
night later, Merrimackwon another close
game.After jumping out to a 2-0 leadon
goalsfromRicci and J.C.Robitaille in the
first two periods, Merrimackrelinquished
the leadearly in thethird period. Providence'sPierce Nortonscored his 14th goal
ofthe season at 6:17of the third, andGreg
Collins scored his seventh two minutes
later to even the score at 2-2. The comeback set the stage for Merrimack's Matt
Jonesto steal theshow fromProvidence.
Jonesscored his 14th goal of the season
at 16:19 of the third period, giving Merrimack a 3-2 edge. Brathwaitestopped47
shots to ensure his eighth win.

two-game sweep against Northeastern,
moving the Terriersinto secondplace. On

Fridaynight, BU held on downthe stretch
for a 7-4 victory. Northeasterngrabbed a
quick 1-0leadwhen Chad Costello scored
his third goal of the season at 10:26 of
the first period, but BU responded with
two goals in the next five minutes to take
a 2-1 lead. JasonLawrence and Brandon
Yip scored the goals. The lead increased
to 3-1 whenChris Higginsnettedhis 10th
goal on the season just three minutes
into the second frame. Tyler McNeely
cut the margin to 3-2 later in the second
period, but BU again retaliated in the
third period. Goals by Pete MacArthur
and Bryan Ewing gave the Terriers a 5-2
leadwith just over 12 minutes remaining.
Despite two goalsby forward Joe Vitale
in the final five minutes, Ewing and Yip
each scored empty-net goals to ensure
the 7-4 victory for BU. A night later, the
Terriers extendedtheir winning streakto
six games in a come-from-behindvictory.
Down 2-1 entering the thirdperiod, MacArthur and Ewing scoredfor a 3-2 win.

Vermont keeps pace

Maine takes out

fn danger of falling behind BU in
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR
the standings, Vermont kept pace with
Northeastern,
Bryan
Ewingrecorded
points
against
including
game-winning
goals.
BU
forward
5
this
weekend
two
the Terriers, sweeping UMass-Lowell
in a two-game series. On Friday night,
the Catamounts defeated the River
Hawks 3-2. Lowell jumped out to a 1-0
Player of the Week Bryan Ewing, Boston University
lead nine minutes into the contest on
a goal by Mark Roebothan. They could
goals on Friday night in the Terriers' 7-4 win, including the
The seniorforward played a huge role for BU this weeknot hold onto the lead, however, when
game winner. On Saturday, he scored another game-winning
end, helping the Terrierssweep Northeastern and move
Vermont struck twice with just two minto give BU a 3-2 win. He now has 17 talliesthis season.
goal
in
two
place
Hockey
Ewing
into second
East.
scored
utes remaining in the period. Goals by
Dean Strong and Victor Stalberg gave
the Catamounts a 2-1 edge entering the
break. Brayden Irwin's eighthgoal of the
year gave Vermont a3-1 leadminutes into
the second, before Lowell's Kory Falite
Friday, Feb. 29, 2008
scored to cut the lead to 3-2. JoeFallon
UMass at Boston University, 7 p.m.
School
Pts. Record
School
Pts. Record
stopped everyLowell shot the rest of the
Northeastern at UMass-Lowell, 7 p.m.
17-4-2
24
way, though, preserving the victory for
1. New Hampshire 36
5. Providence
10-9-4
Merrimack at New Hampshire, 7 p.m.
2. Boston Univ.
27
Vermont. Fallon finished with 26 saves.
12-8-3 7. UMass-Lowell 20 8-11-4
Providence at Boston College, 7 p.m.
On Saturday night, Fallon made 16 saves
2. Vermont
27
17 6-11-5
11-7-5 8. UMass
Maine at Vermont, 7:30 p.m.
for a shutout. SlavomirTomko scored the
4. Boston College 26
10-7-6 9. Merrimack
14 6-15-2
Saturday, March 1, 2008
lone goal at 14:19ofthe third periodfor a
5. Northeastern
24
11-10-2 10.Maine
13 5-14-3
Boston College at Providence, 7 p.m.
1-0UVM victory. The win was Vermont's
UMass-Lowell at Northeastern,7 p.m.
12thofthe season, andFallon's 10th.The
Boston University at UMass, 7 p.m.
Catamounts moved into a second-place
New Hampshire at Merrimack, 7 p.m.
tic withBU.

Best of the best
-

Next Week

Standings

UMass
On Saturday night, Maine earned
just its fifth Hockey East win ofthe year,

defeating Massachusetts 3-2. The Black
Bears rallied for the victory after allowing UMass to gain an early lead. UMass
jumpedout to a 1-0lead just over a miute
into the game on MikeKostka's sixth goal
of the season. Kostka's goal came on assists from Cory Quirk and Justin Braun.
Maine responded at the 4:24 mark on a
goal fromTravisRamsey. Ramsey's third
goal of the year was assisted by Billy
Ryan andTanner House. The teams then
skated to a scoreless second period, as
goaltenders Ben Bishop of Maine and
Paul Dainton of UMass made 13 and 10
saves, respectively. UMass' P.J. Fenton
scored his seventh goal of the year just
37 seconds into the thirdperiod,however,
to give the Minutemen a 2-1 lead. They
could not holdonto the edge, though, as
Keif Orsini scored at 13:50 to even the
score, and then Matt Duffy scored at
16:13 to give Maine a 3-2 victory.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

UNH defeats PC

Vermont skates past
Northeastern

No. 2 New HampshiredefeatedProvidence 3-0 on Saturday afternoonbehind
a strong defensive effort. Known for
their high-scoring offense, the Wildcats
scored two goals in the first period. Sadie Wright-Ward scored what proved to
be the game winner at 16:17of the first.
Martine Garlandand Kacey Bellamy assisted on the tally. Twenty-five seconds
later, Steph Holmes scored hersixth goal
of the seasonon assists from AngelaTaylor and Jenn Wakefield. The teams then
skated to a scoreless secondperiod. New
Hampshire goaltenderKayley Herman,
who finished with 27 saves, stopped 12
in the period to contain the Friars. Her
counterpart, Danielle Ciarletta stopped
11 in theperiod. She alsofinished with 27
saves. The Wildcats beat Ciarlettain the
thirdperiod, however.Jennifer Hitchcock
scored her 18th goal of the year at the
12:46 mark. Garland and forward Sam
Faber assisted on the power-play goal,
which gave UNH a commanding3-0 lead.
Hermanpreserved the win with six third
period saves.

On Friday night, Vermont defeated
Northeastern4-1. The Catamounts used
a stellar third period to secure the victory. Following a scoreless first period,
Vermont's Teddy Fortin scored her fifth
goal of the season at the 1:20 mark of
the second. Fortin's goal came on assists
from Sarah Smiddy and CelesteDoucet.
Northeasternrespondedat the 6:13 mark
onKristiKehoe's 10thgoal of the season.
Lori Antflick andChelsey Jones assisted
on the tally. In the third,Vermont scored
three times to ensure victory. SarahEllins
scoredat the 2:31 mark to give theCatamounts a 2-1 lead,beforeDoucet scored a
power-playgoal at 17:52.Melanie Greene
andPeggy Wakehamassistedon the manadvantagegoal. Smiddy then tallied an
empty-net goalwith just seven seconds
remaining to give Vermont the final 4-1
edge.Kristen Olychuckmade 26 savesfor
her sixth win of the season. Her record
improved to 6-19-1 with the win, while
Northeastern counterpart Leah Sulyma
saw her record fall to 6-19-3.

UConn destroys
Maine

Huskies topple UVM
Following a tough loss on Friday night
to Vermont, Northeastern rebounded
with a 3-0 win on Saturday afternoon.
After the two teams skated to a score-

less first period,Lindsay Berman tallied
her sixth goal of the year at 1:40 of the
second. Her power-playgoal was assisted
by KristiKehoe and Nikki Petrich. Late in
the second, the Huskies scored again on
Kehoe's 11thof the year. Petrich picked up
another assist on the goal. The twoteams
skated to a scoreless third period until
Colleen Sanborn scoredher second goal
of the year at the 19:02 mark. Her goal
came unassisted, andgaveNortheastern
a 3-0 final advantage. Leah Sulyma
stopped 31 shots for the shutout. Her
record improvedto 7-19-3 on the season.
She made 15 saves in the first period to
shut downthe Vermontattack early.Kristen Olychuck stopped 27 shots, but saw
her record fall to 6-20-1 on the year. The
loss dropped Vermontto 2-16-1 in Hockey
East, while Northeastern improvedto 6-12-1. The Catamountsremained in last
place with the loss, while Northeastern
remained in sixth.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR

Boston College sophomore forward Kelli Stack tallied 3 points this past weekend against rival Boston University.

Best of the best
Player of the Week

- Kelli Stack, Boston College
to be the game winner in the Eagles' 4-0 win over the Terriers. On Saturday, she scored the lone BC goal in a 4-1 loss.
She now leads the Eagles in points with 35.

The sophomore center scored two goals and had an assist in a two-game series against archrival Boston University this past weekend.Stack's goal on Friday night proved

Standings
School

Pts.

1. New Hampshire 35
27
2. Connecticut
3. Providence
22
4. Boston Univ.
19

Next Week

Record

School

17-0-1
12-3-3
10-6-2
9-9-1

5. Boston College
6. Northeastern
7. Maine
8. Vermont

Pts.

Record

18

8-9-2
6-12-1
3-12-3
2-16-1

13

9
5

Friday, Feb. 29, 2008
Providence at Boston College, 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 1, 2008
Boston College at Providence, 1 p.m.
Connecticut at New Hampshire, 2 p.m.
Vermont at Maine, 2 p.m.
Northeastern at Boston University, 3 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008
New Hampshire at Connecticut, 2 p.m.
Boston University at Northeastern, 2 p.m.
Vermont at Maine, 2 p.m.

No. 8 Connecticut defeated lowly
Maine 7-2 on Saturday afternoon at
home. The Huskies jumped out to an
early 1-0 lead just five minutes into the
game when Dominique Thibault scored
her 21st goal of the season on an assist
from Jaclyn Hawkins. Minutes later,
however, Maine tied the score on Jennie
Gallo's seventh goal of the season. The
Black Bears then took a 2-1 lead when
Jordan Colliton scored at 13:44 of the
first. Despite leading 2-1 after the first,
Maine goaltender Genevieve Turgeon
could not curtail the Huskies' attack
for long. At 7:18 of the second period,
Jennifer Chaisson tied the score on an
unassisted goal.Later in the period,Amy
Hollstein scoredto give UConn a 3-2 lead.
The third period witnessed an offensive
explosion, as the Huskies struck four
times.Nicole Tritter scoredher Uth ofthe
year, Brittany Murphy netted her fourth,
Thibault tallied her 22nd, and Brianna
Uliasz scored her third. The late-game
heroics overshadowed Turgeon's best
efforts. The Maine goaltender made 34
saves, but saw her record drop to 4-17-3
on the year.
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The new NBA: Notably
Better Association
Brad Zak
The NBA has been a sore subject for me lately,
consideringI'm a Knicks fan andthe Ringling
Brothershave taken up permanent residence in
the Garden. Things have gotten so bad in New
York that even Seattle Supersonics fans are saying,
"Boy, I'm gladwe're not theKnicks," and their
team is most likelyrelocating within the next few
years. Although not as bad as the Knicks' predicament, the league also found itselfin a tough
situation this offseason with lowtelevisionratings,
the Tim Donaghy scandal threatening the integrity
of NBA officials, the IsiahThomas trial, and
the black eye (yes pun intended) that was left by
the Artestmelee that took place just three years
earlier.The NBA neededa dynamic season to help
resurrect the association's public image andpush
back into the forefront of the public consciousness, and a dynamic season is exactlywhat David
Stern received.
Every greatstory has a turning point; for
Rocky Balboa it was the training montage, for
the Canseco pool party it was the arrival of Roger
Clemens, and for the NBA it was when one Celtic
legendhelpedreinvigorate one of the most historic
franchises in the league. July31, 2007, just 11 days
after the announcement ofDonaghy's involvement with the mob, it was a beautiful day for the
NBA becauseKevin Garnett was shipping east to
Boston. Kevin McHale, the former Celtics great
and vice president of basketball operationsfor
the MinnesotaTimberwolves,would orchestrate
a trade sendingGarnettto the Celtics for Al Jefferson and a happy-meal-sizedhelping of young
talent, f can't help but feel that David Stern somehow forcedMcHale to push the button on a trade
when there must have been at least four or five
better offers on the table, but in the end the NBA
was on the upswing.
Immediately,all talk turned away from the
refereeing scandal and was transfixed on the
rebirth ofbasketball in arguablyit's most loved
city, Boston. All sports pundits became giddy over
the possibilityof a new Big Three in Bostonmaking a run at an NBA championship, ft made all
fans look at their team and question whetherthey
could hang with this talentednucleus the Celtics had andbasketball analysts everywherebegan
handicappingthe next NBA champion, and that is
where something very interesting started happening in basketball.
This offseason there was no clear-cutfrontrunner for the championship; the Spurs were the defending champs, but the Suns could definitely take
them down, Lebron's stock was skyrocketing faster
than Google three years ago, the Mavericks wanted
revenge, and Stephen A. Smith was even pump-
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and Shawn Marion for the whole second half of
the season, theKnicks provide the same type of
entertainment that people find in reality television and train wrecks, the Supersonics haveKevin
Durant, andalmost everyteam has a marketable
franchise player. The ninth-place team in the
Western Conference is 12 games over .500 and
probablyevery team except theKnicks and Heat
has a puncher's chance at the Eastern Conference
playoffs. The league is also ripe with superstars
that will be aroundfor a verylong time(Lebron
James, Dwight Howard, Chris Paul, Deron Williams, Kevin Durant, Dwayne Wade, Kobe Bryant,
Carlos Boozer, andAmare Stoudemire).
Also, the sense of equality in the league is
embodied in the way that teams were aggressive
beforethe trade deadline in trying to improve
their rosters. The Lakers added Pau Gasol to make
a title run post-Shag and to endKobe's crying,
Phoenix picked up Shag in order to capitalize on
Nash's closing years of prime ability, the Mays
tried to improve by bringing back J Kidd, the
Cays finally tried to supply some helpfor Lebron,
eventhe Hawks acquired Mike Bibby in hopes of
providingtheirfans arare playoff appearance.
The enthralling trade deadline and a captivating
All-Star weekend helped set the tone for the second halfof the season. This newfoundparity has
created a lot of questionsfor the season's stretch
run; but one thing is for sure, theride should be
BradZak is afreshman in the Carroll School ofManagement. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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ing up theKnicks' chances of making the playoffs.
The Knicks may have lookedgood on paper, but
so did communism. It couldbe said that every fan
had hope and Barack Obamahad nothing to do
with it (win a championship, yes we can!).
Over the last couple of decades, the NFL has
taken its place as the primary sport in America
and most peoplepoint to one aspect explaining
why the league is so successful. The X factor in the
NFL was always parity - as well as Tom Brady's
golden smile - because parity keeps the league
fair andbalanced and gives a 10-6 Wild Card team
the opportunity to knock off "The Greatest Team
Ever." Now, the NBA is buildingup once again
because it is capturing that same elusive factor.
For the past decade the NBA was dominatedby
dynasties: Jordan's Bulls, Kobe and Shag's Lakers,
and Duncan's Spurs. Not many other teams really
had a say in the matter andpeople were losinginterest in basketball. Now in 2008 I'd say there are
at least 10 teams that could maketheir case for a
realistic shot at the title.It's not only that more
teams had a shot at the title,however,but that
everyteam is at the least mildly interesting. For
instance, the Miami Heat have the worst record in
the league but will be trottingout Dwayne Wade
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WHO'LL MAKE
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Thanks to some trade-deadline excitement, the NBA has its fans eager tor the playoff shakedown once again.

Boston College students
perform a night of live comedy
February26th@B:o0P
Robsham Theater
?,

Hosted by Rajiv Sathyi

Cost: FREE
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'Ashley's Purpose' asks the tough questions
Documentary

theater
satirizes media
By

Christina Lepri

Heights Editor

TheBonn Studio Theaterwas transformed into a multimediawonderland
this weekendfor the premiere performance ofAshley'sPurpose. This original
play was written by professor Scott T.
Cummings, the assistant chair of the
Boston College theater department,
and examines the media's creation
and portrayal of some of America's
celebrities.
The main figure, if there can be a
main figure in this ensemble-based
piece, is the public persona of Ashley
Smith who was tied up and held hostage in her own homeby fugitive Brian
Nichols at 2 a.m. on March 12, 2005.
Ashley spent the entire night talking
to Nichols, who eventuallylether go to
see her daughter and ultimatelyto call
in his arrest. Her experience that night
became major news and Ashley, who
started out as a nobody, turned that
evening into a speaking career and a
bestselling book called UnlikelyAngel.
Ashley's Purpose consists of a series
of monologues, movement pieces,
songs, and short scenes between
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR
seeminglyrandom characters from the
Americanlimelight.LarryKing (played Ashley's Purpose, an originalensemble play written and directed by Boston College theater professor Scott T. Cummings, examines America's obsession with celebrity andfame.
by David E. Bruin, A&S '09) interviews
almost bare with the exception of
people as varied as JaneFonda, played open and put on display for hungry ated theater. Many of the elements of It is evidentfrom the moment the audiby Megan Maile Green, A&S '08, and viewers desiring sensational stories.
this class, such as Viewpoints and "lane ence enters the theaterand sees the five the TVs, literally bursts with light, as
the charismaticreligious celebrityDr.
It is difficult to understandAshley's work," are used in Ashley's Purpose. different computers set up in the back designer Jeff Adelberg complemented
Rick Warren, played by Patrick Ryan, Purpose without first understanding Many of the ensemble moments, such ofthe house to dealwith all ofthe audio the piece with his beautiful and jarring
A&S '08. Even the runaway bride Jenwhere it came from. Although largely as the series of Nichols's questions and visual elements that defines the composition. Interwoveninto the piece
nifer Wilbanks, whose infamous alter thebrainchild ofCummings with major taken from Unlikely Angel, were unshow. Beyond the collage-stylescript, is a series of spiritual songs performed
dash happened one month after Ashcontributions from stage manager and planned in order and changed at every what stands out the most aboutAshley's by 22 members of the choral group
ley's experience, makes appearances dramaturg Sarah Lunnie, A&S '08, performance.
Purpose is its highly technical nature. Voices of Imani. In the spirit of the
throughout the play fully decked out many of the vignettes came from a
In his director's note for the play, Thirty-three televisionsofvarious sizes old Greek chorus, the choir not only
in her wedding dress. The connection
course taught last spring called ComCummingswrote that "theplayyou see are situated above,around, and on the lent its beautiful sound to the play, but
between theseverydifferent characters position and Performance Workshop tonight is theresult of a sustained and set. TheseTVs are in almost continual actually moved within the piece itself.
lies in theirshared experienceof being (CPW). The cast, also all in CPW, was widespread collaboration."That word, use, broadcasting actual news footpublicfigures whose lives are wrenched encouraged to explore ensemble-creSee Purpose, D 2
collaboration,sums up the entireshow. age, video art, and photos. The space,

Awakening at St, Ignatius
variety ofmusic, including sacred classical pieces and spiritualhymns."

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

The University Chorale of Boston College warmed up St. Ignatius Church with their rich hymns.

Choral music
cleanses the
wayward soul
By Tue Tran

HeightsEditor

Neither rain nor snow could keep
people away from the University Cho-

rale's Winter Concert on Saturday.
Taking place at St. Ignatius Church,
the backdrop of the church was perfect
with its breathtaking ambiance.
The chilly afternoon was perfectly
warmed up by the voices of the members of the University Chorale.
This year's selection of songs had
the theme of spirituals and hymns.
Matt Shea, the director of publicity
for the Chorale and A&S '09, said,
"The University Chorale adds a unique
element to BC's arts scene by uniting
singers of all ages to perform a wide
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Among these songs were familiar
hymns heard at Catholic masses with
twists, and African-American spirituals that were refreshing and reviving.
Chosen by John Finney, the directorof
the UniversityChorale and conductor of
the Boston CollegeSymphony Orchestra, the songs willbe sung during their
spring break concerttour in Spain and
at this year's Arts Festival.
The Chorale memberslooked sharp
and elegant, donningtuxedos and bow
ties or black dresses withpuffed sleeves
and a bow in the back. As they sang,
they stoodin a crown formation, signifying the regality of the afternoon. The
concert began with theChorale's signature piece: " Tollite Hostias" hy Camille
Saint-Saen - an upbeat, beautiful way
to begin the afternoon'sfestivities.
One piece that the Chorale has not
sung in afew years was from "Gloria"by
Vivaldi. The combination of selections
juxtaposedthe upbeatwith the solemn:
"Gloria in Excelsis Deo" was lively, "Et
in TerraPax" was somber, and "Domine
Fili Unigenite" was cheery,making some
audience members bob their heads
back andforth. The buoyant music was
apparent in the emphatic movements
of the conductor. In "In Quoniam Tv
Solus Sanctus," the voices of the bass
stood out as they sang powerfully, and
switched seamlessly into "Cum Sancto
Spiritu."
"Ecce Nunc Tempus Acceptabile"
started with an organ solo played by
Jacob Street, a nationallyrenowned
musician. Softly and slowly, the tenors
and sopranos joined, and it was one of
the mostbeautifully gentle songs ofthe
afternoon.
The other major piece was a combination of selections from "Mass" by
Franz Schubert. "Kyrie" was another
lively song, and the sopranos shined,
displaying their wide-reaching vocal
ranges and technical control. "Credo"
was dramatic and powerful when juxtaposedwith the playing of the piano.
There was suspense and surpriseas the
voices crescendoed.

See Chorale, D2

Be Kind to Jack Black's newest flop

The madcap comedianand sidekick Mos Def recreate
classic films in a movie plaguedby a one-joke plot, D3

DAVE GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Members of The Acoustics storm through a rousing rendition of Marc Broussard's "Home."

A capella supergroup
hits all the right notes
By Trish Daly
Heights Editor

I'veknown them apart, andI've known
themtogether,and toknow themtogether
is to be in the presence of an a cappella
supergroup. Saturday night, the Bostonians and Acoustics a cappella groups
brought back Stix and Stones (AcouSTICS and BoSTONians), a showfeaturing
both groups that is performedevery other
year, ft was a tribute to the reputations
ofboth groups that by 8 p.m., the seats,
aisles, and doorways ofCushing 001 were
completelyfull, with theaudience spilling
out into the hallway.
The cramped audience was soon rewarded when the Bostonians launched
into "LoveStoned" by Justin Timberlake,
fittingly sung by Justin Maccaro,A&S '09,

Not your typical high school movie

The power of popularity and the oppressionof geekdommakes Charlie Bartlett an unrealistic film, D3

and alsoAlvic Plan, CSOM '11, in his solo
debut.The beat-boxingand soloistswere
equally impressive, and the song was a
great beginning to the show. They kept
the mood upbeat with their next song,
Jo Dee Messina's "Bye, Bye," smoothly
performed by Lynsie Ranker, A&S TO,
which was faultless and energetic.
In contrast to the Bostonians, looking
classy in all black, the Acoustics brightened up the room dressed in bold colors
and crazy patterns. They steppedup, and
the audience soonrecognized thedistinctive opening riffs of Journey's"Don't Stop
Believing," sung for the first time by the
group, featuring soloistBob Regan, A&S
'09. It was a success; Regan masteredthe
difficult high notes impressively, and all

See A Capella, D2
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iLibrarian
Now playing

on Arlene Feinberg's iPod

Blue Moon - Billie Holiday
Sail Away - Randy Newman
You Can't Always Get WhatYouWant - The
Rolling Stones
Forever Young - Bob Dylan
Running on faith - Eric Clapton
Valentine - Linda Ronstadt
Up on Cripple Creek - The Band
One Hundred YearsFrom Now - The Byrds
Ripple - The Grateful Dead
Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band - The Beatles
Blue Skies - Ella Fitzgerald
My Funny
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The Woman Behind the
Music
If you walk into Bapst Library on any given day,
chances are you willbe welcomedwith a big smilefrom a
little lady sitting at the front desk or running aroundthe
libraryshelving dusty art books.Little didyou know that
thislittle lady, Ms. ArleneFeinberg, is actuallya die-hard
Rolling Stones fan, listens to the Beatles like it's still the
'60s, androcks out to the Grateful Dead. Feinberg, who
has worked at the art library for over a decade, explains
her musical tastes: "I guess I want a goodlyric, a melody
and a beat, a rhythm, and a story; so that when the magic
comes together, it makes you want to listen and maybe
even try singing the song." So, when you're at Bapst
cramming for an exam or perusing the art shelves, and
you faintlyhearthe familiarsounds of "SergeantPepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band," you'll know it's not your
imagination, it's Arlene.
Leon Ratz

Our musical
identity

JeffWallace
In an archaic age, longbefore the
invention of the iPod, our culture
needed theradio to get its music fix.
Today it seems more likely that we
turn to popular radio to helpkeep up
with the terms in our Urban Dictionary,
rather than to listen to something

meaningful. It makesperfect sense
that the stations thatfeature a heavy
rotation ofclassicrock continue to
receive the highestratings. No one can
deny that The Beach Boys, The Beatles,
or Led Zeppelin had talent. These
bands were not only gifted artistsbut
also came with a certain "intangible
sard's "Home," sung by enthusiastic life-force" that provoked an entire
A Capella, From Dl
soloist Kevin Coleman, CSOM '08. culture to escape the prison walls of
the parts worked together perfectly. When he called out, "Here we go," the conformityand attempt to change the
world. As thefilm Dazed and Confused
Next, they slowed it down for a powergroup broke it down with a stomp and
ful rendition of The Fray's "Over My clap routine and invited the audience shows, rock androll taught our parents'
generation how to party. In contrast,
Head," with strong vocals by Joe Berg, to clap along.
A&S '08.
It was back to theBostonians for their have any of you skipped class to listen
The two groups came together beaulast two selections, "KeepHolding On" to Nickelback's latestrecord?
Music and art are merely a reflection
tifully to perform a Bostonians song, by Avril Lavigne and "Boondocks" by
of the culture thatproduces them. The
Kelly Clarkson's "Because Of You," Little Big Town. The group was espefeaturing Kate Luskin, A&S '08. The cially excited for these performances, late'60s was a time when an entire
song went off without a hitch; Luskin
as the soloists,Katie Morin, CSOM '09, disillusionedgeneration came together
and found an identity. Their soundtrack
hit every note with ease, accented by and Chris Baxter, A&S '09, recently redynamicbackground vocals.
turnedfrom being abroadfirst semester. included thelikes ofBob Dylan, The
Grateful Dead, Jimi Hendrix, and
The audience,even those in the hallMorin hit the high notes of "KeepHoldway, did not diminish, proving howpoping On" easily, and the song sounded The Who. These artists were elected
the leadersof a generation, not only
ularthe two groups are. Acoustics singer great overall.
because
of their lofty talentsbut also
Brenden Dougherty, A&S TO, cited the
was
one
"Boondocks"
ofthefaeasily
Acoustics' customary incorporation of vorites of the night, as was Chris Baxter because of their appeal as regular
skits in their cafes as the main difference himself. Baxter got into the song with human beings. What ifinsteadof
between the groups, but said, "We are his movements and country-style vocals, smashing guitars and writing angry
both verysimilar groups with great singand the group complemented the song songs, Who guitarist Pete Townshend
ers and great personalities. That's why
with a snapping interlude. By the end decided to rock out abouthis pimpit's great to do a showtogether because of the song, the audience was moving ride or the ice around his neck? He
we get to combine our talents [and] meet
and clapping, and the end was met with would have been 40 years ahead ofhis
time, as these are the things that our
other great people who love a cappella vigorous applause.
culture embraces.Unfortunately, these
as much as we do."
Back together for one of the AcousAfter the combined song, Bostotics' songs, Winona Judd's "No One new vices have led to a move toward
nians member Alex Bain, CSOM '08, Else on Earth," the groups showed love style over substance. What the hell are
announced an intermission but then for each other with compliments and Apple Bottom jeans, anyway? Good luck
quickly retracted the idea as unnecesfinding a worthwhilemessage in that
thanks. The song, with flawless leadvosong. Our culture says: Who cares? As
sary, provoking laughs from the crowd.
cals by Jackie Roche, LSOE '08, soundOn that note, the Acoustics began their ed amazing, and wasa greatfinale to the long as it is catchy, we could not care
perfectlyexecutedrenditionofThe Killshow. The groups seemed as pleased as less. This guiding notion has stripped
today's music of any meaningful
ers' "All These Things I've Done," an the audience with the show.
audience favorite, with fantastic vocals
The only criticism of the night? A message, simply lettingthe beat do the
work. Image is thenthe decidingfactor.
by David Cobiella, LSOE '09. Despite bigger venue is neededfor these popuhis "Average Joes" T-shirt, the soloist lar groups performing together. If you As long as Fergie makesrecords that
was anything but average, and it was missed out on this show, definitely check allude to anything naughty, she will
clear that the whole group was having a out the groups' individual spring cafes, continue to makemoney. That is the
JUSTIN PIKE / HEIGHTSSTAFF
and look out for Stix and Stones in two power of an image.
great time performing.
The fun continued with MarcBrousStraight up musical talent simply
years. \u25a0
Bostonians soloist Kate Luskin leads the Acoustics in Kelly Clarkson's "Because of You."
does not sell like it used to. For
example, Chicago alt-rockersWilco
were dropped from their labelin 2000
when their highlyexperimentalrecord
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot was deemedtoo
inaccessible to the casual listener.
Record executives even admitted
that Wilco's album was an artistic
breakthrough, but insisted that
it becleaned up and made more
straightforwardto meet the needsof
society. Do the record executives think
that we are stupid? It is possible that
they are sitting in their conference
rooms toasting to how they have
deceived an entire culture with their
Chorale, From Dl
ability to effectively market just about
anything. Sadly enough, ifthey put it
The part of the performance in
out there, history has proven thatwe
English began with "Zion's Walls," an
willbuy it. Stupid indeed.
American hymn arranged by Aaron
Times have certainlychanged. We
Gifts,"
also
Copland and then "Simple
cling to the Paris Hiltons of the world.
arranged by Copland. "Zion's Walls"
She probablysold more albums than
was dynamic andthe endingwas strikPearl
Jam's latesteffort. In the '60s,
ing. Simple Gifts was also very catchy
a generation had more at stake, which
and captivated the audience.
explains why the music thatcame from
ClaireRuffing, A&S '11, who had an
this era is perhaps the most powerful
enjoyable time, spoke about the perin
the history ofmodernmusic. Living
it
was
repetitious
formance: "A bitof
at
in our plastic bubble in the United
the beginning, but they performed the
States, it makes sense that Neil Young's
repetition very well I really enjoyed
recent
album Living With War was
the American hymns."
easily forgotten whileAmerican Idol
The last leg of the performance
loser Chris Daughtry topped the charts.
was a refreshing change of pace as the
This so-called war we are livingwith
University Chorale sang three Africanis a world away, whichmakes today's
Feel
spirituals:
American
"Every TimeI
songs seem contrived. As Joni
protest
the Spirit," "The Battleof Jericho," and
Mitchell
andDylan had their culture to
"Soon Ah Will Be Done." The audience
to,
cater
artists have theirs.
today's
spirit
of the moment
definitelyfelt the
If popular culture continues to
through the voices, especiallywith "The
evolve in this cycle, it is onlya matter of
Battle of Jericho," which wasperformed
time until the Britneys and Nickelbacks
in the traditionalmanner, sans accomget trumped by the movement. The
paniment. The strong technique that
executives will continue to go
record
the singers had was well showcased,
to
lengths to push these artists
great
and the conductor's hands defied the
down our throats, but with the advent
laws of physics. "Soon Ah Will Be
of technology, we are finding new and
Done" was another piece with teasing
useful ways to get music. When Wilco
ofvolume, as the voices went from soft
refused
to change, they were dropped
in
an
eye.
to loud and back theblink of
from their label and left to fendfor
The final song of the concert was
themselves.In spite of this, they were
"Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessnominatedfor a Grammyfor
recently
ing," an American hymn arranged by
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR
Mack Wilberg. The beginning was The stage of Bonn Studio was filled with 33 televisions and hundreds of bright lights for the debut of Ashley's Purpose Thursday night. their latest album, SkyBlue Sky. Bands
likeWilco give our generation hope.
reminiscent of the Celtic Women, with
Good music will always be out there.
the voices soft and gentle. In the end,
of Ashley, portrayed by Meghan Hart, over andhad to beledinto its applause. Granted,
Purpose, From Dl
some ofyou will go to war for
the Chorale held their notes for an
A&S '08, comes off as incredibly reThis confusion is understandable, Britney Spears
arguing that the merits
incredible amount of time, holding As the subject of religion and the latable and natural. Hart, seen earlier because Ashley's Purpose is not the sort
production
of
her
on her latestalbum
the complete attention of the audirole of God in the events of Ashthis year as the lead in the theater of play that makes much sense when
Blackout
are
and lively, but
complex
ence. Hearts skipped a beat. It was an
closes,
ley's life is a dominant theme in the department's production of Stage the curtain
ft is the sort of theit
music that really made her
amazing way for the concert to close,
play, Imani and the character of Rick Door, skillfully captured the "realgirl" ater that takes hours, days, maybe even was her
ft is possible to imagine how movbring home in a highly convincing persona of Ashley. There were several longer to really wrap your head around popular? Underneaththe black cloudof
be,
while sung in way the power of the spiritual word. moments, however,such as the baffling what exactly went on during the two popular music is where the true talent
ing these songs will
the majestic Santa Maria Magdalena
Becauseof its somewhatfragmented kiss shared by Jane Fonda and Larry hours of straight performance you just lies. It is on us to find it. Open up your
Church in Seville and San Juan dc nature, it is impossible to narrow down King, which didnot quite connect with sat through. Overall though, the intense ears, close your eyes, and listen.
Dios Church in Granada. The UniAshley's Purpose to any concrete mesthe audience. Even at the end there collaborationthat created Ashley's PurJeff Wallace is the Asst. Arts S3 Review
versity Chorale will do BC proud as
sage. The media is not portrayed as was a moment of awkward silence, as pose resulted in a theatricallyinteresting Editor of The Heights. He welcomescomthey showcase their talent abroad. \u25a0
evil or controlling, and the character no one was quite sure if the play was and visually stimulating performance. \u25a0 ments at wallacju@bc.edu.
?

Stix and Stones rocks your bones

Chorale
gets

spiritual

...

Bonn Studio debuts new work
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Jack Black comedy as outdated as VHS tapes
Stuart Pike
Heights Senior Staff

By

...

How far can a feature film take aonejokepremise? Certainly not thehour and
40 minutes attemptedin BeKind Rewind,
the newfilm penned and directedby the
talented Michel Gondry. It doesn't help
matters that his obsession with quirky
magical realism - which suited Gondry's
previous film, the unpredictable and
amusingly incoherent Science of Sleep

BEKIND REWIND

- seems out of
place and det-

Dir. by Michael Gondry
rimental.
New Line Cinema
Mike (Mos
Def) and Jerry (Jack Black) are two
going-nowhere buddies in a small New
Jersey town, with the former working at
a $-a-day VHS rental store. The latter,
Jerry, lives in a trailer nextto a junkyard
and doesn'tdo verymuch, otherthan annoy thevideo store's owner, Mr. Fletcher
(Danny Glover, looking old and tired as
ever). The store, Be Kind Rewind, is located on the corner of one of those feel
good American neighborhood streets,
where everyoneknows everyone and the
thug subculture never swears and always
respects their mothersandelders. When
Mike and Jerryare spraying a huge graffiti advertisementfor the store under
a highway overpass, the police don't
consider it vandalism as much as they do
another one of Jerry's bad ideas.
Breaking into and destroyingapower
plant - apparently responsible for his
headaches - is another of Jerry's bad
ideas, which leads to not only a silly

COURTESYOF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Jack Black and Mos Def star as Jerryand Mike, two video store employeeswho remake well-known films like the '80s classic Ghostbusters.
electrocution scene but also to his body
being made magnetic. Now, I need to
spend a moment on this electrocution
business, because there was no good
reason for it being as ridiculously silly
and "magical" as it was. And there are
other moments like it, such as Jerry
urinating, as the urine not only glows
but actuallymagneticallyattracts metal
objects as it trickles downa street's gutter. Requiring suspension of disbelief is
fine, but such extraneous fantasies like
magnetically charged Jack Black pee is
just pointless.
Regardless, when Jerry walks into
the video store the next morning, said

magnetism leads to the accidental erasure of the VHS stock. Needless to say,

this spells bad news for Mike, who has
been temporarily left in charge while
Mr. Fletcher's away on a trip. The store's
customers want their movies, and Mike
decides to deliver.
So begins the need for the reenactment and filming of their customers'
video requests, first with Mike and Jerry
trampling through a library for Ghostbusters. More plot developments and
characters do come along, picked from
an amusing assortmentof the localpopulace,but verylittle in the wayof story is of
much interest. Gondry makes a big push

for some sort ofAmericanarelevanceand
sentimentality,as if there's abiggerpicture here than just sketch-style comedy
and Driving Miss Daisy jokes. But really,
that's all he gives us in the way of structure, and his narrative efforts - which
in earnest try to speak to the power of
movies in our lives, or something of the
sort - seem more of an excuse for the
one-joke idea: Two guys make a bunch
ofbizarreand enjoyable homemadeversions of big-name movies.
"Youname it, we shoot it," is the duo's
motto for their high-priced ($2O a pop,
plus expenses) "Sweded" versions. (Why
their videos are branded "Sweded" is

Not what the doctor ordered

Box Office Report

Chase Kinser
Heights Staff

By

Weekend
Gross*

Title

The film Charlie Bartlett and its protagonist of the same name have a lot in
common. They are both new to their
surroundings; the film is an R-rated teen
movie and Charlie is new to his school.
Despite the odds against them, both are
trying to rise in the ranks of popularity
by using gimmicks. The difference comes
when Charlie
succeeds and
the movie
does not.
Charlie's
gimmicks involve declaring himself his
school's shrink: he listens to his peers'
problems andprescribes them drugs that
he gets from real psychiatrists by faking
illnesses. The film's gimmick is selling
itselfas somethingit's not - funny, smart,
andrealistic.
Charlie Bartlett (Anton Yelchin) has
been kicked out of every private school
in his area, so he has to go to his last
resort - public school. Charlie doesn't
fit in and nobody likes him and he gets
beatenup his first day. This event seems
to happen in every teen movie, but it
never happens in reality. Yet, he finds a
friend and business partner in the bully
who beats him up.
They take over the boy's bathroomand
use it as a pharmacy to diagnose allthe
students in the school. The line from the
bathroomgoes around the hallwaysof the
school, which makesone wonderhow everyone gets helpedduring lunchandhow
no one notices what's going on. Because
there are problems at the school, the
principal (Robert Downey, Jr.) decides
to place cameras in the student lounge
under pressure by the district's superintendent.For some reason theychose the
lounge when everyone is linedup outside
the bathroom - an odd coincidence.
Charlie's popularityrises and he becomes the "coolkid"rather quickly after
he enacts his entire scheme. Except now
that he has power and popularity, what
should he do with it? He is told that it is
not his popularity that matters but what

unclear, although I believe it has something to do with Swedenbeing expensive
or European or blonde or
well, like
I said, it's unclear.) These videos are
hilarious - the "Sweded" Rush Hour 2 is
priceless - but they barely account for a
misdirectedproduct.
Gondry has always had an eye for
visual stimulation - his art school days
shine through - so, from a style standpoint, the film scores. Most notable is
the colorful set design, which in one
montage meandersfrom various reenactment filmings without an obvious cut or
separation; and in much the same way
as in Science of Sleep, sets and props are
creatively imaged to capture both the
childlike arts-and-crafts mentality as
well as a dreamy awesomeness.Mike and
Jerry could never make them in real life,
but when they seem to do so anyway we
accept it with a smile and awink, giving
ourselvesto Gondry'spassionfor dreamlike wonder.
What we can't and shouldn't give
ourselvesto is thefilm'sfizzlinglastthird.
Not that thefirst two-thirdswere exactly
a landmark in cinema energy - picture
Mos Def's casual, slow muttering and
apply it to the whole movie - but once
our attention wanes it never comes it
back. We soon realize how little we care
about the characters or what happens
to them.
While Gondry tries to inspire, and
although there are far worse examples
of brilliant directors misfiring, Be Kind
Rewind is as inconsequential today as
VHS. C+

CHARLIE BARTLETT
Dir.byJon Poll
MGM Distribution Co.

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Charlie Bartlett, starring Anton Yelchin and Kat Dennings, is marred by its lackluster plot.
he does with it. Wow. Is this the high
school Lord of the Rings or something?
Apparently, popularity equals power in
the high school worldthat we allremember. Sure, beingpopularis cool, but nothing resembles it in the fictitious worldof
Charlie Bartlett.
Nothing in this film seemsrealistic;
everythingis exaggeratedandridiculous.
Normally, when films divert from reality,
they compensate for it by being funny
or entertaining. Charlie Bartlett doesn't
really do either. No character is believable; they're all molds of the typical teen
comedies.The only difference is that this
film has all the cliques unite against the
administrationfor placing cameras in the
student lounge.
Therefore, the film makes the typical
farfetched teenageflick a further distortion of anything resembling a realistic
high school experience.Recent teenflicks
like Juno, Superbad, andMean Girls are all
typically unrealistic, but theyare at least
funny. Charlie Barlett seems to think it's
telling the truth about the high school.
To its credit, it does present real themes
no other film has delved into since The
Breakfast Club.
The film stresses the importance of

being listenedto. In high school, teenagers feel lost, confused, and unconfident.
No one will listen to them or understand
them, so they turn to drugs - a legacy
theirparents haveseemedto bestowupon
them. Charlie's purpose is to provide
the ear thekids need, and he does this
job well.
The film's entire serious tone and
commentary on prescription drugs is
completelyunderminedby how unintelligent the plot is. Kids jump on the benches
and announceaparty that everyone that
goes to and has a great time at. The
spunky, artistic girl who just happens to
be theprincipal's daughteris the only one
who initiallyaccepts Charlie.
The film advertises itself as a smart
and funny film about teenagers that is
comparable to Juno, but it is not. The
filmfails when it tries to grasp something
out ofits reach. It tries to be serious and
funny at the same time, which is something few films succeed in doing. As a
result, the film is completely absurd in
its portrayal of high school andthe lives
of its students. The film is not entirely
bad because there are clever moments,
but you just have to search around for
them. C-
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24.0

1

2. Jumper

12.7

2

3. The Spiderwick Chronicles

12.6

2

4. Step Up 2 the Streets

9.5

2

5. Fools Gold

6.3
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5.1
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8. Juno
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10. There Will Be Blood
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Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
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7th Heaven, Patterson & Paetro

3. Duma Key,

Stephen King

4. A Thousand Splendid Suns, Khaled Housseini
5. World Without End, Ken Follett
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NOVEL IDEAS WITH TUE TRAN

Yet another tragically predictable endingfor Sparks
Carolina, Sparks's home state and muse
for his novels, I initiallythought, "It'll
be anotherboring one." I don't
mean to offend
anyone from North
Carolina, but

TUETRAN

In middle school, after A Walk To
Rememberwas made famous by its
film adaption starring Mandy Moore,
I became a dedicatedfan ofNicholas
Sparks, absorbing his books just as
cereal does milk. The movie did a great
disservice to the book, which contained
a greater emotionalandromantic
intensity. Of Sparks's books, A Walk To
Rememberwas the best in my opinion;
the rest were unmemorableor difficult
to get through. But now that it hasbeen
more than three years since I last read
one ofhis books, f decided to give him
another chance.
Once again, his novelhas a slow
beginning, failing to grasp thereader
from its onset. Takingplace in North

It's chillinglyromantic, because it
duringthe time around Sept. 11,
evoking memories of the
horror of that day and
the changes that happened afterward. It is important to note that when
people use tragic events
Sparks portrays it
in art and the public accolorlessly, even
to someone from
cepts it, it means that we
are definitely moving on.
Omaha, Neb.
This book follows the
f probably
journeyof John Tyree, a
would have put
partier during his youth
this book aside,
but I thought f
who is reformed by the
military. While on leave
could derive some
entertainment
fromhis post in Germany,
Johnmeets Savannah
from using smart
Lynn Curtis during the
remarks like snobsummer of 2000. A
by critics to drive
home the point
student at the University
ofNorth Carolina, her life
that I was disapCOURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
is as together and under
pointed. I couldn't
control as her name reflects. Of course,
keep reading books that I'd give A's to,
since they are opposites, they have to
right? Well, sticking it through paidoff
attract, right? This is one of the themes
because soon, this storyreally started
to captivate me.
in books by Sparks, which can get tiring
occurs

if not done well.
They spend two weeks during that
fateful summer together until he has
to go back - I won't quote from Grease
again, but you can read it from my last
column. This part of the romance is
painstakingly detailedand therefore did
not moveme. Sparks tried a little too
hard to bring thereader into the exact
moments, whenhe should trust the
reader to imagine it for him or herself.
For more than a year, they hold their
breaths until the day that he will be
honorably discharged and they can start
a life together.
Even on my most optimistic, I'mking-of-the-world days, f still would
agreewith Nicholas Sparks that nothing happens the way we plan it.
Sept. 11 occurs and their love, along
with therest of the world, changes.
John decides to reenlist and serve his
country in the time of great need. His
unit goes from Turkey to Kuwait and
then to frag during the invasion. Still,
John pours his heart out to Savannah,
which thereader also gets to experi-

ence. During this time, all Savannah
can do is accept it. Later, John's father,
who had Asperger's syndrome, dies
and John returns home. Savannah and
Johnhave to decideabouttheirfuture

together - or apart.
Let me spoil this book some, and all
the rest ofNicholas Sparks's books: He
writes tragedies. While they may not
be the same Shakespeareantragedy in
which everyonedies, they are tragedies
nonetheless. Maybe the main character
learns some humongous lessonthat
everyone should know, and maybe he or
she becomes content with life. But contentment never comes without a price,
however steep it may be, which is why
some say that ignorance is bliss.
But I digress.
Tears will ensue, especiallyduring
the last few chapters, so drink some
water afterward. Once in a while, we all
need a good cry.
But just one more note: Dear Nicholas Sparks, somedaywill you write a
novel with a happy ending for the shallowoptimists? B
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summary
16 The Greatest
17 Gaze and gaze
18 Amusing tales
19 Can in London
20 Hanoi holiday
22 Acts as a gobetween
24 Splits apart or
sticks together
28 Crisp cracker
29 Kind of
community
service
31 Destiny
32 Final degree
33 Great Lakes
k
o, o^ f,
34 Shot from cover
38 Actress Davis
41 Go one better
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Directions: The Sudoku is played overa 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and needto be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
? Number can appear only once in eachrow
? Number can appear only once in eachcolumn
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear only once onrow, column orarea.

43 Frightening
44 Napping
46 Hair fashions
48 Nol of
Cambodia
49 Jackie's second
50 Calgary _
53 Basements
57 Mates
58 Sim of"The
Ruling Class"
60 Start of a day?
61 Playing piece
62 Scheduled next
64 Thong
68 JFK data
69 German river
70 Cloth
connections
71 Luau garland
72
Cruz, CA
73 Standing
.?

Answers on D5

DOWN

1 All-purpose

If

2-25

2

3
4

5
6
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Chow down
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7 Paper quantity

measure
9 Defacers
10 Greek letters
11 Singer Page
12 Little green
man, e.g.
13 Dishwasher
cycle
21 Afternoon
parties
23 "Toys in the _"
24 Latin-American
dance
25 Instruments for
minstrels
26 Singer Merman
27 Glasgow man
30 Mobsters
35 Blanches
36 Eat away at
37 Force units
39 Schon and Hefti
40 Aquarium
adjuncts
42 Cooking
containers
45 Feared fish
8 Farm

_

_

Oh
God.
DUDE.
, _, my
.
Dude. Oh my God.

~

Answers to the
crossword on
page D5.
A

56 Nonviolent
protest

47 Drains
51 Fluffy dessert
52 Football team
member
53 Sahara mount
54 Gladden
55 Veranda

59 Wild speech
63 Shooter pellet
65
Dawn Chong
66 Gremlin maker
67 Coastal hrs.

"I don't know how you can eat those things."
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"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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/"NOAH WYLE
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Star of NBC's hit show ER
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean

f

harming animals.
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/gKJSV

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.
www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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AND I DONT WANT TO
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"Somedaywhen you have children of your own,
you'll understand why dress you like 'an idiot.'"
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1 TUST FIND HER X GREAT IDEA!
GOTTA HELP
ANOTHER GUY
HOW DO I
I
ME. I NEED A I
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V
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Start out in the right direction at Ernst & Young. With our
award-winning training programs, you'll have invaluable
resources to help you enhance your skills. And since you'll
be working alongside some of the best talent in the industry,
getting ahead is as simple as following the signs.
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Grow. Succeed.
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and our Facebook.com group.
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ce P y° ur career on a
direct path to success.
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Quality In Everything We Do
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Dublin Internship Program
London Internship Program
Los Angeles Internship Program
Madrid Internship Program
Paris Internship Program
Sydney Internship Program
Washington, D.C. Internship Program

Application Deadline: March 1,2008
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ALL INTERNSHIP PLACEMENTS ARE:
Guaranteed for each student
? Personalized for each student
? Project-based/academically directed
?

COMMON PROGRAM FEATURES
Open to all majors
? Housing provided
Organized excursions and activities
?

*? Financial aid available

www.bu.edu/abroad
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